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Letters

I write to congratulate you for
the new awards program, "In
the Public Interest"
[ARCHITECTURAL RECORD' March
1988, page 9]. That you have
chosen housing as the initial
focus for this program suggests
just how much of a contribution
this undertaking can make
toward encouraging and
rewarding architecture
committed to the public interest.
We are so used to thinking
about architecture as a process
performed by individuals in the
service of other individuals that
the social and environmental
context can all too easily be
assigned a backseat. The
umbrella of public interest
forces us to think about context
and community. Architects as
well as private developers,
government agencies, private/
public development consortiums,
and community design centers
who labor in these fields need to
be recognized and encouraged to
put their resources at the service
of the community. This has
always been true, but in the
shadow of increasing
homelessness and unaffordable
housing, what was merely true is
now imperative.
In rising to the challenge of
serving the public interest, we
may all become better citizens in
the fundamental sense of that
word. We may also have a
better-quality environment for
our pains and a greater public
understanding that design must
be at the center, not the
periphery, of community life.
Raymond P. Rhinehart
Vice President
The American Architectural
Foundation
Washington, D. C.
It is a delight to share the vision

of someone like Lebbeus Woods

the stylistic dreams of the truly
creative spirits among us.
Paolo Soleri, you recall,
retreated in the 1950s to his
desert monastery to give full
vent to his poetic vision. Only a
fragment of his output ever
reached us beyond paper. Where
Woods and Soleri are similar is
that both designed for a clientele
not yet striding the earth.
Samuel M. Thomas, Architect
Billings, Montana
May I thank you for your
splendid piece on our building
[ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,

J anuary 1988, pages 6273] .... As you pointed out, such
an achievement is the
consequence of the interaction
between architect and client.
There is a lot of emotional
commitment in this building,
from that of Kallmann,
McKinnell and Wood right on
down to the stone setters and
carpenters. People of long
experience with the New Jersey
construction industry were
astounded by the craftsmanship
called for by an aspiring design.
Wilson Nolen
Corporate Vice President
Becton Dickinson and
Company
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
Corrections

In the story on Rowes Wharf in
Boston (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
March 1988, pages 86-93), the
firm of de Harak & Poulin
Associates, Inc., should have
received credit as designers of
architectural graphics and
signage. In the same story,
credit for the general contractor
should have been given to
Beacon/O'Connell, a joint
venture of Beacon Construction
Company, Inc., and Daniel
O'Connell's Sons, Inc.

[ARCHITECTURAL RE CORD,

February 1988, page 80 et seq.].
It is sad, however, to realize that
late 20th-century America is
unable to provide a genuine
forum for the full expression of
4
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Through June 7

Design for Independent Living,
an exhibition of products for the
aging and physically disabled; at
the Museum of Modern Art,
New York City.
Through June 26

The Art That Is Life: The Arts
and Crafts Movement in
America, 1875-1920, a major
exhibition at the Cooper-Hewitt
Museum, New York City.
Through August 31

A retrospective exhibit of the
community and retail planning
developments of Jam es W.
Rouse; at the National Building
Museum, Washington, D. C.
May 12 through September 4

Architectural Art: Affirming
the Design Relationship, an
exhibit organized jointly by the
American Craft Museum and the
New York Chapter, AIA, to
explore the relationship of artist
and architect; at the American
Craft Museum, New York City.
May 23-25

"Energy-An Integrated
Approach," a conference
sponsored by the Tennessee
Valley Authority and
cosponsored by, among others,
the AIA, the Association of
Energy Engineers, and the
Building Owners and Managers
Association International; in
Chattanooga, Tenn. For
information: Susan Ross, TVA,
3S 65D Signal Place,
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37 402-2801
(6151751-7405).
June 6-8

"The New Designer," a
conference on computer graphics
for design, sponsored by the
Pratt Center for Computer
Graphics in Design; at the Grand
Hyatt, New York City. For
information: Pratt Center for
Computer Graphics in Design, 45
Stephenson Terrace, Briarcliff
Manor, N. Y. (914/741-2850).
June 12-17

Cassandra Wilday should have
received credit for the landscape
design of Fire Station Five in
Columbus, Indiana (RECORD,
February 1988, pages 122-125).

"The Cutting Edge," the 1988
International Design Conference
in Aspen. For information:
IDCA, P. 0. Box 664, Aspen,
Colo. 81612 (303/925-2257).
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When Milo Thompson, Minneapolis architect, chose
Red Cedar shingles for his celebrated old-world style band
shell at Lake Harriet, they had to be the best available.
Not only to endure Minnesota summers and winters,
but to pass the aesthetic judgement of a 33 member
advisory committee.
Certigrade shingles were specified because they're the
highest rated Red Cedar shingles produced by more than
300 of the top mills in the U.S. and Canada. Our guaranteed No. 1 grade. To consistently provide you with Red
Cedar's unique and unbeatable combination of quality:

Beauty Desirability. Durability.
Milo Thompson's band shell is wearing Red Cedar
with the most prestigious label in America.
And all that beauty goes more than skin deep.
For free information in specifying Red Cedar shakes
and shingles, including permanently treated,
fire-retardant Red Cedar where codes apply,
write on your letterhead for your free copy
of"Roofing Manual," 515 116th Avenue
NE, Suite 275, Bellevue, WA 98004.

RED CEDAR SHINGLE & HANDSPLIT SHAKE BUREAU
The Recognized Authority
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The Standard.

Design courtesy Mitchell Jon Goldberg, AIA, and Edgar Tufel, FAIA

VersaCAD on the Mac.

[1J

Professional Tool You're a professional. You
know the importance of a
CAD program that'll expand your
capabilities - not limit them. And so
does VersaCAD, the pioneer of
microcomputer CAD since 1981.
That's why our new Macintosh
Edition is already the CAD standard
on the Mac.
Macintosh SimplicityTuking the time to master
a new tool costs money, so
you need a package that's quick and
easy to use. Building on our reputa-

tion for user friendliness, VersaCAD I
Macintosh Edition adds "point
and click" simplicity to get you
designing fast.
Top Support Even a pro needs a little
help now and then.
Whether you want to master detail
editing or build complex symbol
libraries, our top-rated technical
support department will lend a hand.
You'll soon know every shortcut in
the book.
Behind every VersaCAD product is
the strength of Prime Computer, Inc.,

one of the two largest CAD companies
in the world.
To find out for yourself why VersaCAD
is the CAD standard on the Macintosh,
see your authorized VersaCAD I
Ma<;intosh Edition dealer todayor call (714) 960-7720.

For the Macintosh Plus, SE, and the new Macintosh n.
Versacad Corporation, 2124 Main Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92648
A Company of Prime Computer, Inc.

See VersaCad I Macinto sh Edition
demonstrated at AEC Systems, Booth # 1602
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Looking forward to Ted Pappas

It has long been an annual custom for RECORD to host a lunch in honor of the
current president of the AIA, an occasion for a speech by the incumbent that sets
forth the goals he hopes to achieve, support, or at least get under way during his
year in office. Architect Ted P. Pappas's address was eagerly awaited because he
brings to the president's job something more than his achievement as head of a
successful medium-sized firm, located in Jacksonville, which designs commercial,
institutional, educational, and housing facilities. He also brings to the AIA's top
post experience other than what he has learned from his generous and diligent gift
of time to Institute activity at all levels.
Ted long ago began to practice what now, as AIA president, he preaches. He has
been what he calls a "citizen architect," actively involved in the life of his city and
region. His service has included 10 years as chairman of Florida's Capitol Center
Planning Commission, and membership in the Jacksonville Historic Landmarks
Commission, Visual Pollution Committee, and various local organizations devoted to
the study and support of recreational and cultural activities. Thus his call for
greater participation by architects in local community affairs is not just a replay of
familiar AIA rhetoric, but is rooted in personal discovery of the effectiveness of
well conceived and directed activism.
What are some of the issues the citizen architect must address? Pappas frames
today's environmental problems in ways that look like opportunities. For instance,
he urges that, instead of trying to discover what is an acceptable level of pollution
indoors, more architects seek to define better environments for productivity and
worker satisfaction. He hopes that, instead of letting the marketplace be the major
determinant of land use, more architects join their fell ow citizens in demanding that
a community value be placed upon open space and more rational ways of
developing cities and satellite towns. Why, he asks, can't architects bring their
expertise to improving the transportation infrastructure, and finding ways of
providing more middle- and low-income housing?
Pappas brought us up to date on the AIA's newest effort, a multiyear program
called "Vision 2000." Its goal is to take a hard look at the forces that will shape
architecture and the practice of architecture in the early years of the 21st century.
The AIA hopes to help architects and all the members of the design and building
team to prepare for the challenges ahead while exploring new ways to better serve
the needs of today's evolving society.
Throughout his talk Pappas kept saying "us" and "we" and "our," thereby
expressing his belief that the goals now being set by the Institute call for the
collaboration of the entire construction industry. "I mean," said he, "architects,
engineers, builders, contractors, manufacturers, unions, interior designers, even
magazines and trade publications. We share the same fate . There are too many
challenges not to collaborate. Too many potential dangers ahead. There's a world to
shape, a future to mold." A call for collaboration as sweeping as this is rarely
heard and should be carefully attended to. Pappas deserves to be taken seriously.
The AIA is lucky to have him as president. Mildred F. Schmertz
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Your client wants one design statement

Or, your client thinks that by just

throughout the office-on a tight

putting a hot new look into a cold

budget. You know that's practically

old building, you can transform it into

impossible, but ...

a silk purse. You know better, but . ..

Or, your client wants to merge
three divisions into one and install

So you compromise, compromise,
compromise.

a furni ture system with a high-

No longer.

profile design statement-but keep

Introducing new Elective Elements;i

all existing furniture. You can

A furniture system that gives

visualize the aesthetic disaster, but ...

you literally thousands of combinations to play with. A choice of
wood or non-wood components. A list

Circle 7 on inquiry card

of surface materials that includes

worth noting: the price spread

eighty-three fabric selections, eleven

between wood and non-wood com-

wood veneers, six laminates, and

ponents means your clients can afford

eight paint colors. Even the option

to use new Elective Elements top

of radial or rectilinear top caps

to bottom,

and worksurface edges. Not to men-

front to back.

tion sophisticated wire and cable

No trouble.

management. The result: unheard-of
design flexibility.
The job of specification, installation, and reconfiguration is a cinch
-in the Steelcase tradition. Also

Stow&Davis
For more information, call 1-800-447-4700

A Division of Steelcase Inc.
The Office Environment Company

Why would the owners of Frank Lloyd Wright's
first house pay more than they had to, to protect
their home's irreplaceable interior?
They didn't have to buy Tri-Guards. There are other brands of wall and
corner protectors on the market-and they're all cheaper.
But the owners of the Winslow House did choose Tri-Guards .. . for all
the reasons they decided really counted:
• Clear to the point of near invisibility: Tri-Guards are designed to be
totally unobtrusive.
• Only Tri-Guards are made of Lexan®: the toughest, most durable,
longest-wearing plastic available. They require no maintenance
beyond simple cleaning.
• Tri-Guards are quick and easy to install. And all mounting hardware
is included .
As the architect of the Winslow House might have said, If you're going to
do something at all, do it the "right" way.
Write to us before you specify your corner and wall protectors. We'll
send you full information and a free sample of our product.

• '7 ~ ~ • lJ
1 •('1t-~~

l&l('l_Ji::::::
U

Theleadingedge
in protection technology.

953 Seton Court, Wheeling, IL 60090 (312) 537-8444

*Tri-Guards are also available in a wide variety of stock and custom-matched opaque colors .
®Lexan is a registered trademark of the General Electric Company
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"None of us studied
architecture expecting to be
defendants in a lawsuit. Most
architects are creative peoplethey may or may not be businessmen, although the better
they are in business the better it is-but few expected to
be defendants in this changing profession. It's something
that has affected me personally, and, I expect, the growth
of many architectural firms.
It's caused me concerns, maybe
burned me out, in spite of the
fact that we've won every one
of our suits.
In the middle '70s to the
early '80s, I felt insurance was
the biggest problem architects
faced-that and litigation. And
it's a continuing problem, no
question about it. But I think
that today DPIC Companies
is with us for our entire future.
Al though we had only h ad
two other insurers in 69 years,
we really moved away from
our previous insurer without
any hesitation. DPIC was
the first insurer that ever discussed loss prevention. And
they were the first insurer
that ever gave a damn about
how we practiced architecture.
That makes us very comfortable. Because, really, they are
the most important partner
in this firm. They provide us
with the assurance we need
to know they are going to
be there. They assist us in
undertaking contracts and
procedures necessary t o try
to keep out of trouble in this
litigious world. They provide
us with legal counsel when
there's a problem brewing. In
fact, we took advantage of
their Early Warning program
just this week.
I feel very good about
them.''

Dave Dubin is a principal
in Dubin, Dubin and
Moutoussamy, a 75-yearold architectural fi rm
based in Chicago. He is
past president of both the
Chicago and Illinois A JA.
We value our relationship
with his firm and thank
him for his willingness to
talk to you about us.

Professional Liability Insurance
For Design Profession als

DPIC COMPANI ES
rlr'\ORION

\.J/JGROUP
Design Profession als Insu rance Company • Securi ty Insurance Compa ny of Hartford
The Connecticut Indem n ity Company
Available through an exclusive network of independent agents. Please call
1-800-682 -3400 (in Cali fornia) or 1-800- 227-4284 fo r the agent serving your area.

2959 Monterey-Salin as Highway, Monterey, California 93942
Circle 12 on inquiry card

FROM THE
HOUSE THAT
RUTH BUILT TO
THE HOUSE THAT
JACK BUILT
Incandescent, HID and Fluorescent. Cooper
Lighting is the single source that offers a virtually
limitless choice of lighting products. The choice for
Yankee Stadium, the choice for millions of homes, and
the choice for your next project.
Halo, Metalux, Crouse-Hinds, Lumark, McGrawEdison and Sure-Lites are all part of Cooper
Lighting. We are an unparalleled resource for manufacturing, engineering, marketing, design and research.
Seven regional showrooms provide an opportunity to
experience first-hand the effects of lighting.
Brilliance from a single light source. Cooper
Lighting, 400 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.

COOPER LIGHTING
THE SINGLE LIGHT SOURCE
Circle 14 on inquiry card
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WthUltrum itS raw to
create a lasting impression.
From beautiful hand-rubbed wood finishes
to the contemporary lines of our new perforated
metal series, Ultrum offers today's most exciting
and versatile site amenities collection.

Stylish seating, planters, trash
receptacles, ash urns, Ultrum
has everything to create a lasting impression.
In wood, Ultrum continues to blend
distinctive styling with meticulous craftsmanship. Every piece is selected with exacting
care and hand-finished for use indoors or out.
Ultrum' s perforated metal series offers
exciting shapes and colors.

Our all-welded
i
construction features heavy
gauge perforated steel sheet
and tubular steel frame.
Each piece is finished with ,;
a durable powder coating '
that protects against heavy ·
wear and weather.
Write for your free
copy of the all new
Ultrum catalog. Without it, it will be hard to
create a lasting impression.
For information, contact your
GameTime representative. Or write
GameTime, Inc., Box 121, Fort
·-.
Payne, AL 3596Z Or call 205/
845-5610, telex 782-534.

Circle 20 on inquiry card
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© 1987 GameTime, Inc.

Before you look at another insulated door,
just look at one of the places Tri-Core has insulated.
The Eagle River, Alaska, Municipal Building has to
work in extremes that can range fifty degrees on either
side of freezing.
Thats why you see Raynor Tri-Core doors on it.
Every Raynor Tri-Core comes with a unique, three-inch
thick insulated core of polystyrene that retains its
insulating properties over time. A patented mechanically interlocked thermal break for maximum thermal
24
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performance. And perimeter seals to reduce air
infiltration. Its as close as you can come to keeping the
weather just like Spring on the inside. No matter what
the weather is like on the outside.
For free design manual, call 1-800-545-0455 or
look in the Yellow Pages under "Doors".

R~
A."NOR
GARAGE DOORS
T
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here's how intumes
Fire Barrier products ca
from getting burned
Weighty responsibil ities come
with your signature. Responsibilities to yourself and your
reputation-and for the safety
and well-being of building
occupants.

With the industry's broadest range of UL Fire-Stop
Classifications, 3M Brand Fire
Barrier products can make a
big difference in protecting life,
property-and your reputation.
Which is why you should always
insist on 3M materials for fire ·
and smoke seal cable trays,
conduit, and metal, insulated,
or plastic pipes.
~
SSIF

7Vl'
\!!:.J

~
Approved

Expanding up to 10 times
original volume when exposed to heat or flame, intumescent Fire Barrier products form
a high strength insulating char
that retains fire wall/floor integrity by filling any voids left by
materials consumed in the fire.
As applied, they restrict the
spread of smoke, toxic gas
and water.

lntumescent Fire Barrier products are the
only practical UL Classified method for
fire-stopping plastic pipe penetrations.

Circle 111 on inquiry card

You can reduce installe
because often just one-half
inch of Fire Barrier Caulk meets
ASTM, Model Building Codes,
Factory Mutual and UL 2-hour
requirements. And one inch of
Caulk or a single composite
sheet meets 3-hour requirements
Send for your free booklet,
"Questions and Answers about
Fire-Stops:· and complete 3M
Brand Fire Barrier product
specification approvals
~
Write: 3M Fire Protec- · fl!&ffJJXiJJ&m
tion Products,
223-4N-06, 3M
Center, St. Paul, MN
55144-1000.

F
'

Sooner or later, every roof leaks.
But Owens-Corning can help you avoid the
problems a leaky roof can cause.
We start by advising you about the best
roofing system for your building.
We make the highest quality materials.
And as the largest roofing manufacturer, we have
a system to fit every budget.
We have a network of certified roofing
contractors, and independent auditors to make
© 0. -C.F. Corp.

sure the roof is installed correctly.
And to back all this up, Owens-Corning
offers the best guarantees and warranties in the
industry- up to 20 years on materials and
installation. If repairs are needed, we'll pay all
authorized costs- including labor.
So don't wait for your roof to leak, call us today at the number above. Or write C. E. Z. Meeks,
Owens-Corning Fiberglas, FiberOWENS / CORNING
glas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659. FIBERGLAS

1988
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In a changing world, count on Dover to keep you current.
With an innovative and flexible approach to elevator
signal fixtures-Impulse.
Impulse® is the first system that lets you integrate
signage directly into the cab operating panel. So tenants'
names (or any other kind of ID) can be right there by the
button. Even better, it's completely modular. You can add
to, delete, re-arrange elements as needed.

oneses.
Jones 8

Signage and buttons are recessed at a 20° angle
facing up, so they're easy to read, easy to use.
Since it's pre-engineered, Impulse can be assembled
and delivered quickly. Which can be important when
you're keeping up with the Joneses.
For more information on Impulse signal fixtures,
call your local Dover office or write Dover Elevator
Systems, Inc., P. 0. Box 2177, Memphis, TN 38101.

•·M'h;I®

ELEVATORS
Making more
elevators makes
DoverNo.1

Stanley makes
grand entrance
at The Crescent
in Dallas.
T here's a new landmark gracing the
Dallas skyline. One that celebrates three
centuries of art, architecture and history. In a city of steel girders covered
with mirrored glass, it makes a unique
statement. Yet, it's the epitomy of Texas
style, grace and culture.
The creation of The Crescent was a monumental
task. It utilized the world's best minds, methods and
materials, often in record numbers.
Started in the early 1980s, this 10.5-acre project was developed by The Crescent, a joint venture
then composed of a Rosewood Properties subsidiary
and Phillip W Shepherd. This 1.6-million-squarefoot office, hotel and retail complex was designed by
John Burgee Architects with Philip Johnson in association with Shepherd & Partners. The unique design
is a renaissance of 19th Century Texas and old world
French architecture.
The exterior of The Crescent is made of 180,000
cubic feet of limestone- the largest use of limestone
since the Empire State Building. Its six million dollars
worth of ornamental metal, with 7, 700 lineal feet of
handrail alone, is the largest use in the world. The
mansard roof is a mosaic of more than 250,000 slate
tiles imported from England.
''The Crescent is a project for the ages; for
people to appreciate for years to come,'' explained
Phillip Shepherd. ''The quality materials selected such
as the limestone, ornamental metal and slate will only
get better looking with time.''

7'he cresc:ent

7'he standard of
the industryStanley 's FBB1 79 hinge

Executive Boardroom

Custom communication, security
and energy systems are typified by The
Crescent's air conditioning. Seven custom,
all-steel, 27' -diameter storage tanks hold
1.2 million gallons of chilled water. This
energy-saving system chills the water at
night during off-peak energy levels and
then circulates it during the day.
The focal point of The Crescent is
the Great Hall of The Hotel Crescent
Court. It features limestone from Barcelona, three types of Italian marble, Louis
XV furnishings, handwoven carpets and
original 18th century paintings. Maintaining this elegant theme, The Crescent's
rooms display fresh flowers, original art,
three phones and French doors which
open to private balconies.
That's where Stanley comes in.
Stanley poli~hed brass hinges not only
open those French doors, they also lead
the way into each of the hotel's 218

rooms and suites. All told, Stanley makes
more than 4,500 entrances throughout
The Crescent.
"Stanley's standard five-knuckle
hinge met the
high quality
standards of the
project,'' Shepherd
added. "Like the
other materials
used, these hinges
will stand the test
of time. That's
why I specified
Stanley. ''
''Our electric hinges provide
an attractive way
to carry current to
the power door
locks in selected
areas of the hotel
and office complex,'' according to Dick
Dixon. "When installed, you can't tell
them apart from our other hinges, ''
he added.
With a population of more than
2 000 The Crescent Office Towers are
' '
comprised of a 19-story center structure
and two adjoining 18-story towers.
Stanley polished chrome hinges are used
throughout. On the 17th floor sits a mansion within a castle-the lavish, 19,000square-foot Crescent Club. It features five
private dining rooms, sitting areas, a
cherry bar and a leather dance floor
whose roof opens to laser-lit stars.
The Crescent adds another dimension to Big D. It's a city within a city with
fountains, courtyards and The Shops and
Galleries-three levels offer. ing the latest in fashion,
'.i· fine cuis.ine, gifts a~d an
- internat10nal select10n of
art and antiques.
Stanley also leads
the way into many
mc1z Dixon,
of these shops
Stanley's Dallas/Fort Worth
Which include the
Sales Representative
exclusive Stanley
Korshak, Bigsby & Kruthers and The
Crescent Gallery.
The Crescent enters a new era of
style. It was a pretty nice opening for
Stanley.
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DID YOU KNOW?
For centuries man has used part
of his resources, even when they
may have been meager, to
decorate the entrances to his
temples, churches, palaces,
castles, even simple homes.
steepte T;p
The early settlers of North America
had little in the way of sophisticated
building materials. Still, they took great
pains to insure the doors of
,......~ their log cabins were as elabei1-= orate as they could make them.
&11 Tip
Doors were fashioned in
the shape of the Christian cross and St.
Georges's cross giving rise to what we
now call colonial and cross buck designs.
The first greeting you get from a
building is made by the entrance door.
Its shape, texture and color can send a
clear message from the occupant
to a visitor.
Decorating tips
Trimming a door with different types of hardware is
crown Tip
another way to make a statement. Stanley can help you make doors
special with items like its decorative
tips in three styles: ball, steeple
and crown. Each is finished
in bright brass, bright"
chrome or dull brass. Any
of the tips fit onto a
specially designed conversion pin that replaces the
normal hinge pin. Thus
standard hinges can easily
take on a special appearance whether they are
existing or new.
For a free sample
conversion pin and tip, just · conversion Pins
specify tip style, finish and
3Yz", 4" or 4Yz" pin size to Dave
Loughran at 1-800-622-HDWE,ext. 5809.
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STANLEY

HARDWARE
helps you do things right.®
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Unique design 0'-" ' \ !/;':':;,
considerations make
Carlisle's Fully-Adhered
Roofing System
Max Klein's choice.
1

"Design A" follows the Irregular contours of the roofllneand fits them llke a glove.
call it unique, exciting or striking. When Max Klein, a major
plastics housewares products manufacturer decided to build a
new corporate headquarters, he resolved it would be unconventional, beautiful and memorable.
Designed by Detroit architect, Harvey Ferrero, the Southfield,
Michigan structure is all of these.
The inventive architectural concept is difficult to describe. Its
spirals, curves, slopes and angles flow with an irregular but fluid
geometry.
And the first-class-plus building required a top-of-the-line
roofing system. One flexible enough to follow the intricate
geometry of the roofline. A system strong and reliable enough
to perform outstandingly under Michigan's rigorous weather
conditions. A system that is fully adhered to hold fast for
thousands of tomorrow's.
They chose Carlisle's "Design A" Fully-Adhered Roofing
System.
Owner, Phil Brodak, Brodak Roofing of Wixom, Michigan
observed "The roof has more angles than I've ever seen. It is flat,
circular, barrel-shaped and juts in every imaginable direction.

Architect: Harvey Ferrero
Roofing Contractor: Brodak Roofing & Sheet Metal
Carflsle Manufacturer's Representative: Holmes Assodates

And because the roof is visible, it had to have a smooth, perfect,
solid black surface."
Concluded Brodak, "The carlisle 'Design A' system is the only
roof I know that could perform well under such design considerations. It was the perfect solution. Its fully-adhered roofing
system allowed us to go wherever the roof went." Carlisle's
roofing membranes include the standard EPDM and a new
polyester reinforced EPDM. Both are available in designer colorsbasic black Sure-Seale or the innovative white-on-black Brite-Ply™.
Next time you need a roofing system try a Quality Roof by
Design . . . try Carlisle.
Need more information?
Call a Cariisle representative/distributor. Or call Carlisle SynTec
Systems toll free at 1-800-233-0551. In Pennsylvania, 1-800932-4626. In Canada, 1-416-673-5557. Or write carlisle SynTec
Systems, P. 0. Box 7000, Carlisle, PA 17013.

Carlisle SynTec Systems
C9r1isle, Sure-Seal, and Brite-Ply
are trademarks of Car1isle Corporation.
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Completing the
cathedral:
a call for
apprentices

Survey of government's role in housing
produces some surprising answers

A national survey conducted for
an educational organization, the
National Housing Institute,
indicates that Americans are
willing to pay $12 billion to $17
billion annually in additional
taxes to fund federal programs
that provide better housing and
more homeownership for middleclass, working-class, and poor
families. The survey of some
1,000 individuals was conducted
by R-L Associates and, according
to NHI, shows that there are
millions of Americans with
serious problems in getting a
home and paying for it.
"White- and blue-collar
workers have joined the poor in

this nightmare," says NHI
chairman David C. Schwartz, a
political-science professor at
Rutgers University and a
member of New Jersey's general
assembly. He points out that the
poll's findings represent both a
challenge and an opportunity to
business. For example, most
workers favor tax incentives for
companies that offer housing
assistance as a personnel benefit.
Some companies and institutions
are already moving in this
direction, he says-and are
contributing millions of dollars
towards affordable housing in
partnership with nonprofit
groups and government

agencies. He projects that
17 million adults think industry
should take such responsibility.
The survey found voter
support on six specific programs:
•A down-payment loan program
for young families.
•A mortage-rate reduction fund.
•Emergency loans and grants to
prevent homelessness.
•A program to finance dwellingunit modifications for the needs
of the frail and elderly.
•Tax benefits for employerassisted housing.
•Public financing to rehabilitate
obsolete buildings for low-income
housing. Peter Hoffmann,
World News, Washington, D. C.

design, free-lancers acquire
varied experience." The goal is to
land permanent positions at a
higher level more quickly than
by remaining on one job for a
given period of time.
Not everyone agrees that this
works. "Some firms still look
warily at designers who have
jumped from one job to another,"
says Valerie Glod, an associate
with Edwards and Shepard, a
personnel agency that deals only
with full-time employment.
Margot Jacqz of the RitaSue
Siegel Agency concurs. "Even in
a fluctuating market, many
firms still want to hire on a
permanent basis."
Architemp's Ltd., also in New
York, is part of the new wave of
agencies trying to change this
attitude. "We place designers on
everything from one-day
charettes and weekly
assignments to monthly-even
yearly-projects," states
president Sandra Fields. Like
CFA, Architemp's usually bills

for its free-lancers at an hourly
rate and makes money by paying
them at a lower one. Both
agencies sometimes work on a
flat commission basis,
determined by the nature and
length of a project. If an
employer wishes to hire a freelancer on a permanent basis, the
agencies allow him to buy the
free-lancer's contract.
Assuming that architectural
firms will become accustomed to
the free-lance concept, agencies
that find this type of
employment plan to grow.
McFadden is preparing to
establish a second office in
Boston and hopes to open others
in Washington and Chicago after
that. In an age of an increasingly
mobile workforce, free-lance
architects may soon be shuttling
back and forth from city to city,
picking up jobs wherever the
market is strongest.
"Have T-square, will travel,"
might be their credo.
Clifford Pearson

Free-lance employeesthe wave of the future?

"In the old days, a firm might
turn down a project because it
didn't have the necessary staff
to handle it properly," says
architect David McFadden, who
runs Consulting For Architects,
Inc., a company that places freelancers in architects' offices in
New York. "Today, firms can
maintain a lean staff in lean
times and hire free-lancers when
business picks up. In the process
they can hire people with the
particular skills needed for
particular jobs."
Architecture is not the only
profession turning more and
more to free-lance employment.
One study finds the number of
temporary hirees almost doubled
in a recent four-year periodover 10 percent of them skilled
technicians or professionals.
A growing number of young
architects see free-lancing as a
fast-track means to getting
ahead, continues McFadden.
"Instead of working on just one
type of project or one aspect of

The Stoneyard Institute of the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine
in New York City invites
students of architecture,
engineering, and preservation to
participate in a program that
"brings the medieval tradition of
stone construction into the 20th
century." Scheduled for July 25
through August 5, the two-week
workshop/ seminar program,
taught by a distinguished
international faculty, will provide
intensive hands-on experience in
stone cutting, carving, and
construction-as well as
exploration of related design
issues. It could also involve
working at new heights (photo).
Students will create stoneworking templates, then the
masonry units themselves, and
finally "incorporate their blocks
into the rising form of the
cathedral's new tower."
The institute was founded in
1979 for the purposes of
completing the unfinished
cathedral (the largest in the
world) to the original 1929 design
of Ralph Adams Cram and, in
the process, training local youth
in stone-masonry skills. This will
be the second summer that the
academic course for design
professionals will be offered.
Tuition is $500, with possible
help available, and the
application deadline is June 1.
Contact program director
Barbara Timkin at the Institute,
1047 Amsterdam Avenue, New
York, N. Y. 10025 (212/316-7460).
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the be-st windows you'll ever spec.
Beautiful select Ponderosa Pine interior,
thick extruded aluminum clad exterior, Heat
Mirror insulating glass, triple weatherstripping
-"--and those are just the obvious differences.
Feature for feature, no other leading
window gives you more comfort, performance
or value-in more standard sizes.
From casements, double-hung, bows, bays,
picture wiAdows, trapezoids and circle tops to
the largest range of patio doors available,
Hurd lets you spec more performance for the
money.
- See for yourself. Ask your H.urd distributor
for a demonstration. Or call
1-800-2-BE-HURD for more
information.

------- ...._. . .~....--Tfie ultimate - - •

wood window™

Comparison based on 1988 Sweers m frs . specs. Andersen WindowalJ. .Marvin . and Pell a
are registered trademarks of Andersen Corp.. Marvin Windows . and the Roi screen Co..
respectively. Heal Mirror is a registered trademark of Southwall Technologie s Inc.
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Legal perspectives:
It may be time to get consultant
agreements on a businesslike basis

Until now, many architects and their
engineering and other consultants have worked
together on a handshake or other informal
agreement. This, says an eminent attorney,
may no longer do.

By Arthur T. Kornblut

Few things are more basic to
success in the design process
than the professional
collaboration between an
architect and his or her
engineering consultants. Unless
the architect's firm includes
professional engineers on staff,
the architect will retain
professional engineers as
"subcontractors" to provide
required engineering services for
a project.
Many of these relationships
develop over the course of a
career and, despite current-day
concerns about liability and good
business practices, they may be
based on a simple exchange of
letters or even a handshake.
Although I am not anxious to
tamper with such arrangements
when they are successful,
some thoughts are in order
about the problems that can
occur in unanticipated
circumstances.
Problems could start with
the realities of how consultants
are paid

When an architect bills a client,
he expects to be paid promptly
and in full. When an engineer
bills an architect, he likewise
expects to be paid promptly and
in full .
Unfortunately, expectations
and reality often do not mesh. As

Mr. Kornblut is a registered
architect, a practicing attorney in
the firm of Kornblut & Sokolove
in Washington, D. C., and former
chairman of the American Bar
Association's Forum Committee
on the Construction Industry.
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a result, it is common practice
for architects and engineers to
have tacit, if not written,
agreements that the engineers
will be paid their portion of fees
after the architects receive
payment from the owners. Most
architects are either unwilling or
financially unable to bankroll
payments to engineering
consultants in the absence of
payment from the owners.
Some engineers argue that
architects must pay staff
employees who are engineers, so
it should be no different with
outside consulting engineers.
Although there is some logic to
this, it fails to distinguish
between the substantial
difference in dollar amounts
represented by fee payments to
consultants and salary payments
to employees. Nevertheless, as
long as architects and engineers
have a good working
relationship, the normal payment
process is accepted, albeit
reluctantly.
When the relationship sours,
especially when an owner's
failure to make payment is
unrelated to any failure of
performance by the engineer, the
latter may seek to use legal
means to recover payment from
the architect. The architect then
will be caught in the middledefending against the engineer's
claim on the one hand and
having to initiate legal action to
collect from the owner on the
other.
Avoiding problems depends on
a clear, written understanding
of the terms and timing of
consultant fee payments

It often comes as a surprise to
architects to learn that the 1979
edition of the AIA standard
agreement form between
architect and engineer
(Document C141) did not contain
any language that would make
payments to the engineer
contingent on receipt of payment
from the owner. Any such
condition had to be drafted and

inserted by the architect.
This omission from the printed
form has been corrected in the
1987 edition of C141 (which is
now called "Architect-Consultant
Agreement" to facilitate its use
with consultants other than
professional engineers). In the
1987 version, Subparagraph
10.3.6. states:
"Payments to the Consultant
will be made promptly after
the Architect is paid by the
Owner under the Prime
Agreement. The Architect shall
exert reasonable and diligent
efforts to collect payment from
the Owner. The Architect shall
pay the Consultant in
proportion to amounts received
from the Owner which are
attributable to the Consultants
services rendered. "
If there are any contingencies
or other special provisions
related to fee payments
contained in the architect's
agreement with the owner, these
should be disclosed to the
consultants. This is specifically
required by Subparagraph 10.3.2
of AIA Document C141.
It should be noted that there
have been numerous court
decisions over the years
interpreting similar pay-whenpaid provisions in contracts
between general contractors and
subcontractors. The courts have
divided into two schools of
thought. In one, the provisions
are interpreted to be an absolute
bar to payment unless and until
the general contractor actually
receives payment from the
owner. In the other, the courts
have ruled that the provisions
permit the contractor only to
defer payment for a reasonable
time-that the general
contractor cannot withhold
payment indefinitely when the
owner's failure to pay is not due
to any failure of performance on
the part of the subcontractor.
It is now unknown how the
courts or the arbitrators will
interpret the new AIA
language.

A related issue is the cost of an
architect's collection of fees
from his client
If an architect is forced to seek

legal counsel to bring a demand
for arbitration or a lawsuit to
collect unpaid fee bills, he often
bears the brunt of the time and
expense involved. Yet, the
consulting engineer will be a
direct beneficiary of that effort
if the architect is successful,
because the engineer will receive
his or her portion of the fees
collected. To share the burden
proportionately, it may be
appropriate for the architect and
consultants to agree that they
will share on a pro-rata basis the
cost of collection and that they
will cooperate in the effort, even
though it is the architect who
legally must take action against
the recalcitrant owner. To that
end, the following contract
clause might be considered:
"In the event the Architect is
required to retain legal counsel
for the collection of any
amounts due and owing from
the Owner to the Architect, the
Consultant shall share, on a
pro-rata basis, the legal and
other expenses incurred by the
Architect. The factor for
computing the Consultant's
pro-rata share of such expenses
shall be determined by dividing
the Consultant's portion of the
total amount due by the total
amount due and then
multiplying the result by the
total of such expenses. The
Consultant shall cooperate
fully with the Architect in any
legal action or arbitration
proceeding related to collection
of amounts due and owing."
If a consultant is unwilling to
agree to the pay-when-paid
language now found in the AIA
agreement form, or is unwilling
to share in the costs of collection
if that becomes necessary, the
architect should weigh the value
of the consultant's potential
contribution to the design team
against the risk that the
architect would solely retain.
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Entrance and Framing System

A glass smooth exterior.
On the outside, new Crystaline from Kawneer
presents uninterrupted aesthetic appeal. Four-sided
silicone glazing in the door and framing system puts
all the glass on the same line for the look of a continuous reflective expanse. Readily available in stock
lengths with the design flexibility of 1
/4" and 3/a"
glazing or the thermal performance of I" insulating
glass. For storefronts, one-story office buildings and
even interiors, Crystaline is the total system no
matter how you look at it.

lllllllKavvneer
The designer's element.
Kawneer Product Information· Kawneer Company, Inc.· Department C
Technology Park-Atlanta · 555 Guthridge Court · Norcross, GA 30092
See us at the CSI. Booths 1818 & 1820.
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Practice:
Make that percent for art pay off

With the growing trend of both public and
private clients to allocate a percentage of
their construction budgets to art, architects have
an opportunity-but also a challengeto assure that the money is well spent.

By Joyce Pomeroy Schwartz
Two women sit in Vito Acconci's
"Garden of Columns" (photo, top
right). Engaged in animated
conversation, the women are
obviously enjoying a private
moment in this cultural oasis.
Successful art like this does not
happen by chance. It is planned,
and the procedures in its
commission affect the quality of
its results.
Creating art for public places
affords artists an opportunity and
a challenge not provided by the
usual process of producing works
for galleries or museums. The
process engages all the players:
the architect, the client, and artist.
Inherent in it are all the
frustrations, achievements, and
satisfactions one can imagine
would be necessary to bring
contemporary art of museum
quality into the daily lives of the
general public.
The public percent-for-art
mandate is causing hundreds of
states, cities, and towns to
commission art. But the architect,
a master planner who is
traditionally the placemaker and
initiator of artworks, is having
trouble controlling the esthetics of
his projects as client art
bureaucracies often impose their
own ill-conceived concepts.
Anchorage (photo, top left) could
have been one example. What the
client may often get is not art but
imitative decoration, sometimes
because architects forget to
include the effort to control art as
a reimbursable in their client
contracts.
Architects and artists should be
ideally suited to work together
The artist requires the architect's
knowledge of space, materials,
and function. Further, the
architect has the ability to
translate the artist's visionary
concepts to the client. Especially
for complicated site-oriented art,

Ms. Schwartz is head of Joyce
Pomeroy Schwartz Ltd. in New
York, consultants on art for
public spaces.
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in which the boundaries of art,
architecture, and landscape
design meld, the team must
function together.
Art consultants try to
synthesize all the players' needs,
including educating the client.
They help identify the human
factors, establish and maintain a
positive climate, and expedite
contract negotiation, fabrication,
and installation, acting as the
liaison between everyone from
architects to lawyers to installers.
The creation of a work from
maquette to execution entails an
awareness of the fabrication
process by the client, as well as a
leap of faith in the artist's
evolution of the final work. To
counteract selection committees'
preconceived ideas, consultants
offer them other possibilities.
Slide surveys of historic and
contemporary artworks, derived
from artists, galleries, public-art
slide registries, dealers,
museums, and collectors, are
useful. Long before a work is
commissioned, professional
guidelines and standards of
quality for the art selection
process are established. A model
for this process is the Federal
General Services Administration
Fine Art Program.
Underlying any project is the
need for realistic art budgeting
While many projects today are
funded by a percent-for-art
program, others are funded by a
developer to cite a building's
uniqueness and high quality and
to help enhance tenant,
community, and employee
relations. Ideally, the art budget
is planned at the same time the
project is conceived. Funds for
art can better be found when it is
seen as a necessary ingredient.
Spending one-half of 1 percent to
2 percent of the construction
costs for each building is
customary and realistic. The
actual percent can be allocated on
the square-foot rental costs of
space, the higher rents producing
the higher percent.

An art committee in
Anchorage, Alaska, first
commissioned artists to
embellish the city's Historical
and Art Museum without
consulting design architect
Steven Go ldberg of Mitchell/
Giurgola Associates. Goldberg
flew to Alaska to convince the
committee that the art should
be integral to the building
facade and that the architect
was such art's rightful
provenance. Artist Ned Smyth 's
work was finally selected
because it met the architects'
conditions of scale, material,
and form, and possessed
relevant Alaskan imagery.

Artist Vito Acconci's "Garden
of Columns" is surrounded by
a cafeteria, bank, and shops in
Coca-Cola U. S. A. 's
headquarters (by architects
Heery International with
interior architects Stevenson &
Wilkinson). It relates to the
American mall as a place to
meet, eat, and shop. His design
is derived from five black
structural columns and
satisfies his mandate by
transforming the otherwise
static architectural elements
into a lively interior ''forest. "
The 13 cylinders were carved
out to contain seats, lighting,
plants, and even a fish tank.

There was little time to choose
art for a Philadelphia hotel by
Welton Becket. Selection was
begun shortly before the
building was to open and, to
avoid last-minute "plop art, "
the art committee, including
representatives of the
architectural firm, was shown
works that had functions, such
as this fountain by Giuseppe
Penone-a leading artist of the
Italian Arte Povera Movement.
Despite the time constraints, he
made a specific proposal
including a maquette,
drawings, and engineering
studies that explained his
concept and the construction.

Within a fixed budget, the art
committee for a new office
complex in Alexandria,
Virginia, combined the
landscape and art budgets. It
thus produced a collaboration
between landscape architect M
Paul Friedberg and artists
Anne and Patrick Poirier so
that the landscape could itself
become the work of art. Instead
of putting art in a place, art is
the place. The result is a grand
public park on the banks of the
Po to mac, a Promenade
Classique akin to historic
European gardens, with its
many and diverse fountains,
sculptures, and trees.
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Entrance and Framing System

A softly sculpted interior.
Inside, new Crystaline from Kawneer presents the
rounded profile of radiused horizontal and vertical
framing members only 2" wide and 4" deep. Snapon head/sill members facilitate installation of interior trim, carpet, and ceilings. A full palette of color
finishes including the tradit ional anodized makes
Crystaline the choice for versatility. And the visual
drama increases with through-the-glass mounted
Architects' Classic Hardware from Kawneer for
single-source aesthetics. Crystaline. For a great
look that depends on where you're looking.

~H<avvneer

The designer's element.
Kawneer Product Information · Kawneer Company, Inc. ·Department C
Technology Park-Atlanta· 555 Guthridge Court· Norcross, GA 30092
See us at the CSI. Booths 1818 & 1820.
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At the pinnacle of the Opryland Hotel Conservatory's lush indoor Victorian garden are angle bay windows, custom built for the hotel.

When Opryland Hotel asked Norco to design
some special windows, the results were grand.
Some would call it a tall order ... building
windows for Opryland Hotel that are in perfect
harmony with their Conservatory suites.
But Norco measured up and built custom
windows, fine tuned on both the exterior
and interior to capture the Conservatory's
lush mood. The Conservatory is over two acres
of architectural wonder - Victoriai;i gardens
with winding trails, bubbling brooks and
tumbling waterfalls.
Crowning the Conservatory's elegance
are Norco's custom Angle Bay Windows,
Norco's sweeping angle bays complement the southern elegance at
Opryland Hotel Conservatory suites and give guests a breathtaking
view of the Conservatory

designed with authentic True Divided Lites,
evoking the rustic charm of the Old South.
A high note for each suite.

Each upper level suite is graced with one
or more Norco Angle Bay Window, blending
, with the romantic appointments, giving
each guest the impression he is staying in a
stately Southern mansion. And each Norco
Angle Bay Window was designed to create a
floor-to-ceiling wall of windows, set precisely
at the right angle to give a glorious view of
the Conservatory.

Grand results brought Norco back
for an encore.
Op ryland Hotel's newest expansion, the
Cascades, is set for completion in 1988. It is
another major, skylighted interior space even
larger than the Conservatory. Its 839 additional
rooms will enlarge the hotel to 1,896 rooms.
Norco's Custom Angle Bay Casement
Windows will again be center-stage in
the addition.
Norco's performance on the original
construction phase was so impressive that
Op ryland Hotel brought Norco back for
an encore.
Uncompromising quality, on-time delivery
and Norco's capability to build windows to
Opryland Hotel's exacting standards (at a
surprisingly affordable price) are some of the
reasons Norco windows are again at the top.
Norco can make your imaginative window
designs a reality.
For more information, see Sweet's File
number 08610/NOR. Or, call or write us today.

O~HarEL

II

Besides meeting all the practical maintenance requirements
of a modern hotel, the windows had to fit perfectly into the
Conservatory's lush setting.

Windows:
Norco Windows, Inc.
Hawkins, WI

Architects:

Earl Swensson Associates
Nashville, TN

Masterpkcesiv wood wivdaws and doors.

NURGU®

O WINDOWS) INC

P 0. BOX 309 · HAWKINS, W1 54530
PHONE: 715/585 -6311
Circle 31 on inquiry card
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Twenty-nine stories
filled with nothing.
No offices, no homes,
no stores.
Nothing but elevators,
up and down.
(And an escalator or two.)
This strange building is
the new Otis test facility,
by far the most advanced
of its kind in the world.
No matter what wild scenario
an engineer, architect or
city planner might dream up,
we can simulate it right here.
Twenty-nine stories filled
with what-ifs.
The companies of
United Technologies
are working together to
make advanced technology
meet any special need.
From a diagonal elevator
for the Eiffel Tower to
engines for a plane that
will fly at 10,000 mph,
from a car mirror with a
memory to a Space Station
bathroom that works in zero
gravity, we're sharing ideas
that unite technologies.

•UNITED

~TECHNOLOGIES
Circle 32 on inquiry card
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In
· · • in the towns. throughout the land,
Bilco produdl are keeping their users satisfied.
Satisfied with the smooth, easy. reliable operation.
Satisfied with the low maintenance and long,
trouble free service.
Bilco.~e tested, performance proven products
for your clients. Roof Scuttles, Automatic Fire
Velttl, Pit. Floor and Sidewalk Doors, Ladder Safety
Posts, Ceiling Access Doora, Basement Doors.
See our catalog Jn Sweets or send for a copy.
DOORS FOR
SPECIAL SERVICES

P.O. Box 1203, Dept FS117, New Haven, CT 06505

It only laalfs lilfe
a pen platter.
But look again. It emulates pen
plotters, reading popular 906/907
and HPGL data formats. It comes in
pen plotter widths - 24 and 36 inches.
And you can use it with your favorite
CAD packages, such as AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, or MICRO CADAM.
But the Versatec 8500 series
is like no pen plotter made. It is more
reliable, because it plots with electrons, not pens. It's faster, plotting Dor
E size drawings in less than a minute.
It can plot an unlimited number of
vectors, variable line widths (to '12 inch
wide), dashed lines, or text without
reducing speed.
A built-in rasterizer and fullpage buffer enable fast output at a
constant rate for outstanding quality
Plot an original in fifty seconds. Make
copies without retransmitting data.
And plot over one hundred drawings
without changing paper.
So fast you can share one plotter among several users. So quiet
you can run this plotter at your desk.
So reliable you can plot unattended at
remote sites.This is the revolutionary
new 8500 series of electrostatic plotters. Prices start at under $20,000.
Circle our readers' seNice number or call toll-free 800/538-6477 *
for a free product application
brochure.

* Jn California. call toll-free 800/ 341-6060
HPGL is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard. 906/ 907 is
a trademark of CalComp. AutoCAD is a trademark
of Autodesk. MICRO CADAM is a trademark of
CADAM Inc. Versa CAD is a trademark of Versacad
Corporation. Versatec is a trademark of Versatec.
Inc. Xerox is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
Plot data courtesy of Autodesk.

•
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... --VERSATEC
A XEROX COMPANY
See us at
Design Automation & SIGGRAPH

Circle 36 on inquiry card
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~·te and EPI

S

ince 1945, Naturalite has been working to build its reputation as designers and builders of fine
quality skylighting systems. Over the years, one of our most formidable competitors has been
EPI Architectural Systems, Inc. • Now, EPI and Naturalite have merged to become America's

premier suppliers of skylight systems. • Among the more notable
projects our companies have completed in recent years are: 'frump
Tower • The Kimball Museum • PPG Place • Akron City Center

PPG Place, Pittsburgh

Trump Tower, New York

Collin Creek Mall , Dallas
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weve grown from two companies to.one!
• Momentum Place, Dallas • The Philadelphia Stock Exchange • Esplanade Mall, New Orleans • Los
Angeles' Beverly Center • Xerox Corporation Headquarters. • Now, the design, engineering, manufacturing
and installation expertise of these two companies have been combined into one team . . . one exciting
resource. • For your next design, we invite you to explore
the possibilities now available from Naturalite/EPI - your
single source for the finest in sky lighting systems.

Esplanade Center, New Orleans

Philadelphia Stock Exchange

NATURALITE/EPI
For more information, please contact:
Bruce Rayburn , 1-800-527-4018.
Penthouse

Division, Butler Manufacturing Company.
Plants in Dallas, Houston and Pittsburgh.
Circle 37 on inquiry card
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When the Edmonton Law Courts wanted a fire-retardant panel for their
expansion project, the decision was in favor of Duraflake® FR. The Class I
fire-rated particleboard that's gone through trial after trial.
It has a UL flame spread rating of 20. And a smoke developed rating of
·25. Plus it's stable and won't bleed chemicals. Important requirements when
laminating fine veneers such as the teak used in Edmonton's courtrooms.
You can order Duraflake FR cut-to-size,
or in four- or five-foot wide panels of standard
length. Four-foot wide panels are also available up to 18 feet in length. It's even available
as a high-pressure laminate panel called
DuraDesign®FR, for use in casegoods and
furniture .
If you have to meet strict fire codes, call
(503) 926-5866 for Duraflake FR. And give
it a trial.

~ Duraflake®FR
Duraflake Division
Willamette Industries, Inc.
Albany, Oregon 97321
(503) 928-3341
Circle 39 on inquiry card

TCS
andlhe

Corporate
Ediface
Procter & Gamble General Off ice
Cincinnati, Ohio
Architect: Kohn-PedersenF ox Associates
New York, NY
Roofer: Imbus Roofing Company,
Cold Spring, KY

PPG Place, Pittsburgh, PA
Architect : Johnson/Burgee
New York, NY
Roofer: Warren, Ehret-Linck
Company
Pittsburgh, PA

There are many striking examples of how TCS
(terne-coated stainless) has become an integra l
part of a total architectural concept. . . expressed
so beautifully as roofs on the Procter & Gamble
building and on the many roofs of PP,G Place.
Weathering to a predictable warm, natura l gray,
TCS blends quietly with the bu ildings' architectural expression .
Aesthetics aside, however, TCS has impressive
functional credentials. Among them are great
tensile strength combined with light weight ,
exceptional resistance to corrosive environments, complete freedom from maintenance .. .
thereby promising a durability measured in
generations rather th an years. We'll be happy to
send you substantiating evidence. Call us tollfree 800-624-6906.

fOLLA.NSBEE

FOLLANSBEE STEEL • FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037
Circle 40 on inquiry card

Where innovative design is the rule, the elevator must be as unique as the interior.
That's why, for more than 50 years, architects and building owners throughout the world
have specified ESCO elevators. ESCO's individualized
manufacturing processes ensure that custom designs are cost- ·
effective while meeting your exact specifications.
Call or write ESCO today for a free brochure. We'll show
you how to rise to any occasion with a custom elevator
ELEVATORS, INC.
from ESCO.
P.o. sox 445 •FORT woRTH, TEXAS 75101 • 017-478-4251

ESCO
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~ultiply the Possibilities
~

/
I

¥

EL~ prefabricated gang flashings let you group VELUX roof windows and

kylights in almost any combination quickly and easily.
The precision engineering of VELUX gang flashings allows weather tight
installation without the need for caulk or mastic. This means no weather delays,
/ ~~L~ ~a~~ ;:~~~~~~~
no m~, and l~ chance of callbacks. In addition, VELUX gang flashings are
/ {,:~~ ~f~~~i~r~~~~v;;u~e
.
"d
.
"d
f
da
d
.
/.
Complete Guide to Roof Windows and
readily available nat1onw1 e 1Il a Wl e range 0 stan Ii sizes to meet your
/
Skylights'; and a price list. Your inquiry
/
will answered within 24 hours.
building requirements and your deadline.
/
/
Name _ _ _ _ _ __
0

0

be

/F

Sales, Warehousing and Service Nationwide //Address
/ irm
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

VELUX:
J_

The world leader
.
f •d
d k Ji hts
m roo wm ows an s y g •
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©1 988 VELUXAMERICA INC.

/

®VELUX is a Registered Trademark .

/
/

/

/

/ / ---------City/State/Zip
VELUX-AMERICA INC.
P.O. Box 3268
Greenwood, S.C. 28648

VELUX-CANADA INC~R 588
16817 Hymus Blvd.
Kirkland, P.Q. Canada H9H3L4

GE IS THE LIGHT THAT
WILL RESHAPE THE WAY

GE BIAX lamps
make everybody and everything,
including operating costs, look better.

· C-809

It won't take you long to discover that with
GE BIAX ™ 40-watt lamps, the design possib ilities are endless.
·
Because they're only 22.5 inches long, yet
i deliver all the light of standard four-foot fluo' rescents, you can design with smaller fixtures.
And that means more attractive ceilings.
And because BIAX la,mps make colors look
richer and more vibrant than standard fluores-

You DESIGN LIGHTING.

cents can, the lighting you design will make the
environment and the people who work in it
more attr active.
Equally attractive is the amount your clients
will save on operating costs. GE BIAX 40·watt
lamps, you see, last up to 8,000 hours longer
than conventional U-shaped tubes. And 13
times longer than incandescents.
Feast your imagination on the endless pos-

sibilities of the GE BIAX family of lamps.
For more product or application information, call your local GE Lighting Specialist.
Or call ,the GE Lighting Information Center
at 1-216-266-3900.
GE is Light.

GE lighting

Circle 43 on inquiry card

ELEGANT LUXURY
AND SOLID DURABILITY
CAPTURED IN ONE
REMARKABLE SURFACE.

INTR0

G

A BEITER
MOUSETRAP. ..

Feeling trapped by the meek performance and plain appearance of
conventional surfaces? Or the mousy colors and limited sizes of most
solid surfacing materials? Catch Fountainhead .. .the most exciting
new surfacing material in years!
Fountainhead is a solid, nonporous material specially
developed by Nevamar with color and pattern throughout its thickness.
Its soft translucence gives it a natural warmth and elegance. Yet
Fountainhead is extremely durable with high resistance to heat, impact,
mildew, stains and chemicals. It can be cut, drilled and shaped for all
types of applications. It's easy to maintain, too. Incidental damage can
be quickly and easily repaired to keep its new appearance indefinitely.
A broad range of colors and patterns-Fountainhead gives you a
choice of rich patterns, including Black Matrix, Rose Matrix, Verde
Matrix, Gray Mist Matrix and Medium Gray Matrix ... plus elegant
solids: Pewter Gray, Sand Beige, Classic White and Architectural
White. A soft, luxurious satin (matte)
finish is standard. But the surface may
also be buffed to a polished appearance.

FOUNTAINHEAD

Unlimited edge possibilities-Foun-

BY NEVAMAR tainhead can be routed and shaped:
rounded for softness; squared or angled
for drama. It's beautiful used alone or in combination with other
materials such as wood or metal.
Wide sheets cut costs-Choose 30" or 36" widths, in 1/i~' Vz'' or%"
thicknesses. (Matrix is available in Vz'' and %" thicknesses only.)
Wider sheets minimize waste and often eliminate seams in large
applications.
Class I Fire Rating- fuuntainhead is accepted as safe for use in all
public and private spaces.
Escape to Fountainhead! Don't be trapped by the limitations of other
materials. Fountainhead lends a unique, subtle elegance to commercial and residential applications including countertops, vanities,
tub and shower surrounds, tabletops, wainscoting, thresholds and
more. fur literature and samples, call 1-800-638-4380. In Maryland,
call 1-800-233-9485. Or write: Nevamar Corporation, 8339 Telegraph
Road, Odenton, Maryland 21113.

NEVAMA~
DECORATIVE SURFACES
Circle 44 on inquiry card

On and on and on. For as long as
150 feet without stopping. That's the
beauty of Cot-R-Cap® exterior
surfacing. Its patented construction
offers continuous battens and panels
that keep going. Even over ridges
and other direction changes.
Think of it as metal sculpture. One
you shape at the actual job site, with
on-site roll forming by Alumax. A
method that eliminates dimensional
errors, along with freight damages
and costs. That lets you go from roof
to fascia to soffit and siding, if you
like. With a clean, uninterrupted
flow of lines .
Cot-R-Cap is available in steel and
aluminum. In time-tested, full
strength 70% KYNAR®500 standard
color finishes. Plus an unlimited
choice of special colors.
And Cot-R-Cap is as practical as
it is beautifu l. Its unique construction
also means no leaking problems.
Because there are no horizontal end
laps, folding and bending panels or
face penetrations.

HOW

MUCH

LONOER
CAN THIS
COON?

The interlocking pans and battens
also assure watertightness. And the
concealed fastener system allows
thermal movement for excellent
positive and negative loading, with
a UL class 90 rating. And Cot-R-Cap
can be installed directly over purlins,
or over plywood and other decking.
Cot-R-Cap. The design possibilities are as endless as the product.
And it's available from thousands of
Alumax dealers, located nationwide .
Each prepared at any time to go to
any length to please you.
Alumax provides a twenty-year finish warranty
on KYNAR 500 coatings. For your copy of this
warranty, write to Alumax.

MADE TO LAST GUARANTEED TO PROVE IT

AUMAX

BUILDING SPECIALTIES DIVISION

P.O. Box 163
Mesquite, Texas 75149
(214) 285-8811
KYNAR® 500 is a regi stered trademark of the
PENNWALT Corporation.

For more information on other Alumax roofing
systems refer to Sweet's 07410/ALU.

®1987, Alumax , Inc.
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Flexco, make my job easier! Please send me a
SPEC-DATA floppy disk today. Flexco Company,
P.O. Box 81368, Atlanta, GA 30366.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Phone (
My hardware is
My software is

State

Zip

UNDERLYING
GENIUS.

Uncover the ingenious
reasons why environmentally
safe 440 CarpetBoard is your
smartest choice in carpeting
underlayment.
At first glance, the reasons why
smart architects choose 440
CarpetBoard are obvious.
It combines environmentally
safe insulation, sound deadening
and cushioning qualities in one
carpeting underlayment for use
over concrete or wood.
But they also prefer it for an
Environmentally
underlying reason. What it does
safe carpet
underlayment,
not provide.
insulation,
440 CarpetBoard contains no
resilience and
'
acoustic
control
asbestos or urea formaldehyde ad- - · in a one-step
installation?
ditives. It's environmentally safe.
That's genius!
It also adds a number of
That's 440
CarpetBoard.
selling points with no additional
installation time. For example, it
has twice the R-value of wood underlayment, deadens noise and adds resilience to
any carpet installation. All good selling points for any architect specifier.
SIZES
wt.
Most ingenious of all, you get all these advantages in
7~r:4 .x:~;x8 . lbs.lsi° ft. a quick, cost-saving one-step application.
ACOUSTICAL TEST DATA*: ·
That's not just smart. It's genius.
STC 49 !IC 70 (INR+19)
STC 48 !IC 65 (INR+14)
j 01n
. th e smart arc h"t
l ects wh0 choose 440 carpetBoard. And add underlying genius to your next job.
' Kodaras Acoustical Lab System. Test Report L-1 88-1-64; 790-6-69.
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P.O. Box 7240, West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0240
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Architects and artists: happy together?

Public art is experiencing a
revival, we are told by the
organizers of an exhibition,
Architectural Art: Affirming
the Design Relationship, at the
American Crafts Museum in
New York City from May 12
through September 4. This
upswing is taking place in part
because contemporary artists
want to escape the inwardlooking, market-oriented arena
of private galleries, at the same
time that representational trends
in architecture are making
buildings more receptive to
integrated works of art.
Although the exhibits include a
historical survey of this crossfertilization, it is art objects
installed in architectural settings
since 1980 that constitute the
heart of the show. Recently,
notes curator Robert Jensen,
such objects created for
buildings have gone far beyond
simple ornament: "In
contemporary architecture, we
see immediately and vividly a
work of art, not a piece of
mechanical production. Art is no
longer merely a servant of
architecture, it sometimes
comments on it, even challenges
it." To illustrate this interaction,
actual artworks are displayed
alongside in-situ photographs.
Jensen sees the resurgence of
architectural art as springing
both from the environmental art
movement of the 1970s-many
participating artists were already
working at an architectural
scale-and from the expanded
opportunity for artists afforded
by percent-for-art programs,
which require that a fixed
portion of public-works funds be
set aside for the incorporation of
works of art into new facilities.
To integrate their work with the
buildings, artists moved away
from the typical autonomous
sculpture-in-a-plaza formula of
the early 1970s. Some started
making functional seating, doors,
gates-even fully architectural
enclosures that are nonetheless
unequivocally art (for example,

Scott Burton's benches installed
at New York's Equitable
Center).
The show also illustrates how
art can become a self-conscious
architectural flourish.
Muriel Castanis's Three
Furies-conventionally
representational sculpture but
larger for its site than traditional
statues-will stand atop John
Burgee and Philip Johnson's 580
California Street building in San
Francisco as a characteristically
Postmodern embellishment . In
some cases, art appears even to
substitute for architecture:
George Woodman, Farley Tobin,
and Joyce Kozloff, for instance,

Bruce Miller

have all produced ceramic tile
works that cover entire walls of
the otherwise uti~tarian Detroit
People Mover system.
Unsurprisingly, there are also
conflicts between artists and
architects, and these are best
expressed by comments Jensen
solicited for the accompanying
publication, A Discourse on
Architectural Art. James Wines
blames some artists for not
appreciating the intrinsic
"publicness" of architectural art.
(J ensen says this is because they
fear losing their hard-won
independence.) Architects, on the
other hand, may be resented by
artists because most
collaborations are, in Rosemarie
Haag Bletter's words, "99
percent for architecture."
Not available for viewing by
press time are four enclosures
installed in the show, each eight
feet square, designed and
constructed by an artist and
architect working together. The
collaborators are W. G. Clark
and Judith Hanes, Frederick
Fisher and Tony Berlant, Peter
Waldman and Edward Wilson,
and Tod Williams and Mary
Miss. Preliminary sketches and
statements reveal a continuing
ambivalence, even wariness, felt
by artists and architects about
each other. The subtitle of the
museum show-Affirming the
Design Relationship-aptly
suggests that while artistarchitect collaborations are here
to stay, there is little consensus
about where the movement is
going. J. S. R.

Two works by the artist Albert
Paley: detail a/Freestanding
Architectural Screen, 1983 (top);
Stairway Sculptures for the
Wortham Center for the
Performing Arts, Houston,
Tex., 1987 (bottom).

Paul Hester
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Design news continued

New strategies for
old cities

Shelters urban and suburban

Readily available bus shelters
did not suit the diverse needs of
Charleston, S. C., so architects
Clark & Menefee have come up
with a painted-steel kit-of-parts
scheme. The supports are easily
fabricated from common steel
sections, which are detailed to
evoke the rich ironwork tradition
of historic Charleston. The roof
is of bent and welded plate steel.
To save space on narrow city
streets, half the roof width
shown will be specified; in more
spacious suburban areas served
by the regional transit agency, a
full-width roof and a gridded
enclosure-glazed, open, or
opaque-can be added (photo).
The structure can be lengthened
in modules (one stop is expected
to require a 40-foot-long shelter),
and at any size responds to the
region's hot summers (no glass
in the roofs) and mild winters
(minimal windscreens). After
testing a prototype, construction
will begin on the first 15 of 30
projected structures.

This is the second of two
articles on the Remaking Cities
conference held in Pittsburgh.
The first article appeared in
last months RECORD.
Although platitudes blurred
most of the "recommendations"
that concluded the conference,
many speakers in the plenary
and individual sessions offered
cogent new analyses of both
positive and negative
developments in aging cities.
Richard N at4an, a professor of
public and international affairs
at Princeton, described a
"bifurcation" of racial problems
since the Kerner Commission (on
which he sat) issued its report on
racial violence 20 years ago. (The
commission diagnosed the race
riots of the 1960s as stemming
from the growth of two separate
and unequal American societies:
one white, one black.) Nathan
observed that civil-rights gains
have allowed upwardly mobile
blacks and other minorities to
move out of the ghettos along
with whites. But he has also seen
a "hardening" of the underclass
even in cities that have enjoyed
substantial revitalization. He
reported that many cities
(Boston, Baltimore, Hoboken,
J ersey City) are doing better, but
others (Detroit, Newark, Atlanta,
Camden, Cleveland, St. Louis)
are losing ground.
Lacking a consensus on
federal involvement in the plight
of cities, conferees embraced
"free market" solutions.
Linkages between large-scale
downtown commercial
development and small-scale
neighborhood improvements,
though controversial, were
widely agreed upon as important
tools. Mayor Richard Hudnut's
strategy for making Indianapolis
a developers' hot spot by
marketing it as a sports capital
was praised as a government
adaptation of private-sector
competitiveness, while other
cities' over-reliance on officeContinued on page 85

Aronimink links

An expansion planned for the
Aronimink Golf Club in
suburban Philadelphia posed
special contextual-design
problems. The club needed more
space, but the self-contained
Tudor Revival style of original
architect Charles Barton Keen
did not lend itself to additions.

The present design by James
Oleg Kruehly + Associates
distributes new functions over
three wings. A porte-cochere,
replicating the existing
architecture, contains separate
reception spaces to allow
simultaneous use of the club by
members and outside groups.

The ballroom and dining room
have been enlarged by projecting
a straightforwardly modern
volume out of the main block of
the 1927 building; a wing
enclosing the Men's Grill orients
the clubhouse more closely to the
golf course. The project is to
break ground this summer.
Architectural Record May 1988
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Design news continued

ews briefs

EOCON 20, thC' intf'rior
produets and furnishings
t•xposition in Chicago, will
t•xamine international design
trends with presentations held in
s ignificant local interiors (the
\uditorium Theater, Chicago
Theater, and Civic Opera House).
Running June 14 17, at Uw
Merchandise Mart, the program
includes speeches by Halkrishna
Doshi, of Nt•w Uelhi; .Jmwf-Paul
Kleihues, of Rt>rlin ; Allesandro
Mend1rn, of Milan; Eva .Jiricna, of
London; and Stanley T1german,
f Chicago. For a rornpletC'
·chedule, cont.ad Gloria Zylowsk i
1t the Merchandise Mart
(:{ l '2/ f>'/:7-7 5!"10).
Fumihiko Maki, Giancarlo Ue
Carlo, Richard Meier, and I. M.
Pei are all recent recipients of
international awards . Maki and
De Carlo were jointly given the
1988 Wolf Foundation of Israel
prize and will split the $100,000
award. Meier has been presented
the British 1988 Hoyal Gold
Medal by Queen Elizabeth. n·i
was appointed to the Fn•nch
Legion of Honor for his work on
the Grand Louvre.
Deconstructivist Architecture,
curated by Philip .Johnson, will
run from June Z~ to August :m
at the Museum of Modern Art, in
New York. Partisans of Coop
Himmelblau, Peter Eisenman,
Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Rem
Koolhaas, Daniel Liheskind, and
Bernard Tschumi will discover
whether this exhibition will
promote these architects as
Johnson's 1932 International
Style did early European
Modernists.
28 Broadway theaters in New
York have been designated
landmarks in what
preservationisl.;; see as a rearguard action to save the theater
district from real-estate
development. Theater owners
plan to file a suit against the
city, claiming that landmarking
will impair the buildings'
commercial viability and prevent
alterations for elaborate
productions such as the hit Cats.

The latest Paris model

Having endured continued
federal government
retrenchment in construction,
Americans may envy the nine
projects exhibited at the Old
Customs House in New York
City through May 25. Intended
primarily to house cultural
activities, the prodigious Grands
Projets may represent the
biggest intervention in Paris
since Haussmann. Already
completed are the Musee d'Orsay
[RECORD, March 1987, page 128]
and the Cite des sciences et de
l'industrie (bottom photo). Under
construction are the Cite de la
musique (top photo), Pare de la
Villette, the Opera Bastille, a
new headquarters for the
ministry of finance, the Institut
du Monde Arabe, the Grand
Louvre, [this issue, page 142],
and the Grande Arche de la
Defense. Binoculars will be

Studio L ·ure

In flight

Competition
calendar

Smaller masonry-clad exhibit
areas are to cluster around a
series of thin metal-deck shells
supported by spidery trusses at
the 120,000-square-foot Virginia
Air and Space Center/Hampton
Roads History Center. The high,
vaulted spaces will exhibit
aircraft and space vehicles

exemplifying this region's role in
aerospace development. Mitchell/
Giurgola Architects with
Rancorn, Wildman, Krause &
Brezinski have designed the
project as part of the
redevelopment of the Hampton
waterfront; the building will be
completed in 1990.

• l'he West Coast Gat 'way
cornpPtition ealls fur a
''welcoming' imn11gTat1011
mom1111ent \\ hich 1s to span the
Hollywood Freeway in downtown
Lns Aug-t:>les. t~ntries an· due
August l:t !<or informatiuu, write:
Christine Morig1, We.;;t Coast
Catewa~, 11:mo W. Olyrnpic Blvd.,
#7:30, l l>S Angeles, Calif. 90064.
·The Ameriean Society of
An·l11t •ctural Pers{H'ctivists
Ill\ 1tPs entrit s for its annual
trawl111g exhibition of
ard11te('tura l delineation.
Submission<> are due by June 15.
ln4uiries should be directed to
ASAP, :120 Newbury Street,
Hm;to11, Mass. 0~115.
1
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METERING IS NO LONGER A TOUCHY SITUATION.
INTRODUCING THE BRADLEY
ACCU·ZONE METERING CONTROL.
Before today, metering control was a necessary
evil. But that was yesterday.
Now you can have precise metering and day-to-day reliability with
Bradley ACCU-ZONETM no touch
metering control. ACCU-ZONE control uses innovative, patented technology to provide infrared activation
that turns the water on when the
TheACCU-ZONE
user wants and off when you want advanta~e-twozone. hed.
focused infrared
, f"1ms
-w hen the users
transmitting beams
Working in tandem with the in- create a la~gedet~tion
. . ~"'CCU -ZONE con- zoneconfmedstnct/y
to the bowl.
frared act1vat1on,

trol uses a proven solenoid
valve which has been tested
to over a million cycles, ensuring long-term reliability.
Not only is ACCU-ZONE
control a better way to meter,
but it will help you solve
washroom design problerps like
hygiene concerns, barrier-free code
compliance and even vandalism.
So, 1"f there,s a metenng
. spec1"f"1cat1on
.
in your future, turn a touchy situation
•
. k
.
. h Bradi ey
mto
a qmc
so Iutlon-w1t
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Circle 54 on inquiry card

Multi-Fount™ Washfountains
and Futura™Faucets with
ACCU-ZONE control. Circle the '·
reader service number for a free
ACCU-ZO NE brochure or contact your
Bradley representative for a product
demonstration.

BraclL-·
CORPO~· -

We get the job done better.
P.O. BOX 309, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 .
(414)251-6000

Design news continued

Light touch

News briefs

140 West 42nd Street (1), a 31-

story, 125,000-square-foot office
tower, is a near twin to its neoGothic neighbor, the 1918 Helmle
& Corbett-designed Bush tower.
Perkins & Will is architect for
the new structure, which
occupies a mere 5,000-square-foot
site.
One Bush Street (2), a 1956
office tower designed by
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, is
undergoing substantial
restoration, although changes to
San Francisco's equivalent of
SOM's classic Lever House will
be invisible, according to
architect Kaplan/ McLaughlin/
Diaz. Updating of the 17-story
building will include energy-code
compliance work.
The Stonebridge Inn (3), has
been rebuilt twice after
catastrophic fires in its nearly
200-year existence. The decaying
Tiverton, R. I., building will now
be restored to its 1860s Queen
Anne splendor and become part
of a 52-unit luxury hotel project.
Treatment of two new wings will
resemble the historic structure.
Architect of the 57,000-squarefoot project, which is due for
completion next November, is
the Newport Collaborative.
James W. Rouse, founder of the
Rouse company, was honored by
the National Building Museum
for his contributions to urban
development and planning. Best
known as the creator of "festival
marketplaces," he is also the
developer of Columbia, Md., an
influential',planned community.
His latest venture, the
Enterprise Foundation, seeks
housing solutions for the poor.
The museum will run a
retrospective exhibition on
Rouse's career through August.
In Context is an exhibit of
carpet tiles and fabrics created
by leading architects and
designers with a hypothetical,
historic, or contemporary interior
in mind. It can be seen through
June 14 at the Interface
showroom at the Merchandise
Mart, Chicago.

Rather than fill a small, Lshaped site, Gunnar Birkerts and
Associates has designed a
volumetrically distinct addition to
the Conservatory of Music
complex at Oberlin College, Ohio.
The only esthetic reflection of
the assemblage (designed by
Minoru Yamasaki in his 1960s

neo-Gothic style), appears in
Birkerts's gridded white-tile
cladding. The new massing is
aligned to create a street wall on
one side and carved away on the
other to diminish the perspective .
of a narrow alley. Completion of
the 20,000-square-foot project is
slated for 1989.

Reyner Banham 1922-1988

Reyner Banham, among the most
influential postwar critics and
historians, died in March. Best
known as a champion of such
late-modern trends as Brutalism,
Metabolism, and High-Tech, he
also developed theories on the
place of technology in our
culture. Born in 1922, Banham
first began writing for the
Architectural Review in 1952.
He joined other British artists,
architects, and writers in the IG
Group, which was critical to the
formation of theories of Pop Art
and informed Banham's seminal
Theory and Design in the First
Machine Age, published in 1960.
The New Brutalism, published

in 1966, The Metabolists (1968),
and Megastructures (1976)
codified emerging trends. A
continuing fascination with both
pop culture and technology was
expressed in The Architectu re of
the Well-Temperea
Environment (1969) and The
Concrete Atlantis (1986).
Banham's infatuation with
California freeway culture is
documented in Los Angeles: The
Architecture of Four Ecologies
(1971). After serving as chairman
of the department of design
studies at the State University of
New York at Buffalo, he taught
at the University of California at
Santa Cruz.
Architectural Record May 1988
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If vt>u're an architect or interior
aesigner we just "made your day".
We finally got rid of the electrical
outlet "doghouse".
If you're a specifying engineer,
you'll be happy to hear that Raceway
has developed the first Flush PokeThru with ful.1capacity ... two services

in a single 3" hole; . 9r 20 amp, 125V
duplex receptacle power. Pl s two ·
individual openings for low tension
wiring for telephone, signal or
data communications. U.L. Classified
and Listed.
If you're a contractor, put this into
your calculator. The Raceway Flush
Poke-Thru comes factory pre-wired,
terminating in a junction box which
is integral to the fitting. (Perfect
for rennovation since it installs over

existing wires.) Just drill the hole ...
step on it ... you're finished.
There are so many more exciting
features. Color-coordinated choice of
retainer ring ... a sliding polycarbonate receptacle cover ... but that's
why we printed a brochure. It's all
in there.
Send for it. Join the rush to get
flush. Write or call Raceway
Components, Inc., 263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley, N'.J. 07110. 201-661 -1116.

llOW
AVllll.ABLE
WITH CONDUIT
ADAPTER
The Raceway Flush Poke-Thru is
becoming a family. Here's a new
" baby" with special flexible
conduit connections. For modular
! urniture connections you might
Just use the center%" connections
for power. Or, you might want to
use the two. outside W' openings
for low tension data or communications. Its completely flexible.
. An exceptionally ideal applicati on for the "conduit connection"
~ s at the retail point of sale, allowing relocation of the kiosk while
leaving behind a clean flush
abandonment. There's the power
con.nection to energize the
register. One of the data lines runs
t o the mainframe for sale and
inventory records. The other runs
t o credit check. Both are protected
from disconnect and loss of data
integrity.
Learn more about the Raceway
Flush "Conduit Connection". Write
or call Raceway Components Inc.
263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley,
07110. 201-661 -1116.

N.J. '

RACEWAY
COMPONENTS, INC.
M

Continued from page 79
building development was
castigated (particularly by
Robert Wood, secretary of HUD
under President Carter) for
creating new one-industry towns
whose success will be
undermined by a combination of
overbuilding, changed tax laws,
and changing demographics.
City-suburb competitiveness,
however, was seen as inevitable:
"It's war," said urban economist
Howard Bell, of Columbia
University, in describing New
York City's efforts to wrest
back-office development from
suburban New Jersey.
While nominally addressed to
architects, the conference was
top-heavy with economists,
government officials, and publicpolicy experts. Speakers
repeatedly stressed the essential
role of design in creating a vision
of transformation that could be
"sold" to politicians and to
funding sources, both public and
private, but few cited specific
instances (New York's Battery
Park City being one) where
design was actually considered
critical to the success of a major
urban venture. A British
contingent, led by RIBA
president Roderick Hackney,
advocated "from the bottom up"
design strategies intended to
inspire the citizenry of Britain's
hard-hit industrial heartland to
take the rebuilding of cities into
its own hands. By all accounts, a
joint British-American R/UDAT
team, which proposed both shortand long-term strategies for four
depressed Monongahela River
Valley mill towns, successfully
demonstrated that the waterway
could be reclaimed as an urban
and economic asset. The report
envisioned a future without steel
plants that citizens and
politicians could equally
embrace. The British proposed
holding an annual flower festival
as an urban consciousnessraising strategy- an idea that a
local cartoonist parodied with the
image of a burly steelworker
gathering armloads of blossoms.
The proposal was nevertheless
accepted in good humor by area
residents because-confirming
the crucial ingredient of each
successful project described at
the conference-this was the
first time outside consultants
had asked them what their
valley's future should be.
J. S. R.

Skylights I Walkways I Entranceways

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE
TECHNICAL AND
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Design awards/competitions:
American Wood Council
1987 Nonresidential Wood
Design Awards

Two projects at Seaside, the widely praised second-home
development in Point Washington, Florida, were among six
recipients of American Wood Council Awards. William
Tillman Cannady, of Houston; Doug Kelbaugh, of Seattle;
Melanie Taylor, of New Haven; and Mark Simon, of Essex,
Connecticut, composed the jury.
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1. Pinecote, Picayune, Miss.;
Honor Award; Fay Jones and
Maurice Jennings, Architects. A
shelter for reflection and
gathering is the focus of a 64acre pine-savannah arboretum.
Rising from dense, geometric
framing, a stepped roof opens to
delicate tracery, a deliberate
metaphor for organic growth.
The jury called the structure
"enormously satisfying in its
economy, richness, and
integrity."
2. Atwood Barn, Glen Ellen,
Calif.; Merit Award; Dutcher and
Hanf, Architects. Narrow
clerestories light this heavytimber-framed barn in the

6

California wine country, praised
for its "authentic spirit." Horse
stalls, a work area, and storage
are accommodated on two levels,
which, because of a sloping site,
are both accessible at grade.
3. Mathematical Sciences
Research Institute, University
of California, Berkeley;
Citation; Shen/Glass, Architects.
Among the Bay Area's largest
wood-frame structures, this
22,000-square-foot academic
building on a steep site encloses
a central daylit atrium with
research and administrative
offices, a lecture hall, seminar
room, and library. The jury
commented: "A handsome,

larger-scale building that
manages to hide a complex series
of environmental and economic
limitations behind pragmatic
applications of wood."
4. Per-spi-cas-ity Market, Point
Washington, Fla.; Merit Award;
Deborah Berke, Architect. Eight
small pavilions frame a central
court for this open-air seasonal
boutique market close to the
beach. Jurors lauded it as a
"formal space with civic
overtones."
5. Whitfield Square, Guilford,
Conn.; Merit Award; Jackson &
Page, Architects. An existing
13,500-square-foot structure was
renovated to complete the

enclosure of the Guilford village
green in the prevailing style of
traditional New England
architecture. The jury cited this
retail/ office project as
"exquisitely done, both dignified
and inventive in its use of the
classical vocabulary."
6. Ruskin Street Beach
Pavilion, Point Washington,
Fla.; Merit Award; Stuart Cohen
& Anders N ereim, Architects.
This bathhouse/belvedere/ dune
walkover was hailed as
"flamboyant, whimsical, and
fun." Outdoor showers and
storage are located on the shore
side of the structure, while a 170foot-long walk bridges the dunes.
Architectural Record May 1988
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. · ·: . Dou.ble filing/ s.torage
· ·- ·, .'. · capa,city~or handle client ..
needs in half the spa.ce.
· ·Spacesaver systems can give
you roorn for more offices~
, ·. terraces, atriums--whatever.
· And give your clients more
efficiency, accuracy, security ...
·with fewer steps ·and faster file
retrieval.

From
· the ·ideal ·cbo
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You can cu.stoinize systems to
store virtually any type of
·
material, and for the full range of
business needs: massive records
retention, central filing areas-or
compact modules, handy for each
department.

The Spacesaver Group, 1450 Janesville Ave., Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538
1-800-492-3434. In Wisconsin, call 414-563-5546
·

Jusive Nationwide Local
Area-Contractor Network.
· And only Spacesaver brings
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Local installation.
Local service.·
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storage systems. And why you
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Free Spacesaver Design Library Subscription .
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60
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62
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Design awards/competitions continued

Tennessee Society of Architects/AJA
1987 Design Awards

A jury of four Atlanta architects selected projects ranging
f rom a 12-unit residential development to a 205,000-square-foot
computer facility to receive Design Awards of Merit in the 1987
awards program of the Tennessee Society of Architects. G.
Geddes Dowling, of Dowling Architecture; Barbara S. Crum, of
Nix, Mann and Associates; Richard Dagenhart, of Georgia
Tech; and John T. Plaxco, of Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback &
Associates, participated in the panel.

Jonathan Hillyer Photography
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1. HCA Data Center, Nashville;

Gresham, Smith and Partners,
Architect . Computer operations
are confined to two window less
lower levels so that workers can
take advantage of daylight and
views in the upper levels of this
marble-clad structure. "A bold,
strong image," commented the
jury, which noted that the
building is "well organized
around an atrium."

2. Chickasaw Bluff Cooperative,
Memphis; Looney, Ricks, Kiss,

Architects. Although banded
articulation and metal railings
refer to neighboring railroad
warehouses, a gable roof and
deeply recessed glazing affirm
the domestic character in this 12unit residential development
overlooking the Mississippi
River. The jury lauded this first
commission for a young office as
"a cut above" other residential
projects considered.

3. Market Square, Knoxville;

4. Evergreen Plaza, Memphis;

Bullock, Smith and Partners,
Architect. In the redesign of
Knoxville's downtown square, a
stage shell focuses a system of
walkways, landscaping, and
fountains. Details of a
demolished 19th-century market
shed are recalled in the new
shelter, which also houses a
historic bell from the razed
structure. The jury praised "the
good, strong image" of the
project, and found it to be the
kind of place "where people
would like to spend time."

Looney, Ricks, Kiss, Architects.
This small-scale commercial
renovation "shows that it is not
always necessary to have a big
budget . .. for award-winning
architecture," according to the
jury. A series of storefronts in a
historic neighborhood were
restored to their original state.

Architectural Record May 1988
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TAKE OFF YOUR
WING TIPS AND
STAY AWHILE.
If you've got
business in Asia,
we can make you
very comfortable.
Because we have
comfortable oneairline service
and schedules to
more of Asia, from
more of the U.S.,
than any other
airline.
So whether it's
Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Seoul or any other
business center
there, call your
travel agent or
Northwest.
Then relax, put
your feet up. And
we'll do the rest.

~ NORTl-IWEST AIRLINES
90

INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS 1-800-447-4747, U.S . RESERVATIONS 1-800-225-2525. © 1988 Northwest A irline s, Inc .
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Le Corbusier: Ideas and Forms,
By William J. R. Curtis.

New York: Rizzo Ii, $35.

Reviewed by Roger Kimball
It was only to be expected that
the centenary of the birth of Le
Corbusier last year would
witness the appearance of all
manner of tributes to the
master. And it was likewise to be
expected that the quality of
these multifarious tributes would
vary widely, with the banal and
the hagiographic by no means
being underrepresented. It is
therefore with some gratitude
that one turns to William J. R.
Curtis's book. Surely one of the
most thoughtful studies of the
architect to emerge in recent
years, Curtis's book is part
intellectual and artistic
biography, part architectural
history and criticism. It bears the
title it does, Curtis remarks,
because "it is concerned above
all with the ways in which the
architect compressed many
levels of meaning into his
individual buildings .. . . Their
vocabulary cannot be understood
apart from Le Corbusier's
activities as a painter, sculptor,
urbanist, and writer; nor apart
from his attitudes to society,
nature, and tradition." In
detailing these personae, Curtis
provides a comprehensive
portrait of the intellectual and
spiritual obsessions that guided
Le Corbusier's work.
Scrupulously researched
(Curtis is an architectural
historian who has taught at
London's Courtauld Institute,
Harvard, and elsewhere), the
book lives up to its claim to
provide a synthesis of current
scholarly thinking about Le
Corbusier. Curtis's observations
on individual buildings evidence

Roger Kimball writes for
The New Criterion, The London
Times Literary Supplement,
Commentary, and other
publications.

familiarity with the available
documentation and have the
freshness and immediacy that
intimate first-hand acquaintance
provides. While there is no doubt
that Curtis regards Le Corbusier
as one of the formative artistic
giants of the centurycomparing his influence to that
of Freud, Joyce, or Picasso-he
never descends to hero worship
and never loses sight of what he
delicately terms in one place "the
tensions between the ideal vision
and the constraining reality" in
Le Corbusier' s work. The
architect's carelessness about
finishes and materials, his often
questionable (and highly erratic)
politics, the "dictatorial" aspects
of his urban planning-all this
Curtis registers fully and frankly
without letting it dim his
conviction that "it is impossible
to understand architecture in the
20th century without first
coming to terms with Le
Corbusier.''
Curtis seeks to reach behind
the accumulated interpretative
cliches and familiar formal
devices of Le Corbusier's
architecture to the constant
principles that animated his
greatest work. In large part, his
aim is to correct the simplistic
view of Le Corbusier as the
prophet of mechanized
Modernism: the functionalist
revolutionary who specialized in
designing pristine white cubes,
bombastic urban utopias, and
who blithely declared that the
house was a machine a
habiter-a machine for living in.
As Curtis observes, "The role of
'modern master' cast for Le
Corbusier by early historians of
modern architecture never did
justice to the formal and
metaphorical complexity of his
work. It excluded vast areas of
his historical imagination, his
regionalist and classicizing
formative works, the primitivism
of his middle years, and the
ideological contradictions of his
urbanism." The Le Corbusier
who emerges from these pages

is altogether a more complicated
figure than the textbook
architectural iconoclast.
More complicated and, it must
be said, more elusive. Curtis
interweaves the story of Le
Corbusier's life with an account
of his art, chronicling
biographical details, from his
birth as Charles Edouard
Jeanneret in 1887 in the
provincial Swiss town of La
Chaux-de-Fonds, through his
early infatuation with the Arts
and Crafts movement and a
Ruskinian estheticism; he
recounts the architect's many
formative travels, especially to
the Ottoman Empire, Italy, and

Greece, and his apprenticeship
with Peter Behrens in 1911; he
reminds us of Le Corbusier's
permanent move to Paris in 1916,
his involvement a few years later
with the avant-garde impresario
Amedee Ozenfant, and the
definitive emergence of Le
Corbusier's mature post-Cubist
modernism, appropriately
signaled by his adoption, at
Ozenfant's suggestion, of the
soubriquet Le Corbusier when
they began publishing the
journal L' Esprit Nouveau
together in 1920. In all this,
Curtis proceeds with meticulous
care, though in truth the
Continued on page 92

"We discussed many facets about the use of inner space, Mr. Farber,
but you never mentioned going out regularly to walk the dog."
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Architect John Minden
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noise problem. But we wanted this to be
a quality development. So did our client.
biographical parts of his book
are the weakest. Curtis writes
with admirable clarity about Le
Corbusier's ideas and intellectual
sources, but he fails to make the
man himself come alive. No
doubt this is due in part to Le
Corbusier's tremendous reserve:
especially in his early years,
there is not much record of a
"personality" to narrate.
But whatever the reasons,
Curtis is at his best when
discussing the ethos of Le
Corbusier's work, its underlying
esthetic ambitions and effort to
achieve the kind of timeless
architectural presence that he so
admired in certain Classical
buildings. He is especially good
on the great villas of the 1920s
and early 1930s, and on Le
Corbusier's deep meditation on
the Western architectural
tradition, especially as expressed
by the monuments of Classical
Greece. On an early visit to
Greece, for example, Le
Corbusier went to the Parthenon
every day for three weeks,
looking, sketching, absorbing,
wondering. As Curtis notes, "the
Parthenon embodied an elusive
absolute that would continue to
haunt him for the rest of his life."
Le Corbusier aimed to do for
our time what the Greeks did for
theirs: articulate the essential
spirit of the age. It was in this
sense that Le Corbusier's
modernism owed as much to
tradition as it did to a vision of
the future . For him, Curtis
writes, "The adventure of
modernism was that it allowed
one to portray an ideal future
and return to roots." It may be
that Le Corbusier failed to
realize his vision of a permanent
architecture, an architecture
beyond what he castigated in
Vers une architecture as "the
various 'styles'." But as Curtis
eloquently shows, Le Corbusier
succeeded in his heroic effort to
transcend the vagaries of
architectural fashion and to
establish himself as a modern
genius of classical stature.

"We considered a triple glazing system. But
it just didn't have
enough sound
control. Our glazier
recommended
laminated glass, so
I called Monsanto to get more information.
"They sent me their Acoustical Glazing
Design Guide, and the software to go with
it. That helped me get the configuration
I wanted.
"We're happy with
the results. It's a
nice develop,
ment. With
apartments
that are very leasable ... and that makes our
clients happy.
"In fact, the only complaint I've heard so
far is that the installers can't hear each other
through the windows."
John Minden, AIA
GMS Architectural Group
Bellevue, Washington

Architect's rendering of Victorian Apartments in Seattle, Washington.
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Laminated glass.
Because Victorian Apartments wanted high style,
not high decibels.
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t's an increasingly common problem. A site so noisy you're not sure you can make it habitable. Let
alone marketable. So you're stuck, between the need for sound control on one hand and the need

for good architecture on the other.
The solution: windows of laminated architectural glass with Saflex®plastic interlayer, like these being
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installed in the Victorian Apartments.
Laminated glass lets you put in the windows you want, and
keep out the sounds you don't. All at a cost that makes sense.
Find out more. Send in the coupon and we'll send you a free
copy of our Acoustical Glazing Design Guide, plus IBM* PC·
compatible software to help you with the
specifications. For more information
or technical assistance, call

1. soo . 325.-4330.
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Laminated glass. Making a clear difference.
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From derelict to grande dame
in just seven months.
Close cooperation
and Pella made it possible.
Since 1889 the Hotel Jerome has been
a symbol of Aspen's silver mining heyday But alas, the old girl hadn't aged very
well and restoration was long overdue.
When a capable architect, owner,
and contractor were finally assembled
to do the job right, they had only seven
months to meet the deadline for tax benefits. And, not incidentally, to be ready for
the ski season.
Renovations also had to satisfy both
the requirements of the National Register of Historic Places and those of local
preservation groups, something not to
be underestimated in this historically
conscious town.
In a flurry of activity, the facade was
relieved of forty years of paint, the wood
store fronts and metalwork reconditioned,
and the original windows and trim repl icated with Pella Custom Clad Windows
including special sizes and circleheads.
Working closely with architects and
historians, Pella designers duplicated the
shapes and arrangement of the windows, including custom metal trim and
mullions. Researchers uncovered the
original putty-colored paint, and this too
was duplicated by Pella's custom color
department.
Inside, Pella's natural pine was finished
to match the reproduced window frames.
Throughout the building, the Victorian
opulence was uncovered, rescued and
restored. Inlaid wood mantels, intricate
carvings on bars, stairways, and the front
desk were found under crusty layers of
paint and varnish.
The original Mintone floor tiles made
of cobalt and genuine gold were restored
after the floors were leveled. Brass, iron
and silver-etched cranberry glass fixtures
were retrieved, and original doorknobs
of glass, bronze, and ceramic put back
in place.

Also restored was the original th reestory atrium which had been filled in. New
balconies now surround the space and
lead to 27 new luxury suites.
But when it comes to energy saving,
Pella doesn't dwell on the past.
Part of the Jerome's renovation
included extensive energy saving measures. Ceiling insulation was added, as
was rigid insulation on the walls covered
with new plaster.
Pella Heatlock insulated glass was
also specified for outstanding energy
performance. This system actually outperforms triple glazing without the extra
cost or weight. And Pella's low air infiltration means energy dollars won't be lost.
Custom shapes. Custom colors.
That's just typical Pella.
When it comes to custom, nobody's in
better shape than Pella. Pella's custom
work is so extensive that it forms what is
practically a factory within a factory, dedicated to meeting the special requirements of special projects. This includes
the entire line of Pella Clad or Wood windows and sloped glazing.
As far as color goes, Pella can go as
far as your imagination. Because if it can
be made with paint, Pella can make it.
Find out more about restoration
and window replacement with Pella.
Contact your local Pella distributor for
more details and assistance. Look for
Pella in the Yellow Pages under "Windows", call Sweet's BUYLINE or see
Sweet's General Building File.
Please send more information on Pella products for
commercial window replacement.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mail to: Pe lla Wind ows and Doors Commercial Division,
Dept T31E8,100 Main Street, Pella, IA 50219. Also available
throug hout Canada.
© 1988 Rolscreen Company.

Bring your designs to Pella.
Hotel Jerome
Aspen , CO
Architect
Caudill, Gustafson, Ross Architects
Aspen, CO
Owner
Marketing Corp. of America
Contractor
Shaw Construction
Denver, CO

Circle 66 on inquiry card

- - - -MARAZZI CHALLENGES TIME

·· Foot traffic is no challenge to Marazzi Enduro ®. This revolutionary ceramic tile has a glaze so dense that dirt has no
place to hide. Traffic patterns are a thing of the past.
Maintenance is a snap. Beauty is enduring.
Offered with a high-gloss or matte finish, Marazzi Enduro®
comes in 12 colors in a 12" x 12" size . It's skid -inhibiting
surface protects against slip-fall accidents . Single bullnose
and cove base trims provide the finishing touch.
Learn about our timeless beauty. For a free technical
brochure, including our long term warranty, call (214)
226-0110, ext. 66.

MARAZZI

EN DU RO

The glazed ceramic tile that challenges time .

'iiii AMERICAN

'¥'MARAZZI TILE
359 Clay Rd.•Sunnyvale (Dallas), Tx . 75182•(214) 226-0110
Circle 67 on inquiry card

Choosing Sides
Hexsign™ Lavatory and Taboret® Faucet. Side with better design and color

on your next project. Kohler's distinctive shapes and exciting color range are
not just for residential use. Enameled cast iron fixtures and cast brass faucets
stand up to heavy usage in commercial applications. The cost stays within
budget. And everyone knows Kohler's reputation for quality.
When you can have so many designs in so many colors, why go white?
Make your project look as good as it functions, by simply choosing Kohler.
THE BOLD LOOK
OF

KOHLER®

The new surface
anodized carit match.

What you see here is a brand new building material. Commcoar
Flurodize® Coil.
The remarkable finish is made by bonding a Flurodize coating
to our finest aluminum substrate, right in our rolling mill.
Commcoat looks a lot like anodized aluminum. Only better.
And it comes in seven exciting colors. (Extrusions, too.)
For a price no higher than
anodized.
But the difference is, Commcoat
Flurodize Coil keeps on looking good

©

year after year. With far less weathering, fading or staining than
anodized.
Nor does its color vary from panel to panel. Or crack when
sharply bent.
To get your hands on some, call any of these distributors :
Petersen Aluminum Corporation, Wrisco Industries or Ideal Metal
Inc. Laminated panels a~e produced
L
by Alucobond Technologies.
Or call us at 1(800)556-1234, Ext. 174.
In California, 1 (800) 441-2345, Ext. 174.

COMMONWEAi ·:rH
ALUMINUM

Commcoat is a trademark of Commonwealth Aluminum Corp. Flurodize is a registered trademark of DeSoto, Inc.

Circle 69 on inquiry card

p.teSsllresNSfdt In cost being cut from ·
«RtifoftmndttlOralng .system._ And the building
pays for It year aft.er year ••• ln hlgher costs
ror operaUon as well as higher costs In tenant turnover.

••tor

Take the farsighted approach. View the building comfort
system as an Investment that can substantially Improve your
building's profit and value ••• year after year/
To find out more about the Investment value of an optimum
~uildlng comfort system, get the new pamphlet "ARI
Answers 12 Questions That Owners Should Ask About
Commercial Building Comfort Systems." It's yours free
from the Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute,
the trade association representing manufacturers of
central and applied air conditioning, refrigeration, and
heating products.
Just telephone or write to ARI, Department C3,
1501 Wilson Blvd., 6th Floor, Arlington, VA 22209(703) 524-8800.
It's the least we can do for your comfort•

• , ljj,..

._ 1i11111 •1

..

-

-

AIR-CONDITIONING &
REFRIGERATION
INSTITUTE

1501 Wilson Blvd., 6th Floor, Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 524-8800, Telex 89-2351, Telecopier (703) 528-3816

Circle 70 on inquiry card

The Problems
Stains from hot coffee.

Color loss from strong light sources.

Stains from wine.

Damage to the fibers from strong acids
such as battery acid.

Oil-based stains.

Damage and loss of color from harsh
bleaches and cleaners.

Stains from salad dressing.

Color loss from medications, and plant
fertilizers.
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other commercial window
offers the exterior design
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freedo~ and inner beauty of
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Beauty, we oelieve,
comes not merely

l.JLl-.

lowmamtenanceAndersen®

Perma-Shield® Flexiframe® windows.
For with this versatile window line
comes the natural warmth and understated elegance of a wood interior. _One that can be
stained and painted to complement any decor,
any time the decor changes.
Andersen Flexiframe window s~
tems offer many custom design advantages.
You can create large; unobstructed views or add
dramatic shapes. With the crisp clean lin~
and smooth tight corners that characterize all
Andersen®windows.
So to those who would prefer to judge
~ btAJding solely by its cover, might we suggest

that
¥OU respond instead to an inner calling.
'
.

Caltl-800-635-7500 for the name of your local .
Andersen Distributor Commercial Representa~

tive._Or write Andersen Commercial Group;
P.O.·,, Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
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In this issue
"Most architects get nervous, and not unreasonably so, when their work is
compared to fashion," begins the introduction to our Building Types Study on
interior design for apparel retailers. Whether or not architects are comfortable in
the service of a fickle decorative art (a type of collaboration that long predates
Postmodernism's revival of ornament), their work can obviously play a major role in
seizing the right moment to enhance or define the contemporaneity of a
manufacturer's image. The owner of each of the three shops included in our
portfolio saw the selection of a high-profile designer as a strategic move in its own
marketing plan - a choice expressed dramatically in the installation designed by
Morphosis for the Contempo clothing chain (drawing below and page 132), and those
by Mark Mack for Bogner (page 136) and by Robert A. M. Stern for Mexx (page
138). A separate feature article in this issue on Mexx International's company
headquarters (page 106), also by Stern but cast in a very different mode for a very
different program, underscores how one client may utilize design to distinguish its
corporate culture from the saleable "lifestyle" it projects in public.
Where more durable values are at stake, the comparability of architecture to
fashion suddenly wears thin. Look, for example, at our profile on the North Dade
Justice Center, designed by Arquitectonica (page 122). Though the dynamic
Modernist esthetic of the Florida building is a far cry from the traditional templefront American courthouse, it embodies no less serious an attempt to translate basic
social tenets into structure with a lasting presence of its own. Questions as to
whether such a building is in or out of style are irrelevant to its success in
accomplishing its mission. This point applies even more clearly to the subject of
another feature this month: an analysis of the sometimes arduous process whereby
two California firms faithfully realized a project that was started by Louis Kahn but
developed only as far as schematic drawings before his death in 1974 (page 114). Is
the result "dated"?
Our cover story on additions to the Louvre Museum by I. M. Pei and Partners-a
venture known worldwide simply as The Pyramid-anatomizes the up-to-date
technology behind the reemergence of a form which, in its earliest incarnation,
millenia ago, symbolized eternity itself.

Contempo Casuals
Los Angeles
Morphosis, Architect

·-....-·
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Time warp

In his transformation of a 19th-century factory
into a Dutch fashion company's headquarters,
Robert A. M Stern tailored an eclectic range of
20th-century precedents into the very model of
corporate modernity.

©Pete r Aaron/ ESTO

In creating a 60,000-square-foot
headquarters for Mexx
International, Robert Stern
preserved the symmetrical
Dutch Renaissance Revival
facade of a former silver
factory (top). The asymmetrical
wing he attached to the rear of
the 1850s building incorporates
the exteriors of two 1950s
additions (top and right side of
plan). The polygonal
restaurant and curved atrium
of the new extension (above and
opposite) are flanked by a pool
to increase the amount of
daylight re.fleeted inside.
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Mexx International presented Robert A. M. Stern with a
commission perfectly suited to his well-known historicist
sensibility. Seeking a traditional image for its corporate
headquarters in Voorschoten, a town near The Hague, the eightyear-old clothing company requested the architect to renovate and
expand a former silver factory designed in the Dutch Renaissance
Revival style (top left). But instead of predictably imitating the
1858 landmark's Palladian plan and Classical vocabulary in a
subservient addition, Stern boldly interposed a new wing of steel
and glass onto an existing 1950s extension. A Modern design by
one of the world's most recognized Postmodern architects ? "I
wanted to create a more natural history for t his complex, which
jumped in date from the mid-19th century to the mid-20th, by
creating a series of fragments that appeared built over time," he
explains. In other words, Stern's quick embrace of the Modern
Movement does not signal a fundamental change from his
signature eclecticism: his borrowing from the past has merely
broadened in scope to include more recent examples. He credits
his renewed interest in the "Classical firmne ss" of the early
International Style to visits to West Berlin, where his housing
project for IBA is now under way. "Although Modernism in
Europe can be every bit as revolting as it is here, it never seems
quite as disastrous there because of its small scale, which leaves
the remaining historic cities intact."
Approaching the Netherlands site with characteristic regard for
context, the architect composed a stylistic pastiche that he feels
particularly encapsulates "the mad, insane quality of Dutch
Modernism that Rem Koolhaas personifies." The undulating
curtain wall and flared drum of the Mexx addition -framed by a
stuccoed wall that repeats the arched openings of the turn-of-thecentury factory (top left)-recall the playful, quirky designs of
Dutch architects practicing in the 1920s and '30s, such as Sybold
van Ravesteyn, Johannes Duiker, and the team of Michiel
Brinkman and Leendert Cornelis van der Vlugt (whose van Nelle
tobacco factory Stern found especially powerful). If the doublecurved glass wall, oculus-studded striped facade, and conical
skylight of the Mexx headquarters also call to mind recet:it ~ork
by James Stirling, Stern is the first to point out the resemblance.
"I have always admired Stirling as an architect, but I've seldom
admired his buildings-until I saw the Neue Staatsgalerie, in
Stuttgart, which is such an incredible piece of architecture."
Stern carried the forceful eccentricity of his asymmetrical
composition indoors to define a spatial hierarchy that echoes the
Modernist spirit of the exterior in promoting ample daylight and
staff interaction. To the north side of the preserved factory, he
swung a glass arc to form an "atrium" that accommodates
seasonal fashion shows and serves as the building's "social
condenser." Its glazed wall curves back into the heart of the
complex, leading to a skylit "street," which activates the block of
studios and meeting rooms at the rear. At the southeast corner, a
light-filled, circular volume dramatically supported by a single
central column houses the employees' restaurant, a hybrid of
Modern abstraction, Art Deco Classicism, and 1950s kitsch that
radiates an optimism rare in the 1980s. "The great Modern
architects of the 1920s, trained in Classicism, always entered into
a dialogue between traditional rules and a new sensibility,"
asserts Stern. In conducting a similar exchange at Mexx, he
addressed the preservationist's dilemma of "sympathetic" design
in a strong and resonant voice. Deborah K. Dietsch

.

15

16

14

To recapture the communal
spirit of Mexx Internationals
previous headquarters, a small
Dutch villa centered around a
three-story stairwell, Robert
Stern activated his addition
with spacious circulation zones.
The social hub of the new
complex is a great hall

(opposite and below), clad in a
curtain wall angled for
maximum daylight. Paved in
terrazzo with radiant floor
heating, the glass "atrium"
with its grand staircase and
torchere uplighting serves as a
backdrop to pu blic events such
as seasonal fashion shows.

"We view the Mexx
headquarters as a global
village," says project architect
Graham Wyatt, who likens the
double-height, skylit passage at
the western end of the atrium
to a narrow European street
(above). Slicing through the
deep block of studios, offices,

and meeting rooms at the back,
the corridor encourages con tact
between designers in second.floor studios, who can
communicate through open
casements. Eventually, the
street will lead to more offices
in a rear extension, now being
designed by S tern.

16

3

SECOND FLOOR

14

GROUND FLOOR

15

1. Reception
2. Executive offices
3. Conference room
4. Atrium
5. Production department
6. Fashion collection display
7. ComputerI administration
8. Mechanical
9. Exercise room
10. Distributors' meeting room
11. Storage
12. Kitchen
13. Restaurant
14. Fashion design
15. Fabric design
16. Retail design
17. Graphic design
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Mexx is an acronym that
combines the initials of two
clothing companies previously
owned by its foun dersMoustache for Him (M),
Emanuelle for Her (E)-and
two symbolic kisses (XX). Like
the American fash ion
company Esprit, the
Netherlands-based
conglomerate prides itself on
design savvy, but is also
sensitive to the conservative
nature of corporate business. "I
didn 't want our headquarters
to be as trendy as our clothesa Sottsass monument-but to
convey a sense of history, "
claims Rattan Chadha, Mexx 's
president. "I was also dreaming
of Radio City Music Hall. "In
fulfilling his client's request fo r
tradition and fantasy, Stern
restored the ground floor of the
19th-century building with neoBaroque plaster vaults
(opposite, top) andfurnished
the executive offices beneath
them with Art Deco-inspired
accouterments, such as ebonytrimmed pilasters and customdesigned maple fu rniture
(opposite, bottom left). The
atrium is framed by uplights of
ebonized Miranti and etched
plexiglass (bottom· right). Stern
introduced natural
illumination wherever possible
through generous windows and
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skyligh ts, such as the conical
lantern crowning the staircase
buried within the rear wing
(top right). Daylighting in the
employees ' restaurant is
augmented by uplights a.round
the perimeter and fi xtures
behind the wood-screened
column capital, which also
houses acoustic panels
(opposi te, bottom right). The
central column supports light
steel beams that form the
rotunda's sawtooth ceiling
(axonometric). The dining
tables were designed by Stern,
the chairs by Philippe Starck.
Mexx International
Headquarters
Voorschoten, The Netherlands
Owner:

Mexx International, B. V.Dick Catalani (owner's
representative)
Architect:
Robert A. M. Stern Architects-

Graham S. Wyatt, project
architect; Preston Gumberich,
William Nolan, Jeff Schofield,
Pat Tine, assistants; Robert
Ermerins, landscape
Associate architect:

Henk van der Meent
Lighting design:

Cline, Bettridge, Bernstein
Lighting Design
General contractor:

L. Gesman Construction
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A vision realized

Behind the completion of the Graduate
Theological Union library, orphaned in early
infancy by the death of architect Louis Kahn, lies
a saga of the successor architects' tenacious
pursuit of Kahn's vision through passing time
and changing times.

The profession and public feel the death of a great architect most energy conservation. The design was adapted accordingly, but
nonetheless retained, and refined, the underlying concept: the
keenly in the realization of future forfeiture of great buildings.
damaging changes were those demanded in order to wrest
For a client, the loss is more immediate. Among those bereaved
necessary permits from the city of Berkeley. In an effort to block
by the sudden death of Louis I. Kahn, the Graduate Theological
the project, local opponents rallied to the putative causes of
Union, which had approved his schematic design for its library
preservation (a "historic" brown-shingle carriage house stood on
only weeks before, suffered a double blow: a halt to a project of
unusual significance to the institution, and an end to an architect/ the site) and priorities (activist seminarians opposed spending for
any purpose save educational programs). As a result, the project
client relationship of unusual sympathy and promise.
was subjected to review-and revision-for a year and a half
A consortium affiliated with the University of California, GTU
before gaining approval on appeal to the city council.
administers graduate programs for nine seminaries clustered on
The building did not survive the ordeal unscathed. The first
the fringe of the Berkeley campus. As GTU's first (and only)
element to go was the garage: it would attract traffic, neighbors
building of its own, the proposed library bore, in addition to its
primary task of pooling the member schools' collections, symbolic . said. Then the plaza was eliminated: it would have required
import as a center for the consortium's loosely aggregated
closing a section of the road through the site, reducing the same
neighbors' parking space. The most serious impact of the
"campus" and the seat of its collective knowledge.
prolonged review, however, was a virtual standstill in fundraising
Not surprisingly, GTU's search for an architect was thorough.
while the library's fate remained in question. Two years later,
Guided by Richard C. Peters as professional adviser, its selection
committee interviewed 18 well-known architects, of whom Kahn
when full funding had still not materialized, GTU faced a choice
alone, the story goes, made no presentation. Instead, he talked of
between further delay and radical surgery on both the design and
books and theology-reiterating, one feels sure, his dictum that a an already-expanded program. It chose neither, electing instead to
library "bring books to the light" -and the marriage was made.
accommodate its shrunken purse by building in two phases.
When Kahn died before its consummation, GTU again turned to
The first phase, completed in 1981, included only the basement
Peters, a former student and unabashed admirer whose firm
and lower level, modified to provide minimal space for GTU's
Kahn had hoped to retain as local representative for the project.
administration, originally assigned the top floor, and as much
Peters in turn called on Joseph Esherick, another long-time Kahn
stack area as could be shoehorned in. The library functioned in
acquaintance, and the two, with their offices, associated to see
this truncated facility until 1984, when monies for its completion
the library to completion. Because the scheme in hand was clearly at last became available, and GTU paused to re-examine the
tentative-little more than a sketch rendering (opposite) and
overall building design before proceeding with the second phase.
sketchy plans (page 116)-the pair first combed the sparse
The final reworking of the scheme yielded mixed results,
documentation for clues to how Kahn might have developed his
largely because the library's continuing thirst for growing room,
proposal, then continued the quest through the Office of David
intensified by its delayed completion, had to be appeased with bits
Wisdom, Kahn's professional heir. Wisdom could shed little light
of square-footage from areas first conceived as light and open.
on a project Kahn had pursued independently, but reminded the
Swollen administrative offices, for example, further bloated by
new team that Kahn himself would not have let first thoughts
the last-hour add-on of a large meeting room, overflow the third
force a final solution: "Do whatever you think you ought to do."
floor's one-time terraces, while the clerestories they demand
Reassured but nonetheless committed to a serious effort to
clutter a roof profile originally dominated by the oculus.
divine-and, insofar as possible, carry through-Kahn's intent,
Similarly, the main floor's powerful opposition of stair and
Peters and Esherick made a pilgrimage to his major works. At
elevator core, balanced by massive light shafts and sturdy square
the famed library at Exeter Academy, they were rewarded with
columns, was lost to practical and technical considerations (the
epiphany. There, Esherick says, "We could see beyond patterns
light shafts "wasted space"; the open stair was barred by code),
on paper to the whole" of the concept for GTU. The Kahnian
exacerbated by relentless spatial demands. At the same time, the
vision thus resonates in their interpretation of those patterns,
redesign not only recaptures the atrium's elegant symmetry, but
overriding change and compromise forced both by problems
brilliantly reverses the erosion of the main-floor area around it by
intrinsic to the project and by tribulations peculiar to its setting.
extending its reach through the building's full height via a central
In the original scheme, the library was depicted as an orangewell that opens the lower reading room to the flow of light from
tree-bedizened ziggurat opening on a parklike plaza that affirmed
the oculus overhead. In addition, the circulation grid pierces the
the building's role as actual and symbolic center for the
dense stacks around the library's working floors, visually joining
associated schools. Rising three stories above an underground
the light-suffused atrium with the windows that illuminate carrels
garage, the stepped terraces embraced an interior eloquent of
and studies lining the outer wall.
Kahn's near-mystical affinity for natural light: study areas at
In the end, the library bears Louis Kahn's unmistakable
perimeter windows, a two-story atrium bathed in light from an
signature not only in its basic form but in the materials and
oculus, and triangular shafts channeling daylight to a lower stack details his successors adapted from earlier projects. We cannot
floor set partially below grade. At the inner corners of a fourknow what the building might have become had it remained in
square "street" grid, square columns, oversized to double as
Kahn's hands throughout its gestation. But we can know that the
mechanical housings, framed a freestanding elevator/fire stair
inheriting designers faithfully executed his mandate to "bring the
and an open half-circle stair climbing from ground floor to oculus. book to the light." More, they achieved the private goal they
Taken to design development, the preliminary scheme
professed on accepting the commission: to complete the library
understandably fell short of fully resolving elaborated program
not "in the style of Louis Kahn,'' but with "the love, spirit, and
requirements and such technical issues as seismic stability and
dedication" he brought to his work. Margaret Gaskie
114
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Flora Lamson Hewlett Library
Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, California
Esherick, Homsey, Dodge &
Davis, and Peters , Clayberg &
Caulfield, Architects Associated
for GTU Library
Schematic Design: Louis I. Kahn
© Peter Aaron / ESTO µhalos e.rceµ t as noted
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Kahn's proposal:
1974

Kahn's proposal/or the GTU
library (reproduced below from
the original blueprints) hints at
a forceful interior geometry
softened by glowing evanescent
light. Under a program far less
demanding than the then-fixed
building ultimately had to
accommodate, the plan for the

main floor, introduced by the
spacious plaza, clearly
envisions a celebratory great
hall. Defined by strong pure
forms-a tall oblong enclosing
the elevator and fire stairs,
triangular shafts channeling
light to stacks below, the clean
curve of an open stair-the

l_
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space is crowned by an oculus
that rises above a penthouse
terrace fla n ked by
administrative wings. Within
the strict structural grid that
also directs circulation, stacks
and study areas receive
perimeter light filtered through
orange trees lining the terraces.

The library as built:
1987

Between development of the
initial Kahn scheme and
completion of the library 13
years later, key elements of the
vital central atrium, as well as
the generously open disposition
of stacks and study areas (both
rendered vulnerable to
programmatic second thoughts

by the long hiatus) were nibbled
away by accruing demands/or
stack room. The client-dictated
crowding out of the "spacewasting" light shafts, for
example, is perhaps even more
regrettable than the
community-dictated deletion of
the plaza. Even so, the atrium s

intended grandeur is largely
captured by offsetting its
cramped surround with a
vertical expansion that carries
the well lit by the oculus
through to the buildings
ground floor, rather than
confining it to the main entry
level as originally planned.

LEVEL 3
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SITE PLAN
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Thomas J. Caulfield, of Peters
Clayberg & Caul.field, who was
partner-in-charge and architect
for the library from approval
to dedication, notes ruefully
that the huge planters for the
orange trees could not be
fabri cated in terra cotta as
Kahn envisioned, but had to be
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formed of terra-cotta-colored
concrete. (The orange trees, too,
were replaced by mock oranges
better suited to the North
Berkeley climate.) His regret
speaks volumes of the pains
taken to preserve the building's
Kahnian essence in detail as
well as concept. Set a story and

a half below grade to reduce its
bulk, and terraced upward to
the oculus and pyramidal
skylight, the building merges
gracefully with its hilltop site
and small-scale, but dense,
semiresidential surround
(photo and drawing below). The
fit is aided by the architects'

decision to forego Kahn's early
notion of stainless-steel
cladding, a la Yale's Mellon
Center, and to refer instead to
such earlier Kahn buildings as
the Salk Institute, infilling the
poured-in-place concrete frame
with panels of warm, verticalgrain fir. The brilliant blue

sheet-metal trim, however, is a
modest version of the Mellon
Center's similar detailing.
Though veiled by the trees that
will eventually dominate the
building, windows
(appropriately sized and placed
to light varied activities within)
are deep-set, and overhung on

the south and west by
galvanized metal sunshades
(below left). In a rare departure
from the exterior Kahn
sketched, the serried trees
lining the inviting terraces
were broken at intersections
with the interior "street" grid
to provide outdoor niches and

open vantages to the stunning
views from the library's hilltop.
A more controversial break is
the intrusion of a clerestoried
top-floor meeting room (below
right), which interrupts the
building profile, but also
announces the location of the
main entry court below.

Ill

The reading area on the lowerlevel stack floor (below) is not
always as tidy as shown: like
moths to flame, students often
tug tables toward the opening
that introduces light from the
oculus skylight fa r above
(bottom). At the u pper floors,
the atrium is a grand near-
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cube (opposite), flooded with
light from both skylight and
clerestory windows, which is
returned by glowing white-oak
walls and ceiling. Circled by
display cases, the central well
augments a broad white wall
that encourages studentorganized art exhibits (this

month, Christo). The top-level
administrative areas include
the obtruding meeting room
(bottom opposite)-for which
the best argument may be the
excitement lent the space by the
open structure of its clerestory.
The atrium is also the focus of
the nine-bay structural grid

marked out by "streets"
through which travel both
people and mechanical/
electrical systems concealed in
suspended aluminum ceilings.

Flora Lamson Hewlett Library
Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, California
Architect:

Esherick, Homsey, Dodge &
Davis, and Peters, Clayberg &
Caul.field, Architects Associated
f or the Graduate Theological
Union Library-Richard C.

Peters, design partner; Thomas
J. Caul.field, design partner;
Arthur Heinrich, project
manager; Joseph Esherick,
Charles Davis, Peter Dodge,
Barry Baker, Linda Rhodes,
Leonard Salvato, William
Simpson, Joram Altman,
David Burness, John Haag,

Gary Parsons, David Rulon,
. project team
Landscape architect:

Richard Vignola
Engineers:

Rutherford and Chekene
(structural); Takahashi
Associates (mechanical/
electrical)

Consultants:

Charles Salter Associates
(acoustics); Marie Fisher, Massi
Moini (interiors)
General contractor:
Christensen & Foster

Jan e Lidz

Jan e Lidz
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Miami virtue

By incorporat?'ng its suave brand of regional
Modernism i'nto a satellite justice center serving
northern Dade County, Florida, Arquitectonica
has redefined American courthouse architecture.

No building type in this country is more hallowed than the county
courthouse. The very words evoke images of symmetry and
repose, of richly ornamented revival-style buildings set alongside
spacious public piazzas. But if architects of the past sought to
ennoble American participatory democracy by enshrining the
scales of justice in stately classical temples and imposing
rotundas, most courthouses erected since World War II seem to
reflect little more than local government's struggle to cope with
the civil and criminal caseload of an increasingly litigious society.
In far too many instances, courthouses have become illmaintained places of dread-shoddy ad-hoc environments where
citizens are greeted by dropped ceilings, plywood partitions, and
makeshift graphics, and where even a normally joyous act like
obtaining a marriage license can quickly sour in the face of
endless queues and bureaucratic indifference.
Three years ago, when Florida's 11th Judicial Circuit proposed
erecting a new satellite courthouse in northern Dade County as
part of an ongoing plan to decentralize greater Miami's
overburdened criminal-justice system, an architect-selection panel
comprising district judges, the county clerk, and members of the
General Services Administration decided it was time for a change.
By choosing Arquitectonica to design the $5.65-million facility, the
committee was willing to take a chance on a firm which, though
single-handedly responsible for putting Miami back on the
architectural map, had never before designed a public building.
"We were selected," said Arquitectonica founding principal
Bernardo Fort-Brescia, "because following the rules clearly hasn't
worked with recent courthouse design, and there was a
willingness among the judges to explore new solutions for the
building type." Judge Marshall Ader, a member of the selection
panel, agreed: "I had seen numerous other courthouses around
the country, and I felt that Arquitectonica could do a better job."
Then, too, the promised participation as program consultant of
Walter H. Sobel and Associates, a Chicago firm best known for
its functional courthouse designs, helped win over some of the
more conservative G. S. A. bureaucrats.
If the exigencies of a 40,000-square-foot justice center did not
exactly provide Arquitectonica with a functional carte blanche,
the nondescript character of the 12-acre building site did give the
firm something of an esthetic tabula rasa. Located at the edge of
a mangrove preserve in North Miami, the site is part of a twomile stretch of county-owned land along Biscayne Boulevard
(U.S. 1) that remains, anomalously for overbuilt South Florida, a
tattered semi-industrial backwater pockmarked by cheap motels,
adult bookshops, and check-cashing emporia. High-density
development of the area, essentially put on hold during the 1970s
while the county debated the possibility of a world's fair on the
parcel, has moved forward in recent years with the completion of
a campus for Florida International University and with the
county's plans to build a regional government center around a
manmade pond at the edge of the mangroves. As the first phase
of that plan, the justice center was, according to Fort-Brescia, "no
place for a background building. We wanted the courthouse to be
an expressive object in space [that] would make a strong
statement about the government's intentions for the area."
Toward that end, Arquitectonica configured the facility as three
discrete volumes, each differentiated by its own function, shape,
and material and color pal~tte. A freeform pavilion housing the
main entrance lobby and clerical pool is clad in random-width

vertical strips of pink polished marble and green reflective glass;
a one-story rectangle enclosing the judges' private parking lot is
divided into pale-green stucco squares, each adorned with a single
black ceramic-tile disk; and a gently sweeping court building
containing five courtrooms, two civil-hearing rooms, and the
judges' chambers is sheathed in white porcelain-on-steel panels
articulated by bands of blue reflective glass. In contrast to
Arquitectonica's celebrated early condominium towers in
downtown Miami, which continue to startle motorists driving
along Brickell Avenue with their bold geometry and strident
colors, the North Dade Justice Center represents the creative
power of a firm confidently approaching middle age. Color,
though still an integral part of the Arquitectonica "look," is a bit
muted here, and the architects have deftly tempered their usual
visual fireworks with an inner logic that seems fittingly
respectful (given the building type) without being somber.
Above all else, perhaps, every element of the justice center's
design resonates with Arquitectonica's unwavering belief in the
validity of Modernism-from the effortless way the court
building appears to float above the landscape on thin columns and
the decidedly nonmonumental placement of the main entrance in
an inconspicuous breezeway, to the seemingly arbitrary manner
in which each building is abruptly terminated. Chief among the
project's many virtues is a delightful series of light-filled spaces
that are a far cry from the dark interiors of so many American
courthouses, new or old. Again, every detail reinforces the notion
of Modern abstract expressionism. Four skylights illuminating the
ground-floor lobby, for instance, are arrayed randomly, like
confetti, while a gray-and-white checkerboard terrazzo floor is
skewed wildly out of its orthogonal brass frame. In the clerk
area, 12 payment windows are separated by panels tinted the
quintessential '50s colors of turquoise and purple. Upstairs, in a
long public lobby overlooking the mangrove preserve, oak docket
brackets emerge from each courtroom wall like little kidneyshaped swimming pools, while a pair of freeform windows allows
the jury-assembly room to borrow a bit of light from the public
corridor. Where one expects conventional rectangles for restroom
push plates and small courtroom-door windows, trapezoids
unexpectedly appear.
But, if visions of Mies, Le Corbusier, and Morris Lapidus were
clearly dancing in the architects' heads, the North Dade complex
also exhibits some gratifying references to its prosaic
surroundings. Driving along Biscayne, for example, one can
hardly fail to notice the deliberate juxtaposition of four brightyellow roof monitors with the shed-roofed projections of adjacent
county-owned fire and police headquarters to the north, and with
garish billboards strung out along the highway in both directions.
A trio of crescent-shaped windows set into the roadside elevation,
moreover, is an unmistakable tongue-in-cheek reference to the
logo of the Miami Moon Motel, a humble early 20th-century motor
court located just a mile south. And while the patterned grid of
the center's parking enclosure may seem distinctly modern-age,
the motif is rendered in s tucco and tile, two of South Florida's
most venerable building materials. When confronted with the
question of Arquitectonica's work and its context, Fort-Brescia
smiles. "We do want to create buildings that belong to Miami," he
insists, "but we don't need to imitate past architecture to be
contextual. Our buildings try to capture a more intangible spirit
of the place. That's what makes them timeless." Paul M. Sachner
Architectural Record May 1988
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By bending the 375-foot-long
court building into a shape
vaguely resembling the blade
end of a hockey stick,
Arquitectonica gave the North
Dade Justice Center two
principal facades serving two
distinct functions. The convex
side of the arc (top) faces
heavily trafficked Biscayne
Boulevard and is meant to
have an especially strong
presence for motorists passing
by at the posted 40-mile-perhour speed limit. (Despite its
name, Biscayne is more a
highway than a boulevard, and
access to the justice center will
be almost exclusively by private
car. To accommodate motorists
who wish to pay traffic fines
and parking tickets without
leaving the instrument of the
crime, the center has Florida's
first drive-up teller window.)
The concave side of the
building, by contrast, is geared
more for pedestrians as it
curves welcomingly around a
manmade salt pond (bottom
and opposite). A concrete
walkway extending over the
pond will terminate in a
terraced environmental
sculpture (under construction),
designed by New York City
artist Elyn Zimmerman and
fabricated of native Florida
keystone.

N
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One of the functional
requirements at North Dade
was a secured area/or judges'
parking and prisoner
unloading. Arquitectonica
turned necessity into invention
by twisting a 10-space concreteblock auto enclosure slightly
off-axis with the court building
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and sheathing the box in a
green stucco grid embellished
by black ceramic disks and
random egg-crate ventilator
panels (top and bottom left).
From the parking area judges
ascend to their chambers-and
prisoners to holding areas-via
a private elevator and stair. A

restricted corridor serving the
judges' chambers is separated
from the public area by three
non-jury courtrooms, two civilhearing rooms, two juried
courtrooms, and a juryassembly room (plans
opposite). An oculus in the
northern end wall of the court

building (top right) illuminates
the center's law library; for the
southern end of the building,
Arquitectonica principal
Laurinda Spear has created a
stained-glass panel (bottom
right and page 128), whose
abstract pattern is based on a
Seminole In dian design.

Upper floor
1. Lobby/waiting
2. Non-jury courtroom
3. Civil hearing room
4. Jury courtroom
5. Jury deliberation
6. Jury assembly
7. Library
8. Judge's chamber
9. Secretary
10. Restricted circulation
11. Fine paying
12. Administration

EAST E L EVAT ION

Lower floor
1. Lobby/waiting
2. Clerks' area
3. Office
4. Employee lounge
5. Police
6. State attorney suite
7. Clerk administration suite
8. Public defender suite
9. Marriage room
10. Mechanical
11. Transformer
12. Secure parking
13. Drive-up teller

10
~
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The public 's access to North
Dade's upper-level courtrooms
and civil-hearing rooms is
through a commodious lobby
that commands views of the
salt pond and mangrove
preserve through bands of
horizontal strip windows (top)
and through the red, silver, and
clear panes of a stained-glass
panel (bottom). Each of three
non-jury courtrooms (opposite)
is partially illuminated by a
crescent window that casts an
ethereal glow over the judge's
bench. With their sedate oak
furnishings and gray-tweed
carpeting and seat upholstery,
the courtrooms are the most
conservative public spaces in
the justice center. Each is
acoustically isolated by noisetight astragals and soundabsorbent wallcovering.

North Dade Justice Center
North Miami, Florida
Owner:

Metropolitan Dade County
General Services
Administration

Landscape architect:

Architect:

Walter H. Sobel and Associates
(judiciary architecture and
program consultant)- Walter
H. Sobel, Edward L. Deam,
Donald Mahan, project team;
Robert H. Tanner (acoustics);
Post, Buckley, Schuh &
Jernigan (environmental
permitting consultants); Elyn
Zimmerman (public art)

Arquitectonica InternationalBernardo Fort-Brescia,
Laurinda Spear, principals-incharge of design; Martin J.
Wander, project architect;
Sergio Bakas, production
architect; Olga Espinosa,
Sandra Fandre, Richard
Perlmutter, Janice Rauzin,
Neal Schofel, project staff
Engineers:

Cagley, Riva & Braaksma
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(structural); Lagomasino &
Vital Associates (mechanical,
electrical, civil)
Ted Baker Group
Consultants:

General contractor:

Shafer & Miller, Inc.

Designer labels

Most architects get nervous, and not
unreasonably so, when their work is compared to
fashion. Admittedly, it is unnerving to be likened
to the skirt-length controversy- minis "in" one
year and "out" the next. Nonetheless,
architecture and clothing design do share some
general attributes, most notably the ability to
capture and project a particular esthetic
attitude. In recent years, clothing manufacturers
have become increasingly geared toward
promoting a "lifestyle" that catches the attention
of potential customers, and have turned to highprojile architects to create its three-dimensional
expression. As revealed in the following portfolio,
the intentions behind such commissions can be
as varied as the results. Contempo tapped
Morphosis for a one-off showcase of the
company's wares in Los Angeles (pages 132-135),
Mexx International asked Robert A. M Stern to
set the company mood in its Amsterdam
flagship store (pages 138-141), and Bogner
enlisted Mark Mack not only to renovate its
original Munich shop, but also to develop a
display program for its retail and wholesale
outposts worldwide (pages 136-137). The
correlation between architecture and fashion is
most apparent in the Mexx boutique, where the
architect's own "style" was deemed the
appropriate expression of the company's self
image, and least obvious-and, perhaps, most
problematic- at Con tempo, where a local firm
was asked to add "regional" flair to a
neighborhood outlet. Whether fashioning a
fitting embodiment or a contrasting backdrop,
the architect's main charge is to enhance the
merchandise. Although the different goals of
retailers and architects do not always guarantee
a perfect match of object and setting, they are
sure to produce intriguing ensembles.
Karen D. Stein

Building Types Study 653: Commercial interiors
Willy Bogner

© Peter Aaron/ ESTO
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Contempo Casuals
Los Angeles
Morphosis, Architect

Scene stealer

Tom Bonner photos

Architect Thom Mayne, of Morphosis, tells how he and his
partner, Michael Rotondi, "edited and spliced a series of
outtakes" from previous projects to compose the Contempo
clothing store they inserted into a former bank in the Westwood
section of Los Angeles (top left). The film-making terminology
cannot simply be attributed to the proximity of Hollywood to the
architects' office in Santa Monica; Mayne clearly voices
aspirations for his own creative medium when he speaks
admiringly of movie directors who have made, in his words,
"offbeat, artistic" films that became unexpected box-office hits.
For Mayne, being an architect means creating drama, and he
views commercial commissions as opportunities to display publicly
a highly personal vision. Taking cues not only from the motionpicture industry, but also from such diverse disciplines as
mathematics, astrology, and sociology, the work of Morphosis is
no cut-and-paste of historical references. Instead, Mayne and '
Rotondi attempt to stage experiential discoveries, whose success
should be gauged in response not to the traditional "what do you
think?" but to the quintessentially L. A. "how does it make
you/eel?"
Southern California-based Contempo's decision to tap local
architectural stars for some image-making of its own seems only
logical, though on closer inspection the distinct priorities of
company and designers were, in fact, difficult to reconcile.
Founded in 1964, the chain operates 206 retail outposts located
primarily in the western U.S., though it now has plans for
expansion eastward. In the Los Angeles area, members of the
company's target audience-18- to 30-year-old women-are likely
to dine in any of several overbooked Morphosis-designed
restaurants; when shopping, however, they're apt to be less
willing to wait before sampling the fare. With that in mind,
perhaps, the architects interrupted the Classical axial layout of
Contempo's landmark surround with a 56-foot-long steel and wood
bridge that appears to have catapulted into the central domed
rotunda from a semicircular apse at the rear (page 105, opposite,
and plan, page 134). Fronted with an auto-paint-coated
breastplate, the clothing-laden bridge virtually pushes the
company's wares toward incoming customers. Flanking the twostory structure are three rows of display racks constructed from
plywood boards and perforated metal sheets-intentionally rough
backdrops to refined fabrics. The three subdivisions of the
Contempo line-sportswear, dresses, and accessories-are shown
separately in the front of the store and on top of and underneath
the bridge, with smaller items contained in vitrines tucked behind
existing concrete piers (page 134, bottom left); throughout the
interior abstract metal mannequins display suggested outfits
(page 134, bottom right). Despite the theatrical emphasis it
receives from a spectacular spiral railing, a crater in the center of
the rotunda floor serves no perceptible functional purpose
(opposite, and pages 134-135). Comprehension of the climactic role
this set-piece plays in Mayne and Rotondi's cryptic story line
probably demands more than the attention span of Contempo's
average shopper allows. Architecturally minded spectators,
though, may find that Contempo's unconventional interior vies
with the merchandise, in one of the constant battles for top
billing that such projects often incite. At Contempo, one has only
to stand in the foyer and gaze past racks of hangers toward the
amazing bridge to realize who, or what, won this fight for center
stage. K. D. S.

Contempo Casuals
Los Angeles, California

Michael Sant, Connie Wexler
and Kanika R 'Kul, assistants

Owner:

Engineers:

Contempo Casuals

Gordon Polan (structural);
Saul Goldin (electrical); Mel
Bilow + Associates
(mechanical)

Architect:

Morphosis-Thom Mayne and
Michael Rotondi, partners-incharge; Tom Lasley, project
architect; Ann Zellinger,

. . . . .,
)
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General contractor:
Hugh F. Peter & Associates

Team colors

Bogner Fashion House
Munich, West Germany
Mark Mack, Architect

After a trial run in the form of a 20-by-90-foot Bogner boutique
on his home turf of San Francisco [RECORD, April 1986, pages 108111], Mark Mack has become Willy Bogner's star architect. Even
though the Munich-based manufacturer of upscale sportswear
and ski apparel currently owns only a trio of shops in the United
States, Mack's admission to the corporate lineup is no small
matter. At last count the family-run parent company, Bogner
International, comprised 131 outposts throughout Europe and
Asia, and, if all proceeds according to plan, will soon preside over
additional "centers of influence" by building more freestanding
shops in key U.S. cities and opening a string of shops-withinshops across the country. The remodeling of the 6,000-square-foot
flagship store in Bogner's Bavarian hometown marks the official
inauguration of Mack's global esthetic program (left and
opposite). Expanding on the display components he devised for
the San Francisco project, the Austrian-born architect developed a
system of demountable racks and shelves that can readily adapt
to new clothing collections and the growing array of accessories;
a lighting plan; and a color and material palette to guide all
future Bogner forays into both the wholesale and retail markets.
The general "recipe," as Mack calls it, can be modified as needed.
For an installation within a chain store, for example, Mack can
specify appropriate units from his inventory of standard
elements, while still maintaining his worldwide signature style.
Within Bogner's own emporiums, the architect is also able to
create custom-crafted complements to his building-block basics.
For the Munich store, Mack chose yellow from the company's
rainbow logo as the dominant interior color, and treated his
display units variously as sculpture (figure 3), partitions (6), and
infill for niches (1,2,4,5). This agile arrangement of elements
befits the sporty "lifestyle" that the purchase of Bogner attire
seemingly carries with it. Although eager to promote its
particular image, the company has shunned the costly advertising
blitzes of similarly conceived ventures like Ralph Lauren or
Esprit, preferring to invest entirely in architectural statements.
As Bogner's U.S. National Sales Manager, Franz Muster,
explains: "Our shops are our advertising." Happily for
Bogner, Mack's eagerness to join the team
guarantees good publicity. K. D.S.

Bogner Fashion House
Munich, West Germany
Owner:

Willy Bogner
Architect:

MACK-Mark Mack, principalin-charge; Wooi-Cheng Choong,
· project architect; Eric Carlson,
Leigh Sata, Christine May and
Shaun Weston, project team
Associated architects:

Heino Stamm Planungsburo;
Bruckner & Partner
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Engineers:

CWK and Buro Beier & Degen
(structural); Buro Neumuller
(plumbing, electrical, and
mechanical)
Consultants:

A nsorg Lichttechnik (lighting);
A rve Schreinerei und
Raumgestaltung (interior/
furniture); Neon Hadid (neon);
Hugh McKay & Co. (carpet);
Raab & Thiele (air
conditioning); Cassani (exterior
awning); Lindner Akustikbau
(plaster); Maler Huber (paint)
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Mexx retail shop
Amsterdam, The Nether lands
Robert A. M. Stern Architects

The mirror of fashion

By Tracy Metz
© Peter Aamn/ ESTO photos

Two existing row houses in a
predominantly 19th-century
district of Amsterdam were
demolished to make way for the
Mexx shop. Robert A. M. Stern 's
decidedly modernistic facade
stands out among its neighbors
like a flapper among dowagers.

Amid the 19th-century surround of the Peter Cornelius
Hoofstraat, Amsterdam's smartest shopping street, Robert A. M.
Stern has set a Postmodern crystal. The New York architect's
flagship store for Mexx International is a clear-cut multifaceted
reference to early 20th-century sources: German Expressionism,
Art Deco, and, perhaps most appropriately, the Amsterdam
School. There might appear to be a contradiction between this
retrospective spirit and a company that gears itself to
"fashionable shoppers with a positive attitude ... in other words,
'young fun' ." But according to the retailer's Image Coordinator,
Rob Weinberg: "Mexx reflects a certain lifestyle, and
Postmodernism is the contemporary architectural style best
suited to putting that message across."
On the exterior of the shop, Stern conveyed the chosen
message through a free interpretation of Classical elements. A
hand-brushed stainless-steel column topped with a zigguratshaped capital heralds the entrance (left and page 131). The motif
is repeated inside, where matching columns bisect the length of
the shop and similar pilasters line the walls (photo opposite, and
plans page 139). The 10,000-square-foot interior comprises three
levels-a lower-mezzanine women's department, an entry-level
foyer, and an upper-mezzanine men's department. Throughout,
sleek materials embellish the straightforward layout of display
areas. Brushed-aluminum banisters with sandblasted-glass inserts
(custom-extruded variations of the wooden ones Stern created
earlier in his design for the Mexx headquarters; see pages 106113) frame all staircases, and two-tone gray granite floors
suggest intricate intarsia. Strips of low-level incandescent lighting
recessed in the floor and within the column capitals radiate an
aura of glamor. While Stern concentrated on setting the
appropriate mood, David Davies Associates, of London, created a
variety of display systems, adding cherrywood to the already rich
assortment of materials applied to countertops, built-in niches,
and dressing-room doors.
Stern's unabashedly exuberant architecture is, at the very
least, suitable decor for Mexx's fast-paced output of 26 collections
per year. At present the only clothing on display is the company's
Dutch line, regrettably not nearly so chic as the shop itself. That,
however, will change in the fall when Stern's store becomes the
only location in all 14 countries within Mexx's orbit where the
entire international collection will be available. "We will not only
showcase our complete line in the Amsterdam shop," says
Weinberg; "We also plan to launch our new products here and
gauge public reaction. Both the clothing and architecture serve as
the very best example of what we sell and how we sell it. We call
this shop our fashion theater."

Tracy Metz, a free-lance writer living in Amsterdam, writes often
about art and architecture.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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In collaboration with S tern's
office, David Davies Associates,
of London, devised two types of
freestanding display systems:
low, cross-shaped stainless-steel
units, where clothing is
grouped by color to emphasize
mix-and-match possibilities
(foreground, bottom), and
delicate racks of shiny metal
tubing topped by glass shelves
(background, bottom). DDA
inserted cherrywood panels in
wall niches, which are pierced
with regular rows of hollow
metal circles resembling
doughnuts, from which hooks
and shelves can hang
(opposite). In addition to
natural light admitted into the
back of the shop through the
roofs crystalline structure, the
interior is lit by MRl 6 lamps
housed in iridescent glass cups
mounted along ceiling tracks.

ENTRY S UPPER MEZZANINE

Mexx retail shop
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Owner:

Mexx International
Architect:

Robert A. M. Stern ArchitectsAlex Lamis and Graham
Wyatt, project architects; Jeff
Schofield and Pat Tine,
assistants

LOWER MEZZANINE

25

Associated architect:

Dik Smeding Architectburo
Engineers:

JH Duyts Adviesburo voor
Bouwkonstruktics (structural);
Smeva Koeling en
Airconditioning (mechanical)
Consultants:

David Davies Associates
(interiors); Cline, Bettridge,
Bernstein Lighting Design
(lighting)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Changing rooms
Women s department
Storage
Display
Stair to apartments
Cashier
Men's department

The Grand Louvre
Paris, France
I. M. Pei and Partners,
Architect

@John H. Sullivan, Ill photos, except as noted

Transverse section

There and not there

By the end of this year, I. M. Pei and Partners'
new entrance and reception hall to the Louvre
will make its official debut. The pyramid, as it is
popularly known, will enable easy access to far
more of the museum's collection than the
existing labyrinthine layout ever could. It would
be premature to assess Pei's controversial design

before the building is finished. But now, with
construction still under way, is an ideal moment
to scrutinize the project's extraordinary
technical refinements, many of which will
virtually disappear by opening day. Our
progress report reveals an achievement of
remarkable complexity and elegance.
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The much-debated 71-foot-high
pyramid is "just the tip of the
iceberg," says I. M. Pei in
discussing the Grand Louvre
project in Paris. The metaphor is
indeed apt, for not only is the
pyramid itself as crystalline as
technology allows, it (along with
three smaller pyramids) is the
only architectural evidence that
the vast granite-paved plaza of
the Cour Napoleon now covers
almost 670,000 square feet of
reception, exhibition, and
museum support functions.
Visitors will enter the museum
through the pyramid, which will
anchor underground links to the
famous U-shaped assemblage of
16th- to 19th-century pavilions.
Among the formidable
logistical and technical difficulties
now hidden from observers are
the below-grade problems of
water infiltration from the
nearby Seine (the lowest level of
new construction lies below the
normal water table), and potential
undercutting of the historic
palace, which has unusually
shallow foundations. Since the
flooding Seine can raise the water
table to within a few feet of the
courtyard elevation, a membrane
waterproofing system was
deemed inadequate. Instead, a
foundation drainage network
feeds a system of sump pumps
(with backup) capable of
removing ground water produced
by a 100-year flood. To avoid
structural disturbance, the
primary excavation was set an
average of 24 feet inside the
perimeter of the Cour Napoleon.
Only the passages drilled under
and through the existing
foundations-liaisons linking
new to old-and a series of
shallow exit stairways (which
were among the final elements
constructed) encroach upon this
zone. As a further precaution, the
soil under the existing
foundations was injected with
cementitious grout to create, in
effect, a new bedrocklike
substrate.
The intricate construction
processes sometimes required a
jeweler's precision. For a time the
pyramid assembly was actually
suspended over its ultimate
supports (giant built-up steel box
beams) while, sequentially,
architectural concrete was
formed and placed; structural
concrete was formed, placed,
cured, and post-tensioned; and the
144
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Deck, roof, ceiling

Reception level

precast concrete courtyard
underslab was placed and
attached. To fit the parts
properly, the substantial camber
in the box beams had to be
flattened by enormous cables
tensioned to duplicate the
ultimate loads (top photo, right).
The tension was carefully relaxed
as the weight of each component
was applied.
French building codes
perversely require far greater
egress capacity than
corresponding American codes
demand. Thus, parts of the plan
resemble a Chinese puzzle made
of emergency stairs, although
there are no exit-stair

The ceiling-to-deck system was
pared down to minimal depth.
Mechanical systems normally
accommodated above a ceiling
serve occupied spaces vertically
through chases from a separate
"technical level" below the
lowest public floor (shaded in
section, preceding pages). The

drawing below details the
cellular deck construction,
showing the contractor's
m ethod of hanging reinforcing
to ensure full concrete coverage
at the visible ceiling (below,
right). Wood form work for the
coffered ceiling, supported
u nderneath, is shown below

left; 3 112 in. post-tensioning
cables undulate in two
directions through wire-mesh
reinforcing (middle photo, left).
The box beams that support the
pyramid are shown in the top
photo, left. Yellow scaffolding
under the beam prevented
damage to highly stressed

cables that removed the camber
during construction.
Excavation revealed 19thcentury foundations laid
almost haphazardlyexplaining, perhaps, how the
Pavillon Richelieu got built in
;'ust three-and-a-half years
(bottom photos, left).

Smoke exhaust plenum

Architectural concrete

Opening for light fi xture

14----

Falsework support
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penthouses: trap doors covered
by granite paving pneumatically
open out of the ground when
needed. Some of these passages
also act as air-handling plenums
with intake grilles in the trap
doors set flush with the
courtyard. The cellular design of
the plaza deck evolved to
minimize deck-to-ceiling thickness
(thereby reducing both the
required excavation and the
depth of visitors' descent), and to
accommodate a required
emergency system for the
evacuation of smoke in public
areas. (Sprinklers, commonly
required by American codes for
similar conditions, were not
allowed by French authorities.)
Smoke exhausts are integrated
with light fixtures, in conjunction
with interstitial space for
ductwork. For strength, the
concrete is conventionally
reinforced with wire mesh, but, to
reduce the depth of the courtyard
support construction, this
structural concrete was also
interwoven with a network of
sine-curve-shaped post-tensioning
cables. A white concrete, poured
first, is both structural support
and architectural finish, forming
the visible ceiling in the primary
public spaces. It was made from
a white portland-cement mix with
superplasticizer additives to fill
voids around the dense
reinforcement. The mix results in
an exposed finish that matches
the tectonic quality of interior
facing stone (forms were fitted
by finish carpenters from selectgrade Douglas fir; ironworkers
wore slippers while installing
reinforcing to keep the forms
clean); C. C. Pei, an associate
partner, likens the effect to a
room "cut from the earth." The
upper pour used conventional
structural concrete to support
precast concrete deck panels, an
asphaltic waterproofing system, a
gravel subbase containing
drainage, and a finished surface
of granite pavers.
Despite the long history of the
pyramid form as a symbol of
almost primordial solidity, the Pei
firm envisioned its version of this
form as diaphanous-a minimal
intrusion between the modern
visitor and the historic stone
facades. Thus, the architectural
conception required a glass
utterly transparent, distortionfree, and - true to the crisp,
prismatic geometry146
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Rigging

Through an unusual
collaboration between Pei's
office and a Canadian firm,
Nicolet Chartrand Knoll, the
pyramid has been designed to
reduce the visible rYJ,ass of the
structural support. Stainlesssteel bowstring trusses span
each plane of the pyramid

diagonally in two directions to
create diamond-shaped glazed
openings. The top compression
chords of the trusses are welded
together and support the glass;
the bottom chords are rods so
light that they resemble
sailboat rigging. Appropriately,
much of the hardware (photos,

below) was fabricated by a
Massachusetts firm that has
helped build America's Cup
yachts. The catenary curve of
the truss 's bottom chords
(section pages 142 and 143) is
deepest where both live and
dead loads are greatest;
concen tric counter-cables resist

the outward thrust of the
pyramid (plan and elevation,
left). The lightness of the system
is evident by comparing the
upper detail, which shows the
structure as built, and the
lower detail, which shows how
the structure might have been
assembled using off-the-shelf

components. The flush glazing
system requires unusually
precise adjustment of the
skylight support because even
minor surface variations would
be visible on the exterior
(photos, pages 148 and 149;
allowable tolerance in the plane
is just lOmm-about 318 in.).
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exceptionally flat. Insulating
glass was ruled out as possibly
too weak and, in any case,
thermally unnecessary; heatstrengthened or tempered glass
would have been strong enough,
but likely to show stress marks.
The architects ultimately chose a
laminated system incorporating
plate glass. Because the
necessary technology has largely
been superseded in Europe and
the United States by the nowconventional float process, it was
difficult to find a manufacturer
(ultimately, a French company
made the glass, an English
company polished it, a third firm
supplied the interlayer). Plate
glass may slightly distort objects
viewed through it, but it is the
clearest glazing obtainable;
"clear" float glass has a
noticeable greenish tint.
Structural silicone glazing is
widely used for sloped-glass
applications in the United States,
but the Grand Louvre is the first
such application approved in
France. In the detail shown on
page 146, the back of the glass
sheet is "glued" to the aluminum
substrate, and an exterior layer
of silicone both seals the gap
between mullion and glass, and
absorbs thermal movement. The
mullion wraps under the glass,
providing a secondary seal.
Leonard Jacobson, a partner in
the Pei office, points to a
particularly subtle detail: a tiny
bevel at the rim of the glass,
which channels water, makes a
clean edge for the sealant, and,
unexpectedly, creates a spidery
network of rainbows when
sunlight hits it just right. Visitors
may never notice such minutiae,
or the purity of an enclosure
unmarred by lighting fixtures,
mechanical ductwork, security or
smoke sensors-all are
accommodated out of sight (see
drawing page 145)-but no one
will overlook the extraordinarily
light, almost tentlike structure of
the pyramid, and the simple
grandeur of the below-ground
spaces. Architectural
extravagance has never been
lacking at the Louvre, but the Pei
firm's expressionistic use of
technology has brought a new
kind of virtuosity to this
French national treasure.
James S. Russell
Research assistance by John H.
Sullivan, III
148
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Glazing

What the French call the
"spiderweb" supports custommade aluminum mullions to
which the glass adheres.
Silicone glazing obviates the
need for an external capping
strip, which would disturb the
planar quality and trap water,
potentially causing leaks. The

"unreal" clarity of the glass is
no accident. A clear interlayer
(to hold fragments in case of
breakage) is laminated between
two sheets of lOmm (.39 in.)
optically transparent plate
glass fabricated by a
manufacturer of solar-collector
mirrors.
The Grand Louvre
Paris, France
Architect:
I. M. Pei and Partners-I. M.
Pei, design partner; Leonard
Jacobson, management
partner; Yann Weymouth,
Norman Jackson, C. C. Pei,
Arnaud Puvis de Chavannes,
Beatrice Lehman, Chris Rand,
Masakazu Bokura, Michael
Flynn, design/construction
management team; Adrzej
Gorczynski, Stephen Rustow,
Yvonne Szeto, Vincent
Wormser, Robert Crepet,
Claude Lauter, Ion Ghika,
Swein Edvardsen, Elizabeth
Cordoliani, Anna Mutin, Ian
Bader, project team
Engineers:
SOGELERG, SA (structural,
electrical); SERETE, SA
(mechanical, electrical); Fred
Storksen, SEEE (structural)
Consultants:
Nicolet Chartrand Knoll, Ltd.
(pyramid structure design);
Rice Francis Ritchie (pyramid
construction)
Prime contractors:
Quillery (foundations); DUMEZ
Travaux Publics (general
construction); C. F. E. M.
(pyramid)
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New products: Westweek

David Hockney pick the colors
for these lounge components.
Arm and seating units are
completely rearrangeable.
Fortress, Inc., City of Industry,
Calif.
Circle 303 on reader service card
5. Free-form tables
Enzo Mari's Ambo coffee table is
a glass pond floating on relatively
thin bronze sticks. Stainless-steel
disks fused to the 3/4-in.-thick top
hold the removable legs. Interna
Designs, U.S.A., Chicago.
Circle 304 on reader service card
6. Steel and glass
The Spyder Table has only half
the number of legs, but still
resembles its namesake.
Designed by Sottsass Associati,
the conference table is 53 in. in
diameter; tubular legs come in a
number of matte or high-gloss
finishes . Knoll International, Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 305 on reader service card
7. Art Deco rug
Originally designed by Ruth
Reeves in 1931 for the Grand
D. K. D., K. D.S.
Foyer of the Radio City Music
Hall, Musical Instruments is
1. Files that match
now offered as an area rug,
A new program for all Steelcase
recolored for contemporary
metal files and storage cabinets,
interiors (Blue/blue is pictured).
PerfectMatch provides designerspecified finishes within standard Schumacher, New York City.
delivery lead times. Steelcase
Circle 306 on reader service card
Inc., Grand Rapids , Mich.
8. Spare chairs
Designed by Simon Desanta as
Circle 300 on reader service card
part of Kusch's Technomic office
2. Desk chair
William Raftery's Bira chair has seating line, new executive and
guest chairs are constructed with
soft, upholstered edges, and a
supportive back panel. Options
elasticized banding stretched over
include a new wood base as well
a steel framework, upholstered
as an aluminum base in polished
with injection-molded foam.
or colored finishes. Vecta, Grand
Kusch USA, Inc., Centerport,
N.Y.
Prairie, Tex.
Circle 301 on reader service card
Circle 307 on reader service card
3. Leather-covered armchair
9. Articulating arm
Model 415/1 is a new upholstered The Omni.fie office chair lets the
version of Mario Bellini's leather- user change from armchair to
covered Cab armchair. The
armless mode with a simple
down-filled seat cushion is
lifting motion. Designed by Marta
removable; standard leather
Tornero and Bruce Adams, the
colors are black, natural, or red.
chair is made of molded urethane
Atelier International, Ltd., Long
in gray, brown, charcoal, red, or
Island City, N. Y.
blue. Panel Concepts, L.P., Santa
Circle 302 on reader service card
Ana, Calif.
4. Modular seating
Circle 308 on reader service card
Designer Brent Saville let artist
More products on page 152

The big news of Westweek 1988
was that the Pacific Design
Center (PDC), affectionately
known as the Blue Whale, had
spawned a 400,000-squarejoot
offspring, nicknamed the Green
Turtle. Though not yet fully
leased, the new Cesar Pellidesigned addition to the PDC
contained several of the
furn iture market's more
provocative displays, including
Morphosis's ethereal showcase
for Vecta, The Imperial
Woodworks collection of
quirky, attenuated cabinetry,
and Fortress's upholstered
seating designed by Brent
Saville, which incorporates a
bold color scheme by painter
David Hockney (4). Re.fleeting
its recent reorganization, Knoll
devoted a showroom to its
collection of architect-designed
furn iture, now called
K nollStudio, introducing a
new line of tables by Italian
maestro Ettore Sottsass (6).
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New products continued/ram page 1so

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Quiet door operator

Architects Wilson/Jenkins &
Associates wanted especially
quiet door operators for a
suburban Minneapolis office/
hotel complex, and worked with
the manufacturer's technical
representative to advance a new
push-bar from development to
production. Now a standard
feature on the Series 99 and
Series 33 exit devices, a fluid
damper on the guide base (arrow
in lower photo) decelerates the
push pad on its return stroke,
eliminating most of the noise
associated with the operation of
the touch-bar. Von Duprin, Inc.,
Indianapolis.
Circle 309 on reader service card

High-rise tilt-turn window
Heavy-duty EZ Hardware allows
windows as large as 7 ft 6 in. by

7 ft to tilt open at the top for
ventilation, as well as swing
inward for cleaning both sides of
the sash from the interior.
Thermally broken, Designline
Series 1200 windows accept unit
glazing up to 11/4 in. thick; the
hardware is rated for a sash
weight of 440 lb, permitting the
use of sound-attenuating glass.
Two regulator arms prevent the
window from slamming shut or
popping open in wind gusts, even
under the significant pressure
differentials of a high-rise
installation. For fresh air, a turn
of the hand crank tilts the
window top from a mere crack to
an 8-in. opening. The side-hinged
cleaning mode can be key-locked
without restricting use of the
window for ventilation. Wausau
Metals Corp., Wausau, Wis.
Circle 310 on reader service card
More products on page 185
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T~e Blending ofArt & Science

Rhodorsil is a trademark registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. *Rhodorsil VEC 90 in Europe.
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When I. M.Pei & Partners
designed the Grand Louvre entrance,
they did more than create an architectural masterpiece. They laid out an
engineering marvel, where more
than 86 tons of transparent glass
would be combined to form an apparently seamless pyramid.
After two years of rigorous testing, just two sealants were chosen to
handle this high-tech assignment.

J

Rhodorsil® 5C for weathersealing
(because of its superb physical characteristics and long-lasting weatherability) and Rhodorsil 90*
for structural glazing.
The choice was not
surprising. After all,
we've been
developing silicone sealant
technology for over 30

years. And now, with our ultra-modern
research and production facility
in New Jersey completed, we're ready
to provide you sealant solutions for
all your architectural works of art.
If you'd like to
kJ:iow more, write us.
Rhone Poulenc Inc.,
Rhodorsil Silicones,
P. 0. Box 125,
Monmouth Junction,
NJ 08852.
~ RHONE-POULENC

Rhodorsil Architectural Silicone Sealants
Setting the Standard.

Sweets Catalog #07920/RHO
Circle 74 on inquiry card

·

Introducing Weather Shield's new "Desert Tan"
A new color... without a new price!
Weather Shield is proud to introduce a new color in our low-maintenance exterior clod wood windows and doors. "Desert
Ton" is new, beautiful and a valuable selling tool for you. But best of all, it costs no more than our regular white or adobe
aluminum clod units.
In today's competitive market it con be difficult to separate yourself from the competition. It may be the smallest nuance that
sells your project and sometimes this slight difference con make or break a sole. "Desert Ton" con be just that.

dluminum clad wood windows and doors.
Weather Shield understands that the object is to create a unique difference in your project without
adding undue costs. That is why we hove added our new "Desert Ton" throughout our entire
product line without any additional cost over our normal colors of aluminum cladding.
Desert Ton ... o new color... without o n w price!
The products in this ad are available using SUNG LAS HRp
(heat reflective) glass. A product of

8» Glass Division.

Weather Shield Mfg. 1 Inc.
Medford, WI 54451•715/748-2100

Circle 75 on inquiry card

PC-PRISMA delivers what others are promising:
''big system'' CAD performance on a PC.
Finally, get the sophistication of ahigh-end, turnkey CAD system on your personal computer. Big system
power on aPCplattorm. At speeds you've never seen before.
How? With "CAD in abox;' ISICAD's new leading-edge concept in personal workstation technology.
An advanced set of 2D, 3D, analysis and data base software, coupled with aportable, ultra high-performance
graphics controller that plugs into your PC. PC·PRISMA delivers uncompromised performance for every
design, drafting and information management task.
Check out PC·PRISMA: your total CAD solution. You'll get software proven in over ten years of use and
backed with over athousand man-years of development along with leading-edge hardware for unparalleled
speed. Because you can't afford to wait.
They claim it, but we deliver it. Decide for yourself. See PC-PRISMA today.
Call 1-B00-634-1CAD (or 1-800-527-4347 in California).

ISICAD, Inc.

DESIGN SYSTEMS
FOR THE REAL WORLD

1920 West Corporate Way
Anaheim, CA 92803-6122
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Computers:
Three-dimensional modeling with PCs

A new art form is beckoning, says the author.
If architects are to keep pace with a complex and
changing world, they can hardly expect to do so
using conventional drafting tools.

By Gordon Lee Stubbe
With the advent of the PC,
architects are just beginning to
realize the expectations that
many in the profession have had
for CAD. Now there are several
fine modeling packages that
offer new advantages in viewing
conceptual design.
Conceptual design is applying
appropriate form, texture, and
scale to a given program .. . sort
of. However you approach an
elusive concept, getting mental
images into graphic form is vital.
It is even better when you can
manipulate those images or see
them from inside.
Modeling software can
produce wireframe imageslines suggesting surfaces and
volumes-or solid models on
which surfaces, textures, and
colors depict realistic
representations.
Modeling breaks down into
three types:
•Extruded wireframe modeling
(illustration right) begins with a
plan on which the elements are
assigned heights to create the
third dimension. The software
often comes as part of twodimensional drawing packages.
Extruded modeling is an
excellent way to study changes
to designs that already exist or
have limited parameters. True
perspective is not always
available-nor is the ability to
look inside the model. Creating
an enclosure for the top of the
image, such as a roof, is limited
or nonexistent.
Extruded solid modeling is the
high end of this type of
modeling. It begins with a
wireframe that is then compiled
(given the attributes of a solid,
such as shading) after the plan is
finalized. The result appears
more realistic and shows color
and texture. Lighting from
selected angles is available with
Mr. Stubbe is a partner in RAS
Architects in Seattle and will
create models for other architects
on demand.

some programs and can simulate
various positions of the sun. But
not all software programs have
true shade and shadow.
• Wireframe modeling of
volumes is done by selecting
predefined shapes, such as
cubes, cylinders, and cones, and
modifying them by adding other
predefined shapes or editing the
basic form. It is much like
building with blocks except that
surfaces and volumes are
described by lines. Generally this
software is sold as a stand-alone
package. Modification should be
easy, quick, and intuitive. There
should be no limit on the angles
from which the model can be

is constructed as a wireframe
and compiled into a solid. These
programs are generally standalone packages. The ability to
study surfaces on which colors
and light sources can be changed
are two of the outstanding
features. Solid modeling is
almost like sculpting with clay,
without the mess. The viewing
positions are unlimited.
However, solid models have the
constraint of requiring a large
database to keep track of
surfaces rather than lines. It
takes more time to regenerate
different views because of the
amount of information to
process. This can be partially

seen. (Some of these programs
can also do extruded modeling,
which is useful when the concept
is developed enough to benefit
by having walls more clearly
defined.) Sloped roofs, domes,
barrel vaults, and parabolic
shapes can be created. The
configuration of the model is
limited only by the designer's
imagination or intent. Solid
modeling is added through paint
programs, which can only render
a single view of the model. Once
this is done, the model cannot be
viewed from other angles.
•Solid modeling usually has
both extruded- and volumemodeling capabilities. The model

overcome by selecting the view
in the wireframe mode and then
compiling it into a solid. In either
case, the inconvenience is trivial
compared to the results. Solid
modeling will produce the most
spectacular results and is the
direction of the future.
Here are some capabilities to
look for in suppliers' packages
Some features to look for in
these three types of modeling
include hidden-line removal,
layers with consistent colors
assigned to each item, the ability
to enter coordinate data by
keyboard, arcs and fillets, walkthrough ability (in the more

advanced programs), and
printer/plotter capability. While
solid modeling is spectacular on
a screen, a hard copy requires
some spectacular hardware.
Electrostatic plotters are best,
but they are still too expensive
for a small office. The
alternatives are an ink-jet printer
or sending the information by
disk to an electrostatic-plotter
service. Wireframe images are
easily reproduced by either a
printer with graphic capabilities
or conventional plotters.
Look before you leap
In selecting and justifying the
cost of a modeling program,
possible efficiencies should be
considered. For instance, if
modeling software is used in
conjunction with two-dimensional
CAD, there is the- ability to
transfer plans, elevations, and
sections from a concept model
directly into advanced drawings.
A PC workstation with a plotter
for three-dimensional design can
cost between $10,000 and $15,000.
The equipment will be basically
the same as that needed for twodimensional documentation
software and is most efficient
when time is shared between
modeling and more conventional
drawing production.
Still, a small office will find it
difficult to balance the cost with
increased productivity. Hardware
and software represent only the
tangible cost. The cost in
commitment of time to learn the
system and become proficient
could be overwhelming. The
wireframe-modeling programs
are generally simple to learn and
productivity can be achieved
within days. But the solidmodeling programs are much
more complicated and will
require a longer learning period,
measured in weeks to a month or
more. Of course, all of this is
dependent on the individual and
his commitment and ability,
which-in terms of long-range
benefits-are his only
limitations.
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1. Everythin g you need. VersaCAD®

4. Fast productivity. VersaCAD is consist-

DESIGN integrates 2D drafting, true 3D with
color shading on any screen, bill of materials
and univers al translators. No need to buy
extra-cost add-ons.

ently ranked the easiest to learn of the full-scale
CAD systems. And our CAD programming
language works just like BASIC. So you can do
it yourself

ggressive pricing. VersaCAD value
includes affordable site licenses that grow with
your company. Quantity discounts. Low-cost
upgrades. They stretch your design power, not
your budget.

5. Use all your computers. VersaCAD

2.

3 . Total

SU , port. The industr y's most
respected technical support staff is just a phone
call away. You can always get direct help from
the experts, no matter what your question.

runs on MS-DOS, Macintosh and UNIX platforms, with complete drawing transfer. Plus
proven 2D/ 3D IGES and DXF tran slators, all
built into the system.
And every VersaCAD system is backed by the
strength of Prime Computer, Inc., one of the two
largest CAD companies in the world.
Find out why 60,000 users have committed to
VersaCAD value. See your authorized dealer today,
or call Customer Service at (714) 960-7 720.

Versacad Corporation, 2124 Main Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92648
A Company of Prime Computer, Inc.
See VersaCad/Macintosh Edition
demom;;trated at AEC Systems, Booth # 1602
Circle 77 on inquiry card

Software reviews for architects

Venerable St. Paul's is used in
AutoCAD's new version 9.0 to
show new user how pull-down
menu calls a "display 3-D
view" dialog box (below). At
bottom is the dialog box set to
show plan view.

By Steven S. Ross

AutoCAD version 9.0
The ninth update of the popular,
flexible CADD program for
UNIX and IBM personal
computers. Replaces version
2.62. This latest update is faster,
includes a new supplementary
menu system, easier transfer
between DOS and UNIX
computers, more sophisticated
curve fitting for easier
customization, better handling
of 3-D objects, and 20 new
Hershey text fonts.
Equipment required: IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2, or compatibles,
512K (640K to access any add-on
programs such as Autoshade),
hard disk, coprocessor chip
(8087, 80287, 80387), digitizing
tablet (strongly recommended) or
mouse. Extra memory is
desirable; it can be used as a
RAM disk or as active, extended
memory (Lotus/Intel/Microsoft
EMS standard). Supports a
wide variety of graphic displays
directly; manufacturers often
supply their own special drivers
for AutoCAD as well.
But not all displays will work
with the new menu system-the
Advanced User Interface, or
AUI. Those that definitely do
work among DOS systems
include: CGA in monochrome
mode, EGA, IBM VGA, IBM
8514, Compaq Portable III gas
plasma display, and Hercules.
There are versions of AutoCAD
9.0 that run on Apollo, Sun, or
DEC VAX.
Printers and plotters are
either supported by AutoCAD
directly, or through AutoCAD
ADI (Advanced Device
Interface); we have yet to find a
modern system that does not
provide an ADI driver for
AutoCAD. Drawings can also be
printed to a disk file, then sent to
a printer using the DOS PRINT
command.

Mr. Ross is a prominent
computer consultant and a
regular contributor to RECORD.

Vendor: Autodesk, Inc.,
2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito,
Calif. 94965.
Price: $2,850.
Summary

Manual: Fine for those who are
upgrading from earlier versions.
Features added since version 2.5
are in a separate booklet.
Ease of use: Good. There are
now four ways to get
information into AutoCAD-the
command line, the command bar,
the ADE digitizer template, and
the new AUi. On-line help is
sparse. As with earlier versions,
memory management is touchy;
AutoCAD stretches DOS limits
to the utmost. Treatment of 3-D
is a bit awkward.
Error-trapping: Excellent.
AutoCAD warns if you are about
to overwrite a file or quit before
saving updated work. The AUi
includes lots of dialog boxes to
warn of problems. Even failures
of add-on programs generate an
error message (at least an
"unrecognized command"
notation) through AutoLISP.
Is version 9.0 good enough to
spend $150 (the upgrade price if
you already have version 2.62) or
more (for upgrading earlier
versions)? The answer is yes.
Even if you don't use the new
pull-down menus, the new
version's extra speed and
drawing features make the
upgrade worthwhile. For those
few current users who haven't
installed a coprocessor chip, add
that cost-about $100 for an
8087, $250 for a fast 80287, and
even more for the 80387. And it's
still worthwhile.
The speed increase isn't
uniform, however. Pans, zooms,
views, and redraws were sped up
in version 2.6, for 2-D operations
that don't require a full screen
regeneration. They were also
made transparent. That is, they
can take place while other
commands are running. Version
9.0 seems even faster. Hiddenline removal still takes a long
time for complicated drawings.

Working in 3-D has been getting
less cumbersome, although it
still has to be done by sticking
little primitive 3-D shapes like
cylinders and spheres together to
make the desired overall shape.
One 3-D shape can't be
overlapped onto another, though,
so some attention has to be paid
to the mating of the surfacesmuch like gluing a model
together. Routines for
generating those shapes are in
AutoLISP, for which you should
have 640K.
Version 2.6 allowed users to
rotate a 2-D curve through space
to create a 3-D object with a
complex face more directly.
Version 9.0 makes this easier by
allowing more flexibility in
creating the initial 2-D curve.

There's now a "spline" option in
the PEDIT command. With
PEDIT, you define a curve by
specifying points. The "polyline"
drawn through the points
consists only of arcs and straight
lines; it usually appears steplike.
With spline, the curve is attached
to the endpoints, but does not
necessarily pass through all the
intermediate points; the curve is
only "pulled" toward them.
That's also different from the old
PEDIT FIT specification, which
forces the curve through all the
points. The term for this type of
curve is a "cubic B-spline." The
resulting curve is smoother than
that obtained with the FIT
subcommand. The spline curve is
considered "real" by AutoCAD.
Continued on page 161
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IOLINE plotters are designed to
give you more flexibility and features for less cost than any other
machine of their kind.
For example, our plotters d raw
not only on A through E sizes of
media, but also plot on hundreds of
in-between sizes from 1.5"x1.5" up
to 3 7" wide roll stock. This saves you
time and money by allowing you to
make "check plots" on small, lowcost paper before committing to
full-size media for final work.
It's easy also to set paper size,
pen speed, micro-calibration, plot
rotation-everything exactly as
you want-by just tapping a few
keys on the plotter's intelligent
keypad. Plus, up to 3 sets of personalized defaults can be saved in its
non-volatile memory.
They're fast, too. Our highIOLINE CORPORATION
·

p

speedS
persecontfi
resolution. For less
plications, our eco omtCal Lf>3
plots up to 10 lps axially with .0025"
resolution.
Another feature is compatibility.
IOLINE plotters emulate both
HP-GL and OM/PL plotter languages so they work with a
host of software like AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, and CADKEY, to
name a few.
Furthermore, our Multi-pen
Changer™ option holds up to 20

12020 - 113th AVE. NE

KIRKLAND, WA 98034

(206) 821-2140

TELEX 4949856 IC UI

FAX (208) . . . .

LP4000, LP3700, Multi-pen Changer, and hyperBUFFER are trademarks of loline Corporation. AutoCAD Is a regJstered trac:lemark of Auto ~ Inc.
VersaCAD is a registered trademark of T&W Systems. CADKEY is a registered trademark of MicroControl Systems, Inc. *Suggested US. Uet prlc8.
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Software reviews continued from page 159
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That is, when you snap another
object onto it, the object "sticks"
to the spline curve, not to the
underlying frame defined by the
points. Objects can now also be
snapped to the top edge of an
existing 3-D extruded object.
True 3-D perspective drawings
can be imported as slide files
from AutoShade [RECORD,
January 1988, page 122]. There
are also a number of ways to
repeat a command or to cycle a
group of commands. The easiest
is to start a command with an
asterisk followed by two CTRL-C
combinations if you know you'll
be repeating them. Then the
object of that command will be
repeated until another CTRL-C is
issued. If the same command will
be performed over and over, start
it with the word MULTIPLE, and
stop it with CTRL-C.
Perhaps the most useful
feature of the AUI with its pulldown menus and on-screen dialog
boxes is its easy modification.
Out of the box, AutoCAD comes
with seven options on the menu
bar at the top of the screen:
Tools, Draw, Edit, Display,
Modes, Options, and File. You
can modify these, or add up to
three more. The dialog boxes
invoked by the pull-down menus
are also easy to create. For
instance, you can create a menu
invoking special symbols, then
put as many as 16 of those
symbols in an "icon" dialog box.
Architectural firms are already
using the feature for their own
purposes, and suppliers of add-on
products say the integration of
their software with AutoCAD can
now be made virtually seamless.
The 20 new fonts do not
exactly replace the three old ones
supplied as standard; there are
new versions of the old three
with better spacing. But the old
fonts remain so that existing
drawings can be used with
version 9.0.
Memory management is tricky.
AutoCAD now recognizes and
grabs any EMS memory it finds.
This may interfere with use of

add-on programs that also use
EMS memory, so a new
command, SET ACADLIMEM,
has been added for use with DOS
batch files. This allows AutoCAD
to reserve only part of the EMS
memory, the same way SET
ACADXMEM allows
management of "expanded"
memory for RAM disks. What if
you want to use some memory
above the normal 640K DOS limit
for a RAM disk, and some as
EMS memory? Follow installation
instructions perfectly, or risk
overwriting sections of drawings
stored in such memory.
Drawing files (with the
AutoCAD extension, .DWG) can
now be transferred between DOS
and UNIX systems without going
through a .DXF conversion step.
So can AutoLISP programs as
long as certain file name
conventions are observed. To
allow this, version 9.0 does not
accept compiled menus (.MNX
files) from previous versions. If
you have an add-on program
that's running with an earlier
version of AutoCAD, simply put
the source code into the same
directory as the .MNX file.
Version 9.0 will automatically
compile it into a .MNU file.
How does AutoCAD version 9.0
compare with VersaCAD 5.3
[reviewed in RECORD, February
1988, page 147] as far as
architects are concerned? Both
allow file portability.
AutoCAD's shading program is
far more versatile, but it is not
totally built-in and costs an extra
$500. AutoCAD's menu system is
a bit easier to float around in
because it is not quite as
structured; it allows certain
functions to be done in any order
whereas VersaCAD often forces
more discipline. VersaCAD's 3-D
module is superior, both for
creating drawings and for
viewing them. AutoCAD
promises new enhancements in
that area soon.

Space version 2.15
A space-planning package that
allows architects and interior
designers to optimize space
placements with regard to their
sizes and affinities, and to
generate clear blocking and
stacking diagrams showing the
results. Data input is through onscreen "spreadsheets" that allow
users to play "what-if"
exercises-checking layouts'
practicality and costs with growth
or shrinkage scenarios.
Exchanges files with AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, any graphics
programs that can read and write
.DXF files, and FM:Forecast.
Equipment required: IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2, and compatibles,
384K (512K strongly
recommended), two floppy drives
or one floppy and a hard disk
(hard disk recommended)
coprocessor chip (8087, 80287,
80387) strongly recommended.
CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules
monochrome, AT&T regular or
Display Enhancement Board,
Tecmar Graphics Master (the
demo version can only be viewed
completely with EGA graphics).
Mouse (or digitizing tablet in
mouse mode) strongly
recommended. Dot-matrix printers
using Epson/IBM or Okidata
control codes, or laser printer
emulating the HP LaserJet Plus.
Vendor: Graphic Systems, Inc.,
180 Franklin St., Cambridge,
Mass. 02139. (617 I 492-1148).
Bundled with FM:Forecast by
AIA's Professional Systems
Division.
Price: $695 as stand-alone from
Graphic Systems. Upgrades from
earlier versions are available. Fullfeatured version good for 20 work
sessions is $50 (applied toward full
price). Demo, showing sample
screens and menus, is $5.

Summary
Manual: Detailed and wellorganized. On-screen appearance
of version 2.15 does not quite
match the manual's illustrations

in all cases. Installation
instructions can be followed
precisely for users with hard
disk as drive C; others will have
to substitute their own drive
letter in the instructions.
Ease of use: Good. The program
menus are intuitive and the
screens are gorgeous on both
EGA and Hercules monochrome
monitors. On-line help is contextsensitive (that is, invoking the
HELP key gives users help with
whatever menu they find
themselves in). The reportprinting facilities are primitive
(see full text) but can often be
bypassed if you exchange data
with a graphics program. Moving
back a screen requires hitting
the F7 key rather than ESCAPE,
but users quickly get used to it.
Configuration is easy. If you
are using a digitizer rather than
a mouse, however, you will have
to go back and invoke the
digitizer's own mouse driver
(then cancel the mouse driver
and reboot to run your graphics
program with the digitizer in the
normal, "absolute" mode). For
quick update sessions, digitizer
users may find using the
keyboard for all screen
movement is easier.
Configuration does not update
any DOS path command that
might be in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Each
floppy disk or hard disk
subdirectory can only contain the
files for one project.
Error-Trapping: Good. Updates
do overwrite previous files of the
same name. That's a special
problem for existing users of
older versions, which use a
different file structure. The old
files can be read by the new
version, but once they are
overwritten they cannot be read
by the older version.
Juggling clients' space needs
has never been a pleasant chore.
Now, with clients demanding
flexibility to cover future
eventualities, it helps to be able
to present numerous alternatives

Continued on page 163
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COORDINATION ACR0&5
You're riding the next wave
of color and design with an
unerring sense of balance, an
instinct for changing conditions
- and one hot design board.
This kind of total coordination
is the essence of the WllSONART
Surfacing Safari. It's the glistening
look and texture of coarse
grained sand. The primitive beat of weathered
abstracts - both washed in three cool,
muted colorwaves. Then, just to make things
even more intriguing, we splashed the entire

THE

BOARD

beach-cool palette onto another
abstract and a radical new linear.
It's a tasty set of eight new
patterns - with enough
coordination possibilities to get
your brainwaves pumping like
the thirty footers at Pipeline. So if
the laminates you've seen lately
leave you without even a ripple
of excitement, embark on the WllSONART
Surfacing Safari.
There's no better way to exercise your
imagination.

Join us on our Surfacing Safari
For "full on" delivery of product samples
and literature, call toll-free (in the continental
US.A) :
1-800-433-3222 In Texas: 1-800-792-60oo

SURFACING SAFARI™
w11~anRAT®
©1987, Ralph Wilson Plastics Co.

Circle 79 on inquiry card

Bringing new solutions to the surface

1

TM

Software reviews continued from page 161
Space version 2.15 helps
architects place spaces in
relation to size and affinities,
and to generate blocking and
stacking diagrams. Below is a
stacking-module, envelope
layout for an eight-floor
building with basement,
and to update them at will. To
start the process, you first
"define" a project by giving it a
name, optional code number, and
(usually) your name. Next, you
create a data directory to hold
information about a specific
project. The directory entry has
room for a short description,
your initials, a client identifier,
and the identity of the person
responsible for updates. Space
now gives you the opportunity to
actually specify spacesreception area, offices,
conference rooms, accounts
receivable, or whatever. The
specs are entered on a screen
that allows you to specify the
name or function of each space,
a symbol-code for it, its area (you
can use whatever units you wish,
but they must be consistent
throughout the project; if you
start with square feet, you can't
switch to square meters later
because Space doesn't keep track
of units), the building floor,
whether or not the space will be
fixed or flexible, and the desired
length-to-width ratio (a 12 x 12
room would have a ratio of 1.0).
Users also have the option of
setting up a report summarizing
the data above, along with such
items as cost per square foot for
each kind of space, and the total
amount ·of each type of space
from each floor. Once these data
are in place, you can define the
strength of affinities between
spaces. There may be, for
instance, a strong affinity
between conference rooms and
executive office spaces, or
between marketing and accounts
receivable. The defining
is done on a screen that looks
something like a Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet, with the various
spaces listed along both the
vertical and horizontal axes. For
each intersection of a row and
column (signifying the
relationship between two
spaces), you specify the
importance of adjacency by
entering values from a numerical
scale (1 to 4 indicates a positive

adjacency, 5 is neutral, and 6 to 9
a negative adjacency; it takes
some getting used to).
A nice touch: Marketing might
have a strong affinity for
accounts receivable, but accounts
receivable, with more general
responsibilities, might have a
weaker affinity for marketing.
In other words, the matrix does
not have to be symmetrical. For
each floor, Space arranges the
areas to give you what it
considers the optimal layout as
far as your adjacency matrix
specifies it. You can then force
things to change them. Lines
connecting the spaces denote
affinities-thick lines for strong
affinities, thin lines for weaker
ones.
In use, the most common
editing I found is in the shapes
of the spaces. If you specified a
12 x 12 space and the most

showing floors one through
four. At bottom is the blocking
module showing space
affinities for one department
(accounts receivable) on a given
floor. Line thicknesses get
heavier as affinities get heavier.
"Clever, "says the author.

humanly obvious shape for the
space in the plan turns out to be
10 x 15, respecifying gets the
program to fit it in. Or, you can
flip the long and short axes of a
rectangular space to increase
chances of wedging it in. With
irregular floor plans, it is easy to
move spaces around into odd
corners. The rest of the floor can
then be re-allocated by the
software.
For buildings of more than one
story, Space can also produce
what the software calls a
"stacking envelope" that shows
space allocations floor-by-floor.
One minor limitation: the
stacking is done from the ground
floor upward. So if you want to
make sure the CEO gets the
choice corner office on the top
floor, put it there to begin with.
The shapes of the floor plans and
building profiles can be created

from within Space (a mouse is
handy for that), or imported
from a graphics program. Either
way, you can specify inviolate
space such as elevator or
restroom cores. Space can handle
up to 50 different types of spaces
per floor, 150 spaces per
building, and up to 75 floors
per project. You can fake the
program into allocating spaces
across several buildings, in a
pinch, by making each building a
separate "floor," then splitting
the floors apart and reallocating
space in each to as many floors
as you need. But if you do that
often, you might very well want
a minicomputer program instead.
Exporting all this to your
graphics CADD program is easy.
Enter a file name, a disk
subdirectory to put the resulting
.DXF file into, and let Space
do the work. That's good,
because printing from the CADD
program may be easier than
printing directly from Space.
Reports that include graphic and
text elements, such as the
stacking layout and the
summaries of spaces, their
shapes and costs, take about 20
minutes per page on a laser
printer! Evidently, they are sent
bit-by-bit to the printer- all
256,000 pixels per EGA screen.
Purely tabular material
printed well on a dot-matrix
printer, but columns were
distorted on a LaserJet II
(because the default font is
proportional). Users who run into
this problem will have to send a
1
'setup string" or escape
sequence to the printer before
entering Space, to prepare the
printer to print with a
nonproportional font (courier,
for instance, on the LaserJet II).
Graphic Systems, Inc., is
planning a new release this
summer that will include dBase
III and Lotus input and output,
closer integration of core space
use with the rest of the floor,
and the ability to more easily
consolidate spaces of the same
kind across multiple floors.
Architectural Record May 1988
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For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Product literature

• Curtain walls
•Residential skylights
Published in conjunction with
Leakproof and easy-to-install
this manufacturer's 50th
design features of Ventarama
anniversary, a 475-page binderskylights are outlined in a 4-page
format manual provides
color brochure. Insulating acrylic
complete architectural design,
and glass units come in
engineering, and specification
ventilating, motorized, and fixed
information on entrance systems, configurations; curb, flashing,
storefronts, curtain walls,
and dimensional details are
hardware, and systems. Each
illustrated. Ventarama Skylight
product section has a color-coded Corp., Hicksville, N. Y.
tab, and comes with how-to-use
Circle 404 on reader service card
instructions and color-application •Carpet backing
photography. Amarlite
Two "Market Update"
Architectural Products, Atlanta.
brochures, part of a series
Circle 400 on reader service card
prepared for the architect and
•Rubber/vinyl floor accessories
facilities professional, contain
A full-line color catalog describes end-use case studies and
vinyl and rubber wall bases, stair application photographs to
treads, stair nosings, carpet and
demonstrate specific solutions to
resilient moldings, and
commercial and institutional
transitional edgings used with
flooring problems. Four types of
floor-covering installations. New
Enhancer carpet backings are
products include a thinner, more
available for various carpet
flexible cove base offered in a
weights, substrate requirements,
range of colors to coordinate
traffic patterns, and noise
with flooring materials. Mercer
control. Dow Chemical USA,
Products Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.
Dalton, Ga.
Circle 401 on reader service card
Circle 405 on reader service card
•Traditional office furniture
·Wood entrance doors
A color catalog, fabric / leather
The Grande Entrance Door
sample supplement, and price
System is introduced in a
lists are offered for Harden's
12-page color brochure, which
extensive line of modular desk
explains how complete control of
systems, wall units, seating,
the manufacturing process
conference tables, and occasional ensures the long-term
furniture . Diagrams illustrate
performance and appearance
various office layouts using solid
characteristics of the stile-andcherrywood components. Harden rail door products. The frame
Furniture Contract Div.,
system comes with rubber
McConnellsville, N. Y.
gaskets, weatherstripping, and
Circle 402 on reader service card
an adustable door sweep, and is
• Hydronic space heating
bored for both lock and deadbolt.
A.pocket-size manual lists the
Bend Millwork Systems,
performance and flexible
A Nortek Co., Bend, Ore.
installation benefits of selfCircle 406 on reader service card
contained fan convector heating
•Museum lighting
units, suggesting where and why A 14-page booklet contains color
they should be used in zoned
photographs of museums and
residential heating systems.
exhibits where various LSI track
Output and dimensional data are
systems and fixtures have
provided for kick-space, fully
lighted displays ranging from
recessed, and semirecessed
sculpture and decorative objects
heaters. Units operate on water
to locomotives and the Statue of
temperatures of about 140 deg,
Liberty. Architectural and
making them suitable for solar
lighting design credits are given
installations. Myson Group, Inc.,
for each project. Lighting
Falmouth, Va.
Services Inc., Stony Point, N. Y.
Circle 403 on reader service card
Circle 407 on reader service card
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•Designing with marble
Fold-out, poster-size quarterly
newsletters from the Italian
Marble Center illustrate
innovative uses of natural stone
by American architects, explain
recommended stone restoration
techniques, and introduce new
manufacturing and installation
technology. Italian Marble
Center, New York City.
Circle 408 on reader service card
•Curved stairs
Each Scholler stair is individually
designed to provide the most
appealing effect possible within
specific space and budget
restrictions, according to a color
brochure. A proprietary
manufacturing process, with all
parts pre-fitted at the factory, is
said to substantially reduce the
installed cost of a custom spiral
or other curved staircase. Prairie
Stair Products, Inc., Mtka, Minn.
Circle 409 on reader service card
•Wood stains and paints
An information packet explains
the technical, product selection,
and color design services
available from this maker of oil
and acrylic stains, wood
preservatives, paints, and
primers. Color photos show
various products used on siding
and decks. Olympic HomeCare
Products Co., Bellevue, Wash.
Circle 410 on reader service card
•Fireplaces
A 16-page catalog illustrates all
pre-engineered Superior
fireplaces in room settings,
including a three-sided fireplace
with an open front, heatcirculating units, and the
Stoveplace zero-clearance
system that works as both a
fireplace and a heat-stove.
Superior Fireplace Co., Fullerton,
Calif.
Circle 411 on reader service card
•Electronic tenant directory
The Touchcom color electronic
directory, which uses a touchsensitive screen to call and
display up to 3,000 tenant names,
locations, and building
information, is described in a
color brochure. Directories can

be installed in freestanding
kiosks, cabinets, or wall-mounted
enclosures. A security function
in the software-driven database
allows personnel to identify
individuals visiting offices after
hours. Digital Techniques, Inc.,
Burlington, Mass.
Circle 412 on reader service card
•Skylight systems
A 16-page architectural catalog
from Wasco's Commercial
Division provides comprehensive
product information on tubularframed skylights, Skydomes,
space enclosure systems, barrel
vaults, and prefabricated lowprofile skylight glazing. Colorapplication photography and
dimensional drawings illustrate
each system. A full-line
technical-detail and specification
manual is also available to
design professionals. Wasco
Products, Inc., Sanford, Me.
Circle 413 on reader service card
•Deck drainage system
Engineered to solve plaza deck
and planter drainage problems
without heavy stone aggregates,
new Miradrain 9000 is described
in a 4-page brochure. A dimpled,
polymeric drainage grid with a
compressive strength of 18,000
psf, the prefabricated system
has a woven filter fabric bonded
to the top surface, and is said to
handle high water-flow rates
under a wide range of loading
conditions. Mirafi, Inc.,
Charlotte, N. C.
Circle 414 on reader service card
•Lever-handle hardware
Traditional and contemporarystyle door hardware compatible
with Yale locksets is pictured in
a 6-page color brochure. Handles
from Valli & Colombo, Forges,
and Fusital are shown in
polished brass, chrome, and
colors ranging from adobe to
maroon. Yale Security Inc.,
Charlotte, N. C.
Circle 415 on reader service card
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Innovative Marble
and Tile, inc.

Products continued from page 152

Sconce
Jerry Van Deelen's Torch is a
column of translucent Corian lit
from within to create a look of
glowing alabaster. The halfround top is frosted acrylic; the
base is green Prismacolour
acrylic. Fixture is 23 in. high, but
only 6 in. deep. Les
Prismatiques, New York City.
Circle 311 on reader service card

Shower tower
An adjustable hand shower has
been added to the Coriandoli
Series Italian-made bath fittings .
Chrome shower rods come either
24 or 40 in. long; shower heads
come in black, white, red, or
yellow. Matching soap dish and
basket also slide up or down on
the wall-mounted rod.
Watercolors, Garrison-onH udson, N. Y.
Circle 313 on reader service card

ONE BOCA
PLACE,

BOCA RATON,
FLORJDA
ARCHITECI'S:

SMALLWOOD,
REYNOLDS,
STEWART,
STEWART AND
ASSOCIATES, IN'C.

Glazed entrance
Insulated, triple-glazed transoms
are now offered with many
Mastermark residential
entrances (Colonial Manor is
pictured). Designed by Walter
Dorwin Teague Associates,
beveled and leaded-glass
transoms and matching
sidelights may be ordered for
single- or double-door
installation. Simpson Door Co.,
McCleary, Wash.
Circle 312 on reader service card

Produces results.
To find out more about
Innovative Marble and Tile and
our patented stone specifier program,
or to sample our library featuring the largest
selection of marble, granite and man-made
dimensional stone, quarried worldwide,
contact our New York headquarters.

Responsive seating
C6, a new high-back version of
Martin Stoll and Arno Votteler's
C Collection office seating, has
active pelvic support, a patented
two-part back construction said
to ensure comfortable, supported
posture for the user in any
seated position. Finish options
include black or platinum-gray
frame, and wool, polyester, or
leather upholstery. Harter Corp.,
Sturgis, Mich.
Circle 314 on reader service card
Continued on page 188

INNOVATIVE
MARBLE II
New Yodc'
470 Smith Street
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(516) 752-0318
Fax# (516) 752-0411
1-800-62 STONE

AND TILE INC
W .U. Telex. 880145 INNOVATIVE

Circle 83 on inquiry card
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Callfomla
8436 West Third Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
(213) 653-5533
Fax#(213)653-6072
1-800-62 STONE

Now there's a
workstation ...
the Weitek is faster on standard
benchmarks than comparably
equipped workstations.
Memory and storage are essential
to complex CAD/CAE applications.
Compaq delivers both. You can add
up to 16 megabytes of high-speed
RAM without using an expansion
slot. You can store data on a highperformance 300-megabyte fixed
disk drive with an average access
time of less than 20 milliseconds.
And you can protect your data
with an internal high-speed
135-megabyte tape backup on
a standard DC600 cartridge.
Compaq designed this combination of high-performance
features to provide a powerful
platform for intricate CAD/
CAE applications.

You demand power to run complex
CAD/CAE applications. You want
compatibility to support highly
specialized peripheral and networking products. You need flexibility to
run productivity software.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
delivers it all, giving you power that
surpasses many dedicated workstations and the flexibility of a personal computer. All for as little as
one-half the cost of traditional engineering workstations.

A 32-bit performance
platform for CAD/CAE
We gave the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20 its
workstation-level performance
by surrounding a powerful
20-MHz Intel®80386 microprocessor with COMPAQ
Flexible Advanced Systems
Architecture. This innovative 32-bit architecture optimizes
overall system performance while maintaining compatibility
with industry-standard hardware
and software. Compaq accomplished this by combining an
advanced memory caching scheme
with memory and peripheral buses

that operate concurrently.
Performance is enhanced
further with the high-speed Intel
80387 Math Coprocessor and
Weitek™ Coprocessor options. Both
increase the speed of floating-pointintensive applications. In fact, the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 with

Three-dimensional solids modeling,
electrical design simulation and
finite element analysis are prime
examples.
No wonder more than a quarter
of all COMPAQ 80386-based PC's
are being specifically used for
CAD/CAE.

COMPAQ• is a registered trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation . •Registered U.S . Patent and Trademark Office. COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20™ is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. Intel• is a
registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Weitek™is a trademark of Weit ek Corporation. UNIX®is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. XENIX~ MS-Dos• and Ms• are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. IBM
PS/2™ is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporat ion. Sun• is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. Apollo• is a registered trademark of Apollo Computer Inc. COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 is pictured with a
monitor not manufactured by Compaq. © 1988 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved .
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cost
Printers and plotters.
It can also be connected to dedicated
workstations or other
PC's by using Ethernet,
Token Ring or other
high-speed networks.

The flexibility
of multiple
operating systems
The sophisticated 32-bit
architecture of the
COMPAQDESKPRO 386/20
gives you the flexibility
to work with operating
systems such as UNIX~
XENIX~ MS-DOS® or
MS®OS/2. This provides the multitasking capability to run design applications simultaneously with your
project management and documentation, database, spreadsheet and other
productivity applications. So you don't
have to clutter your office with both
a workstation and a PC.

The low cost of
high performance
No other workstation offers the price/
performance advantage of the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20. Especially when
you factor in the hidden cost of training, support and service that go along
with traditional workstations. And
when compared to other personal
computers, nothing comes close to
its total system performance.

Compaq gives you the flexibility to run the world's
largest library of productivity software.

Built-in compatibility
Compaq also gives you the
capability to build a CAD/
CAE system designed specifically for your needs.
That's because the
COMPAQDESKPRO 386/20
is compatible with a wide
variety of industry-standard
peripherals. Graphics
boards to work with your
choice of super highresolution monitors. Digitizing tablets, mice and pens.

A custom-built solution

Performance Comparisons
Performance
Benchmark

IBM PS/2'™
Model 80-111 t

SUN"
3/260*

APOLLO"
DN 4000*

5514

7142

6250

4.6

1.8

3.4

3.8

900

630

865

800

Dhrystones/sec.
MWhetstones/sec.

1

Linpack

(KFLOPS)

*Using Weitek Coprocessor

tUsing 80387 Coprocessor

The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386120 is faster on standard performance benchmarks
than comparable workstations.

An Authorized COMPAQ
Computer Dealer can
custom-configure a
CAD/CAE solution built
around the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20. For the
location of your nearest
dealer, call 1-800-2310900, Operator 53. In
Canada, 1-800-263-5868,
Operator 53.

l'DmPAQ
It simply works better.
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Continuedfrom page 185

Faucet set

The Houston lavatory set has
rectangular lever handles and
spout, finished in any
combination of polished or satin
brass, chrome, or gold. The drain
lift-knob lies fiat within the
spout. Paul Associates, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Circle 316 on reader service card

Vinyl tile flooring

Century Marble is one of
several new commercial flooring
products offered with a 10-year
wear warranty. The marblepattern vinyl comes in 12- by 12in. squares and 12- by 18-in.
rectangles, in white, beige, black,

and malachite. Coordinating
inlaid borders have contrasting
black-and-white marble-pattern
diamonds and stripes (pictured),
or stripes alone, furnished as 9by 36-in. pieces. Azrock Floor
Products, San Antonio, Texas.
Circle 317 on reader service card

Textured vinyl wallcovering

Diamond Weave, a Class A

Geometric fabric

contract pattern based on wound
yarn in a strand-over-strand
configuration, now comes in 40
colors, designed to coordinate
with office-system fabrics,
carpeting, and surfacing
materials from major
manufacturers. Genon
Wallcoverings, Hackensack, N. J .

A distinctly printed all-cotton
upholstery, Vienna Weave
comes in black and light beige,
and a tone-on-tone combination
in beige neutrals. Lee Jofa,
Carlstadt, N. J.

Circle 315 on reader service card
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Circle 318 on reader service card

Ceramic bath

The new Toboga ceramic line
includes glazed nonvitreous 8-in.sq tiles offered in a series of
gray hues, and sleek-looking
plumbing fixtures in ebony
(pictured) or matte white, as well
as 12 other colors. Accessories
such as towel bars, mirror, and
shelves coordinate with Toboga
ceramics. Villeroy & Boch (USA),
Inc., Pine Brook, N. J.
Circle 321 on reader service card

Transitional design

Each Signature Series desk and
credenza is said to be handmade,
crafted from selected hardwoods
and veneers, and detailed to
enhance the natural wood grain.
Lunstead, Inc., Kent, Wash.
Circle 319 on reader service card

Saarinen armchair

Armchair

A 1908 design by Eliel Saarinen
for the Black Villa in Vihti,
Finland, is available in an
authorized reproduction from
ICF. Chair frame is solid oak
with birch insets, with brass
tubing supporting the
upholstered back. ICF, Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 320 on reader service card

Constructed with leather back
and arms saddle-stitched onto a
welded steel structure, Roberto
Giussano's Roma chair has the
comfort of an upholstered piece.
Tubular legs may also be leather
covered, or lacquered in black,
red, or white. Monel Contract
Furniture, Inc., Oakland
Gardens, N. Y.
Circle 322 on reader service card
Continued on page 191

Circle 84 on inquiry card
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The effects of water penetration can humble
any modern-day castle. Now, new DRI-SIL™ water
repellents from Dow Corning can protect concrete
and other porous substrates from potential damage.
Without darkening or altering the appearance
of masonry, DRI-SIL silanes protect buildings,
parking decks, and stadiums from moisture-related
problems such as corrosion of reinforcing bars, salt
leaching, and freeze/thaw cracks.
While other water repellents stay mainly on the
surface, the unusually small molecular structure of
DRI-SIL silanes allows them to penetrate up to a
half inch, depending on the porosity of the substrate.
I

Th protect new construction or existing structures, DRI-SIL water repellents offer unsurpassed
water and salt resistance.
So don't let the weather wash away your
castles. Protect them from crumbling with DRI-SIL
water repellents. Fbr specification information on
DRI-SIL silanes or other weatherproofing products
from Dow Corning call 1-800-346-9882, ext 2222. Or
write Dow Corning Corporation, Department
8000, Midland, MI 48686-0994.

DRl-SI[

!.l.li3.1.ltfMI

Water Repell ents
ORI-S IL is a trademark of Dow Corn ing Corporation, © 1988 Dow Corn ing Corporation

Circle 85 on inquiry card

Divided-light doors

Lavatory
Kitchen faucet

The Convenient Epicure is a
new two-handle version of the
single-handle Epicure faucet.
The spout pulls out for use as a
spray or pot-filler. An 8-in.
escutcheon can be supplied for
mounting on a 3-hole sink.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Circle 323 on reader service card

Pendant fixture

Designed to light tables of a
variety of sizes and shapes, the
Compasso fixture has halogenlit arms that can be separated 33
in., and rotated in a full circle
from its hemispherical ceiling
mount. By Luciano Balestrini
and Paola Longhi for Luceplan,
Compasso has diffusers of
white, green, or red Murano
glass, and is available in two
lengths: 52 and 65 in. Artemide,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Circle 324 on reader service card

China basins from Kallista come
in three self-rimming shapes:
rectangular (shown), octagonal,
and oval. Gold or platinum trim
lines may be ordered to match
the faucet finish . Kallista, Inc.,
San Francisco.
Circle 325 on reader service card

The Georgetown Co llection of
western-pine windows, sliding
and hinged patio doors, and
round-top units features true
divided-light glazing. Muntins
are 1 3/8 in. thick for insulated
glass, and 7/8 in. thick when
single-pane glass is specified.
Units are furnished ready for
painting or staining on site.
Caradco, Rantoul, Ill.
Circle 326 on reader service card
Continued on page 193

Get it all
out of your system.

Introducing C:~~ Wherever your system's got to go. • Talk Cetra to the formally corporate
pin-stripe types. Talk Cetra to the hip, imaginative risk-taking types. Talk Cetra to the accounting
department, the utilitarians, the utopians, anybody at all. •They'll listen. They'll nod. They'll get
what they want. And you'll get a wide choice of colors,
~
wood finishes, laminates, and fabrics. Easy personalization.
Quick delivery. • Everything you need to get everything
THE CHOICE THAT WORKS.
you need ou t of any office system. Call 1-800-482-1616. 0Iv 1s10N s o F KIMBA LL INTERNATIONA L. JASPER . 1N 8 12-482- 1600
®

KIMBALL• ARTEC
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Circle 87 on inquiry card

Continued from page 191

Office lighting
Part of an integrated lighting
program for open-office
installations, the Ambient
fixture is said to provide smooth,
uniform light throughout a work
area, supplying glare-free
illumination for VDT screens.
The fluorescent luminaire can be
mounted on top of office
partitions, as shown; concealed
switches allow the user to adjust
light intensity. Shaw-Walker,
Muskegon, Mich.
Circle 327 on reader service card

Executive casework
Shown in black oak with
mirrored bar, glass shelf units,
and matching pedestal desk, fullheight Alpha Series cabinets are
part of a Custom Office line of

Tiled to match
Diagonale floor tile has gritbearing stripes and a 3 + PEI
rating; it is offered in almond,
gray, and taupe to match kitchen
appliances. House of Ceramics,
Inc., Port Chester, N. Y.
Circle 330 on reader service card
Continued on page 195

wraparound storage components
for the executive or home office.
Office system is available in 12
styles and 13 wood finishes.
Planum, New York City.
Circle 329 on reader service card

Marble • Travertine
Granite • Limestone
Slate • Sandstone
Onyx • Quartzite
I

Jacquard upholstery
A stylized pattern of oak leaves
and acorns based on Second
Empire French documents,
Alicia Woven Texture is a
heavy, all-cotton reversible
jacquard available in peach,
aqua, and terra-cotta colorways.
Brunschwig & Fils, North White
Plains, N. Y.
Circle 328 on reader service card

I~

SOURCE INFORMATION
a

d
:1:
f-

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

il..J

z

()

SPECIFICATIONS
JOB INSPECTION SERVICE
Publishers of "Dimensional Stone-Volume 111;'
the industry design and specification manual.

••

MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, Inc.
33505 State St., Farmington, Ml 48024
(313) 476-5558
Circle 88 on inquiry card
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Continued from page 193
Sliding door

An addition to Andersen's patio
line, the wood-framed
Frenchwood door has an interior
finish of one-piece, natural pine
veneer; the exterior comes in
white or Terratone urethane
finish. The door may be ordered
with a snap-in, traditional-style
grille of solid maple that can be
stained or painted. The meeting
stiles interlock to create a
continuous weatherstrip,
"zipping" the door shut.
Andersen Corp., Bayport, Minn.
Circle 334 on reader service card

Spiral stone

The natural marble and granite
used in Vega furniture can be
laser-cut into extremely thin
shapes, such as the extended
spiral of this dining-table base.
Casafo rm, New York City.
Circle 331 on reader service card

Lobby seating

Rugged enough for use in
airport waiting areas, Cascade
upholstered seating is compactly
scaled; the four-seater pictured is
112 in. long. AGI Industries, Inc.,
High Point, N. C.
Circle 332 on reader service card

A?•.~
......... e:::
.... em
....

Exterior finish system

A mechanically attached exterior
insulation and finish system,
Ultralation is said to provide
superior impact resistance in a
wide range of textures and
colors. Corrosion-resistant
screws secure fiberglass
reinforcing mesh and insulation
boards to any sound substrate,
including wood or metal framing
with sheathing, masonry, or
poured concrete. A textured, allacrylic base coat is then covered
with any Dryvit exterior finish,
such as the Demandit coating
pictured. Dryvit Systems, Inc.,
West Warwick, R. I.
Circ le 333 on reader service card
Circle 90 on inquiry card
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PORCll·l.11=1~
VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR LIFT
provides a safe, simple solution
to architectural barriers

Whether you're modifying an existing building or d esigning a new one,
accessibility to the handicapped is important And PORCH-LIFT provides
the simple. economical solution . . indoors or outdoors. This safe vertical
wheelchair lift platform anchors permanently beside the steps, using a
minimum of space . Motor and mechanisms are enclosed. Runs on 110
volt current. Weatherproof finish . Choose from eleven models with varying
lifting heights up to 144 inches. Shipped ready for installation.

WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF THE DEALER NEAREST YOU.

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORPORATION
Dept AR 0588, 4001 East 138th Street, PO Box B
Grandview, Missouri 64030

Circle 92 on inquiry card

fOMPETITION
YOU ARE INVITED
TO PARTICIPATE IN AN
OPEN, INTERNATIONAL 2-STAGE

FDRTHE;~siM~;;sT
GATEWAY

111

A facility that will b e a
western welcoming sy mbol
and testament to th e
immigrants who have
contributed so greatly
to th e city of Los A ngeles
and the nation.
AWARDS $60.000 in prize s. plus the
opportunity for comm ission

SCHEDULE
Program available
April 15. 1988
FIRST STAG E DEADLINE

August 1, 1988 .
SECOND STAGE
FINALISTS ANNOUNCED

August 15. 1988.
WINNER ANNOUNCED

November 6 , 1988.

PROFESSIONAL JURY
A PARTIAL LIS T
RAY BRADBURY - U.S.A
DALE ELDRED - U.S. A
CHRISTINE FEIREISS -W Germany

ROBERT FITZPATRICK - U.S. A
RICHARD HAAG -U.S. A
JON JERDE- U.S.A

ELIGIBILITY First Stage is anonymo us

DR. WERNER OSCHELIN -Sw1fzerland

and open to any interested party. Up to fi ve

JUHANI PALLASMAA

(5) finalists wi ll be invi ted to compete 1n the
second sta te

OCTAVIO PAZ- Mexico
ROLAND SCHWEITZER -

SUBMISSION First stage seeks con-

France

ARIANNA STASSINOPOULOS - U. S. A
COLIN ST. JOHN WILSON -England

cept ual ideas for th e center. Two 30" x 40"

boards required
C H A I R MAN ~

INFORMATION: Christine Mong1

NICK PATSAOURAS

(213) 479-1295

CO MPETITION ADVISOR

REGISTRATION To register and rece ive

DE SIGN COMPETITION

MICHA EL JOHN PITIAS. HAIA. A ICP

a regis trat ion kit and video cassette . send

SPONSO RED BY

name(s) . address. telephone number anci

TUTOR -SALIBA COR PORATI ON

U.S. $50.00 to ·

ANDDMJM

WEST COAST
GATEWAY 11300 West Olympic Boulevard , Suite 730
Los Angeles, California 90064

C ircle 91 on inquiry card

Circle 93 on inquiry card

REGISTER
NOW!

For 2, 000 years, architects have worked wonders with brick.
And no matter how innovative the design, brick has always provided the flexibility they need.
So next time you have a great idea-use brick. And work a few wonders of your own.
~ Ifyou can see it in your mind, you can build it with brick.
For more information write to: Brick Institute ofAmerica, 11490 Commerce Park Drive, Reston, VA 22091.
Circle 94 on inquiry card
II

r

~

What's New in
Rubber Wall Base?
Everything!
Introducing Mercer's Exclusive
11

.085 RUBBERLYTE™
WALL BASE
New Gauge ... Architects, designers and contractors asked for it,
now irs available. A rubber base thars softer, more pliable and lighter
weight, yet looks and functions as well as any heavier gauge rubber base
on the market.

New Techno/,ogy ... Mercer engineers, utilizing the most
advanced research facilities in the industry, developed Rubberlyte™ Wall
Base from a Nitrile Rubber alloy-a remarkable material that incorporates
the most desirable installation features. Rubberlyte Wall Base is scuff- and
abrasion-resistant, shrink-free, doesn't oxidize, and maintains its flexibility
across a wide range of temperatures.

New Color Spectrum ... Unlimited design options are
yours! Rubberlyte Wall Base is being produced in eighteen contemporary
colors- all selected from the most widely specified choices of architects
and designers across the country. Custom colors are also available.
Circle 96 on inquiry card

New Perj'onnance ... Lighter gauge means easier
handling, faster installation- a contractor's dream come true. Rubberlyte
Wall Base will never turn brittle, colors are permanent, and its matte finish
toughness means fewer call-backs and longer life span.

New Cost Advantage ... Now for the best part!
Rubberlyte Wall Base is priced attractively below any other currently
available rubber base. For major contract projects, this cost efficiency is
welcome news.
Exclusive Rubberlyte Wall Base is available in 2112'', 4", 6" heights;
4' sections or 100' continuous rolls (cove and toeless). Also available:
matching inside and outside pre-molded corners.

•

Crown·~tk·metdl
I

THE SOURCE FOR STORE FIXTURE
HARDWARE AND WALL SYSTEMS

For complete details call toll-free: 1-800-526-2933

•DISPLAY
FIXTURE
HARDWARE

•

'!!!?!:R~RJ~Nr

190 Murray Street/Newark, NJ 0711 4/(20 1) 824-3100
PO. Box 1240/Eustis, FL 32 727/(904) 357-4119
Rubberl yte'" is a registered trademark of Mercer Products Co., Inc. © 1988 Mercer Products Co., Inc.

•RECESSED
WALL
SYSTEMS
• BULLETIN STANDS

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

CROWN METAL MFG. CO .. INC
5925 SOUTH LOWE AVENUE
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60621-2896
TELEPHONE: 312/ 873-3833
FAX NUMBER: 312 /873-8878

Circle 95 on inquiry card
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Circle 97 on inquiry ca rd

Kroin

Kroin Incorporated
Charles Square, Suite 300
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Represented in: Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati, Denver,
Los Angeles, New York City, Philadelphia, San Francisco,
Seattle, Washington, D.C.

Telephone 617 492-4000
Telex 951650

Make it or break it

When it comes to outdoor seating, a lot of different
manufacturers make it. And a lot of use usually breaks it.
However, that's not the case with Kroin Garden and
Park Furniture.
This collection of chairs, tables, bench seating and lounges
is built to last. Through weather and heavy traffic abuse,
it holds up and stands up to any extreme. Because no one
makes seating with the kind of heavy tubular steel and fused

© 1986, Kroinlru-orporated

synthetic coating that we do. And it's appropriate for just about
any site you can think of; from indoor malls, to outdoor plazas, to
hotels and restaurants.
So, remember Kroin Garden and Park Furniture. It's the outdoor
seating that could make or break the success of your next site.

Circle 6 on information card.

Around the Porsche test track at
Weissach, you'll find a rare breed of driver.
With nerves of steel, catlike reflexes, and,
perhaps, just a touch of sheer derring-do.
It takes years to become that kind of
driver. But, then, it has taken that kind of
driver to bring the Porsche 911 to the level
of perfection at which it exists today.
Whether you're talking about the RSR

Turbo racer shown at left, or the stock
911 Carrera® at right.
However, you should not take this to
mean that the 911 is the exclusive province of
experienced test drivers. Quite the contrary.
You see, the reason we drive the 911
so hard is so that you can drive it so easily.
Because we've pushed its tuned suspen·
sion around hairpin turns at intemperate

ecti
river
•

i

I
I

911 Carrera RSR Turbo 6-cylinde1~ horizontally opposed, two overhead
camshafts, air-cooled rear engine with turbocharger, 2142cc, 500 hp.
l%1ght: 1653 lbs. Top speed: 185 +mph.

I

;peed, you'll find it admirably surefooted
n trying conditions.
1Because we've run its magnificently
·esponsive engine flat-out for hours on
~nd, you'll find it remarkably reliable for
rears on end.
In short, because our test drivers denand the impossible, your test drive may
ead you to suspect that, with this car,

nothing is impossible.
If you'd like to test drive the 911 Carrera
or 911 Turbo, simply call 1-800-252-4444,
ext. 91 and we'll be happy to help you
arrange it. Not at Weissach, granted.
But you'll find that the 911 has a way
of turning the most unassuming stretch
of road into a test track.
r=' c::J F=t 555c::1-1 E:®
Circle 98 on inquiry card

I

I

rnea
overn1
I

•
911Carrera6-cylinder, horizontally opposed, two overhead camshafts,
air-cooled rear engine, 3164cc, 214 hp. H.eight: 2756 lbs.
Top speed: 149 mph.

What is a Best Western?

Manufacturer
sources
For your convenience in locating
building materials and other
products shown in this .rnonth 's
feature articles, RECORD has
asked the architects to identify
the products specified

Pages 114-121
GTU Library
Esherick Homsey Dodge & Davis
and Peters Clayberg & Caulfield,
Architects
Pages 115, 118-119-Clear wood
finish: Flood Co. (Aquatrol).
Integrally colored cement: Tecon
Pacific. Terra-cotta tile: Catalan
Pavers. Windows: Coast to Coast
Mfg. Skylight: O'Keeffe's Inc.
Doors: Stiles Metal. Roofing:
Manville.
Page 120-Ceiling grid: Sono-Ceil.
Downlights: Kirlin. Stack lighting:
Peerless. Sprinklers: Reliable.
Tile: Gail Ceramics. Carpeting:
INDEPENDENT
Fabrica, Inc.
WORLDWIDE
Make reservations at any Best Western,
LODGING
Page 121-( top) Lounge chairs:
see your travel agent, or call toll-free
David Edward. Fire-retardant on
"Worlds largest chain of
paneling: Flamort. Display cases:
independently owned
and operated
custom by architects, fabricated by
hotels, motor inns and resorts"
Shen Yamaguchi. Corner-mounted
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - i wall lights: Rambusch. Spot lights:
Prescolite. (bottom) Table: Johnson
Industries, Inc. Chairs: Gunlocke.

The right place at the right price.

Best
t-)esterri

1-800-528-1234

Need Research That Utilizes
Computer-Assisted
Telephone Data Gathering?
Want to gather information rapidly using state-of-the-art
computer-assisted telephone interviewing ? Need fast
access to tabulated results? Require integrated graphics
with sophisticated analysis? Are you seeking real-time
information?

Call R=s~Tc#-N:r at
McGraw-Hill Research
ResearchNet is the leading edge
approach to research that integrates
study design, computer-assisted
telephone interviewing, on-line
tabulation, and report analysis capabilities as well as r.eal-time data gathering. ResearchNet links together
McGraw-Hill Research project
teams, interviewers' term inals, respondent input, and you-to produce
timely, accurate and meaningful
study results.

For a quote or proposal call
Sheryl R. Fox (609) 426-5946
(Information Data Gathering) or
Joseph T. Collins (212) 512-3264
(Full-Service Research) or
write David P. Forsyth at
McGraw-Hill Research, 1221
Avenue of the Americas, NY,
NY 10020

~,~~

1tnri
If it's a marketing research problem,
we probably pioneered the solution.
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Pages 122-129
North Dade Justice Center
Arquitectonica, Architects
Pages 122-126-Aluminum-framed
curtain wall and entrance: Window
Master. Reflective glazing: PPG
Industries. Elastomeric roofing:
W.R. Grace & Co. Insulation:
Owens-Corning. Skylights:
Astrolite. Doors: Allied Steel.
Pages 128-129-Closers: LCN.
Electric strikes: Folger Adams;
Detex; Adams Rite. Exit devices:
Von Duprin. Paints: Glidden.
Ceiling: Armstrong (Cirrus).
Suspension grid: Donn Corp. Wood
doors: Weyerhaeuser Co. Locksets:
Schlage Lock Co. Seating: JG
Furniture.
Pages 142-149
The Grande Louvre
I. M. Pei & Partners, Architects
Laminated glazing: St. Gobain.
Plastic interlayer: Monsanto Co.
(Sa.flex). Structural-glazing
sealant: Rhone-Poulenc, Inc.
Concrete formwork: Weyerhaeuser
Co. Truss fittings: NAVTEC.

Toda~'s

open workpj
has something to hid
I

I

I

®

ears
eatin ,
The best
proven value for
The best
your insulation dollar. The
proven value for
best proven value for
your insulation dollar. The best
your insulation
proven value for your insulation dollar. The
dollar.
best proven value for your insulation dollar. The best
proven value for your insulation dollar. The best proven value for your
insulation dollar. The best proven value for your insulation dollar. The best proven
value for your insulation dollar. Tlie best proven value for your insulation dollar. Tlie best proven
value for your insulation dollar. The best proven value for your insulation dollar. The best proven value for your
insulation dollar. The best proven value for your insulation dollar. The best proven value for
your insulation dollar. The best proven value for your insulation dollar. The
best proven value for your insulation dollar. The best proven
value for your insulation dollar. The best proven
value for your insulation dollar. The
best proven value for your
insulation dollar.

STYROFOAM* brand insulation, the Blue* rigid foam insulation manufactured exclusively by The Dow Chemical
Company, has given buildings worldwide outstanding durability and long-term energy savings for 40 years.

THE BEST
PROVEN ...__
VALUE
*STYROFOAM and the color Blue are trademarks of The Dow Chemical Company.
Caution: STYROFOAM brand insulation is combustible and should be handled and installed properly according to Dow literature available from your supplier or from Dow.
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MUSSON
OfSC-0-fllEMSafety rubber flooring and
OISC-0-1R£0M
Safety stair treads
Musson Flame-Retardant Flooring & Treads meet
ASTM-E84 Flame Spread Rating of 25 or less.
DISC-0-TRED - Stair treads W' thic k at front, 1/e" at
tapered back. Long square nose fits pan-filled or
molded concrete steps. Sanded backs. Durable,
easy cleaning , nonfading. Prime prerequisite for
fire -safety in public buildings or complexes. Matching coved risers.
OISC-0-TILE- 24" Square for quick installation . Ful I

3/1s 11 thick with sanded back. Raised circular discs

afford better traction , easier cleaning for lobbies,
entrances, hallways, elevators. Resistant to stain
and discoloration .

•
•
•
sp~==~sr:t~~:~~~! f~~7e:s -~- MU;;;;e ;;;~s~m;s~O.
DK . CHOC.

WINE

GRAY

BRICK RED

SAND

BROWN

BLUE

SLATE

BLACK

P.O. Box 7038 •Akron, Ohio 44306 • 216/773-7651

Circle 103 on inquiry card

Big Savings.
No Waiting.
Thousands of brand name drafting,
print and plotter supplies at 20-50°/ooff
with same day shipment .

OPEN COMPETITION
Architects, Urban Designers, City Planners, and Landscape Architects
are invited to participate in a unique, open, international, two-stage competition to design the public environment of a ten block stretch of Los
Angeles' famed Olympic Boulevard ... and ... the architecture of two
major private office towers in the district.
REGISTER NOW: To register and receive the program and video cassette,
send name(s), address, telephone number and US $85 to: "Olympic
West Competition," 11444 W. Olympic Bl., Suite 1100, Los Angeles, CA
90064 USA
SUBMISSION: First Stage seeks two 30"x 40" boards.
AWARDS: $50,000 in prizes, plus opportunity for commission.
PROFESSIONAL JURY: Ricardo Bofill: architect Regula Campbell: landscape architect John Dixon: architect journalist/editor Richard Meier: architect Rai Okamoto: urban designer/city planner James Wines: artist/designer
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR: Michael John Pittas

• Same day credit approval
• Huge in-stock selection
• Satisfaction guaranteed
FREE CATALOG

800-227-6191

ELIGIBILITY: First Stage is anonymous and open to any interested party.
Up to five finalists will be invited to compete in the Second Stage.
SCHEDULE: Program available May 30. First Stage deadline August 26.
Second Stage finalists announced September 12.
INFORMATION: Contact Deborah Rosenthal Phone 1-800-451-7270
213/312-3600 FAX 213/479-3086

DATAPRI

Drafting, Print and Plotter Supplies

Corporate Office: 700 S. Claremont St.
P.O . Box 5910. San Mateo , CA 94402
Distribution Centers located throughout the U.S.

Circle 104 on inquiry card
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What's more, each design is a
one-of-a-kind creation. Yours.
You'll never see your pattern
repeated for anyone else, so
each Graphiclad panel reflects
your singular appreciation for
final detail.
This unique claddi ng is very
affordable, putting ornamentation within reach of just about
everyone - and every budget.
For more information about
this revolutionary new product,
write to Cupples Products,
2650 S. Hanley Rd., St. Louis,
MO 63144, or call Phil Moran
at (314) 781-6729 today.

•J
-

CUPPLES PRODUCTS

DIVISION OF H.H. ROBERTSON COMPANY

When you need a high performance glazing but you also want
the desired solar control. The net result is a very favorable
an exclusive hue to set your project apart, specify an Interpane
Energy Balance.
glass coating.
Interpane's total line of proven coatings offers you high or low
Each of our unique multi-function coatings, for example,
light transmission and reflectance, superior shading, neutral
combines an attractive color and low-emissivity characteristics
appearance, the finest in Low-E glass, and a rainbow of colors into one, single-surface coating. The process is based on our
from a readily available rich blue to a 24K gold.
advanced European technology. We call these products IPASOL
To reflect your unique sense of architecture, specify an Interpane
PLUS. You'll call them amazingly flexible.
coating. For more information contact us at 201
An IPASOL PLUS coating can help retain •
INTER
lnterpane Lane, Deerfield, WI 53531. Or phone
cooled or heated inside air while promoting
.
608 764-5461. You'll receive a colorful response.

A""AN E

_
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: "I reJtJeJtJber how certain parts ofthat house
:set different moods. Some were even dreamlike~'

Over4,000
windows and doors.
Each designed to create
the special places
that people will remember:
)

~
WOOD WINDOWS

A Division Of
Bend Millwork Systems, Inc.
A NORTEK Company.

•

Call I -800-821 - Io 16 for
a detailed color brochure
or dealer information.
\
Circle 102 on inquiry card

Curing in roofing membrane is
a real problem. Hypalon® (CSPE), for
instance, cures from the instant it's
manufactured. In fact, exposure
accelerates curing. Even a short
period-48 hours, for example-can fl'
result in poor seams, often making
the difference
between roofs
that succeed
andthosethatfail.
Si nce
curing cannot "'
be prevented,
detected or controlled, seaming
CSPE frequently leaves contractors
no choice but to perform extra functions such as double applications
of solvents and primers prior to
heat-welding, thereby doublingsometimes tripling-seaming costs.
Unfortunately, the extra effort still
can't guarantee the watertight integrity of the seam.
But there is a choice. The CoolTop
Roofing System overcomes the in herent problemsofCSPE becauseCoolTop
" CooJTop is made from Tyrin ®bra nd CPE
manu factu red by Dow Chem ical USA.
®CoolTop is a reg istered trade mark of
Cooley Roof ing Systems, Incorpora ted .

membrane is non-curing chlorinated
commercial and institutiona l roofs.
polyethylene (CPE)::' The CoolTop
Find out just how reliable CoolTop
System, developed-and improved is. Write for our free seam evaluation
in ten years of roofing installations
kit and see for yourself.
nationwide, combines the heat welding
characteristics of CPE with proven
installation techniques forflawless,
reliable seams.
[Rl@®l1ouu~ ~~®[Jill)~
Where CSPE curing creates
ON TOP TO STAY!
IN C O RP O RATED
problems, CoolTop minimizes
risks. CoolTop's hot-air welded
50 Esten Ave nue, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02860
seams get their strength from
Tel: (401) 724-0490
the thermoplastic properties of
CPE. Since CoolTop
never cures, seams
are fused together
Yes, I want more information about
for a complete molecular
the seams that last! Please send
bond that holds over
me my CoolTop Seam Evaluation
time despite ultraviolet,
Kit immediately.
ozone, wind, ponding
water or other roof top
conditions.
Installation is fast
NAME _ _ _ _ __ __
and efficient, with none
TITLE _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
of the uncertainties or
liabilities of CSPE, which
COMPANY _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __
makes CoolTop the best
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
medicine for industrial ,
CITY
STATE _ _ ZIP _ _ __

®Hypa lon is a reg istered t radema r k of
Du Pont .

Cool~

r---------------,
I
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The Akron Art Museum was builtin 1904
in the French Ren~ce style, and was a civic
landmark for decades. But by the 1980's, its
splendor had faded Three rounds of alterations
had reduced the once-proud Beaux Arts build ..
ing to a run-down shell.
I

Electricity saves buildings.

Fortunately, the art museum's clas&c
elegance was recognized by Roetz.el and Andress,
a law firm in search of new offices. Together
with a skilled design team, they made a commitment to preserve the original architecture of
the building, inside and out That meant finding
a heating system that was simple, unobtrusive,
and efficient

Electricity saves energy.
For maximum efficiency, the engineers
included a heat-pipe recovery system to reclaim
heat from exhaust air, and an energy management system to optimize operation of the new
HVAC system.
Both considerations paid off. Roetzel and
Andress occupied the building in late 1983 and
were impressed with the energy performance.
70

60

10

Electricity saves money.

0

The design team worked closely with
Ohio Edison representative, Joseph Pfeiffer,
who suggested a dosed-loop, water-source, heatpump system.
The heat pump would allow complete
control, save space, lower construction costs,
and operate more efficiently than a separated
heating and cooling configuration.
Although the original concept called for
a gas boiler to maintain water loop temperature,
the final design was changed to utiliz.e electricity.
By using an electric boiler, the engineers were
able to reduce first ~ts, and eliminate flues and
makeup air. The electric solution also was
cleaner, quieter, and would more than offset a
marginal operating cost edge with the gas
equipment

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

BILLING MONTHS
Iii Circ. Pump - 15% of annual kwhs
D Clwshps. - Heating and Cooling 36%of annual kwhs
D General Services - Lighting, Computer, HW, Evap. Cond. & Misc.
47% of annual kwhs
D Aux. Elec. Heating - Electric Boiler, Electric Baseboard AHU Element,
1.6% of annual kwhs

The 27,000 square foot building used an average
of 82,000 BTUI square foot in its first year, well
below the average for new buildings in the area.
The Roetzel and Andress story is a stellar
example of the marriage between classic design
and state-of-the-art electric equipment And at
EEI, we're understandably proud of its success.
After all, not every company can make its mark
on history without making any mark at all. For
more information, write to the Marketing
Department, Edison Electric Institute, 111119th
Street, N.W., Washington,
Electricity.
DC 20036.
~~ Ther~'sno

0

substitute.

Edison Electric Institute
The association of electric companies
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TAKE THESE TWO
GIANT
~ mr-~~R REFERENCES
~ia
FOR ONLY $14.95
when you join the Architects' Book Club"

~

You simply agree to buy 3 more books - all at handsome
discounts - within the next 12 months.

~~

'

=
~

fl,.n Extl'Qordlnal!Y Offer!
A$164.00 VOlue

-rn

~ ~

5~

~
~

Here, at enormous savings, are two books from the renowned Time-Saver Standards series - master reference works which are filled with professional building
data, design procedures, facts, definitions, and real -life examples. They help you
produce better designed, more cost-effective buildings because they're practical,
thorough, and specific. Every page of each giant volume has detailed information
you'll use to save time and money. And to make all material perfectly clear, powerful graphics support the text - over 7,000 illustrations tor each book.

=a

~r,~

,1tn1j
~
I

more reasons to JOm to day.I
.

.

1. Best and newest books from ALL publishers! Books are
selected from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and
consu ltants to give you continuing access to the best and
latest books in your field.
2. Big savings! Build your library and save money, too!
Savings range up to 40% or more off publishers' list prices usual ly 20% to 30%.
3. Bonus books! You will immediately begin to participate in
our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70%
off the publishers' prices of many professional and general
interest books!
4. Convenience! 14-16 times a year (about once every 3-4
weeks) you receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes
the Main Selection and alternate selections. A dated Reply
Card is included. If you want the Main Selection, you simply
do nothing - it will be shipped automatically. If you want an
alternate selection - or no book at all - you simply indicate it
on the Reply Card and return it by the date specified. You will
have at least 1Odays to decide. If, because of late delivery of
the Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you
may return it for credit at the Club's expense.
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three additional books during your first year of membership. Membership may be discontinued by either you or the Club at any
time after you have purchased the three additional books.

Fill out the card and mail today!
If the card is missing, write to:

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR
SITE PLANNING
Edited by Joseph DeChiara and Lee E. Koppelman

• covers every aspect of good site selection, development
and use
• gives construction details for all phases of site development
• provides basic design criteria for a// types of buildings
• organized to follow the actual design sequence
• 864 pages are filled with easy-to-use drawings, charts,
tables, and cutaway views
(Pub. Pr., $79.00)

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DATA Sixth Edition
Editor-in-Chief, John Hancock Callender

• shows - through some 1,300 illustrations - every
important design procedure, practice, and standard
• gives you instant access to the best technical data available
• reflects the full range of specialties - architectural, interior
design, engineering, and construction
• presents major contributions by 57 top authorities
• l, 184 information-packed pages
(Pub. Pr., $85. 00)

Architects' Book Club®
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-9959

1
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Why you should specify Accuride slides
For national distribution

For residential furniture

Accuride has a network of
distributors in all major
U.S. and Canadian
markets. Well stocked and
ready to serve your needs.

A full line of specialty
hardware for buffets,
armoires, bedroom suites,
home entertainment
centers and office
furniture.

For Quality Assurance

For kitchens and baths

Custom Features can be
designed in to meet special
requirements. Free design
services by Application
Engineers are also
available.

Ultra-smooth slides for
butcher blocks, two-way
drawers, kitchen drawers,
pull-out pantries, oversized pan drawers and
adjustable shelves. 32mm
systems available.

See our catalog pages in
Sweets.

Call our Customer
Assistance Hotline now
for all the facts.

For fine office.furniture
Slides are available for
desk pedestals and lateral
files in wood, metal and
systems office furniture.
Flipper Doorn~ slides for
overheads. Heavy duty
lateral file slides for
drawers up to 60" wide.

Accuride
12311 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 944-0921

~ccuride~
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Sant'Ambrogio di Valpolicella
nr. Verona, Italy

September 18 - 25, 1988.

llARllOllACCHINE
26th INTERNATIONAL STONE EXHIBITION

SHAKERTOWN SIDING: CHOICE #3
BACKING: Plywood or Single-Ply
Some building codes require a one-hour firewall assembly. And
that can get expensive when you consider labor and materials cost
(not to mention the cost of fire-treating each individual shingle).
So we offer our Plywood backed panels. Nail direct to studs over
15 lb. building paper and Type X gypsum and you've met the
firewal l codes in most areas.
We can also save you money for those applications that require
solid sheathing: Use our Single-Ply backed panels and avoid the
cost of duplicate materials.

SHAKERTOWN SIDING

1200 Kerron St., Winlock, WA 98596
1-800-426-8970
In Washington (206) 785-3501
The Port Condominiums, New Orleans, Louisiana; Architect: Gerrard Raymond, AIA
Circle 114 on inquiry card

Be among the 50,000 international trade visitors attendi ng
the show each year, and meet the world's stone
industry, represented by 675 producers and
manufacturers on a 70,000 sqm display area.
Marbles, granites and travertines - Blocks, slabs & tiles.
Sculptures and finished products.
Stone materials and machinery from 23 producing countries.
Take advantage of the special V.l.P. trade group trip to Verona
sponsored by the Verona Fairs Organization
September 17 - 22, 1988
COMPETITIVELY PRICED AT US$ 999.00 *
* (Including airfare and first-class hotel)
Organizer: EA Fiere d.i Verona, P.O. Box 525, 37100 Verona, Italy
Phone 45-588 111 Telex 480538 Fax 45-588288
For information on MARMOMACC and the special V.l.P. trip to Verona,
contact: Lucio Caputo, U.S. Representative,
Verona Fairs Organization, One World Trade Center,
Suite 1513, New York, N.Y. 10048 Tel: (212) 775-1050/371-2350
Telex: 6973217 Telefax: (212) 938 8317
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Without Laminated Glass,
You Could Have a Safety Problem
Hanging Over Your Head.
In glass skylights, sunspaces,
and sloped glazing installations,
commercial or residential, you
face the possibility of glass breakage. And without laminated glass,
that could mean a big safety
problem.
Unlike ordinary or tempered
glass, laminated glass won't
shatter when broken. It tends to
stay in place, protecting people
belowfrom injury.
Moreover, laminated glass
offers long-lasting beauty and
clarity. It won't scratch or yellow
like plastics. And it's available in
a wide range of popular colors.
Laminated glass can be manufactured in flat or bent configurations, and installed in single or
insulated units. Best of all, it
meets model building code requirements for overhead gl~zing.
For more information on how
laminated glass can mean better
safety for your space, contact
the Laminators Safety Glass
Association today.
LAMINATORS SAFETY
GLASS ASSOCIATION
3310 Harrison
Topeka, KS 66611
913-266-7014

LAMINATO S SAFETY
3310 Harrison, Topeka, KS 66611 • 913-266-7014
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THE PROJECT:
A design firm is ready to begin work
on a project in south Florida

THE PROBLEM:
Schematic designs are needed within one
week ... tight budget ... limited travel time.

Introducing CODEWORKS™, a
powerful new building regulations
information system ...
A COMPLETE CODE SEARCH
Supply your project parameters. Within 60 minutes,
CODEWORKS will have searched applicable building
construction codes and delivered complete summaries of
the state and local regulatory requirements for seven
major code areas directly to your IBM® PC. It's that easy.
And that fast.

CODEWORKS searches are fast, accurate,
and economical
You'll save hours of staff time. Plus, you'll have the ability
to compare alternative design options, resulting in
significant savings for you and your client. The consistent
search format provides internal management discipline.
Thorough documentation provides another element of
quality assurance. And, CODEWORKS offers "per-report"
pricing to facilitate project budgeting!

Priced so even the smallest firm can afford
the CODEWORKS advantage
Expensive travel to research local codes at distant
sites ... tedious hours comparing and documenting
codes .. .That's all history! CODEWORKS is now!

CODEWORKS saves you even more time by organizing
that information to the way you work - by construction
topic instead of by code area.

CODEWORKS sponsors FREE half-day seminars
demonstrating how easy it is to use this powerful
management tool...Call 1-800-634-2633

CODEWORKS is available today for selected metropolitan areas in the Southeast. By 1988, CODEWORKS
will connect you with state and local code information
for 50 states and 60 major metro areas. All data is
continually monitored by t he National Conference of
States on Building Codes and Standards, Inc. to make
certain it's accurate and reflects the latest updates.

r-----~------------------------·
D Please send me information on CODEWORKS
and your FREE SEMINARS.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
City

CODEWORKS is powerful ...but easy to use!
Access the database directly through your PC or through
the mail using a checklist request form. Choose the onehour electronic retrieval option or request a printed report
- tabbed and indexed in a binder - delivered via regular
or overnight mail.

Circle 118 on inquiry card

________ State _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

Telephone ( _ _ )

CODEWORKS
C ORPORAT I ON

1225 19th Street, N.W. •Suite 750 •Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 778-6300
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PITTSBURGH CORNING

PC~~BLDCK®
PRODUCTS
You can transcend right angles . . . or any angles
. .. when you design with PC GlassBlock®.
Serpentine. Undulating. Cylindrical. These
are the forms that tempt you ... cal I you . ..
when your imagination is freed from the limitations of more conventional building products .
Harness the beauty-and function-of natural light. Or create glowing surfaces with artificial
illumination. Design walls that seemingly float
... unconfining rooms that offer openness with
privacy. The patterns, sizes and shapes of
PC GlassBlock® invite the unique and daring.
But aesthetic freedom and drama are not its
sole advantages. PC GlassBlock® products do
so much more. They insulate . . . reducing solar
heat gain and noise. Lower interior light requirements. And keep out dirt, dust and drafts.
American-made PC GlassBlock® products have
been providing imaginations with boundless
design possibilities for over 50 years.
For information, call our PC GlassBlock®
Hotline at 800-992-5769 (in Pennsylvania,
800-992-5762). Or write Pittsburgh Corning
Corporation, Marketing Department AGB-8,
800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239 .
In Canada, 106-6 Lansing Square, Willowdale,
Ontario M 2J lTS, Tel.: (416) 222-8084.

LIBERTY CENTER
Troy, Ml
Architect: Rossetti Associates
VUE® and ESSEX® AA Patterns

SCHOOR DEPALMA
ENGINEERING OFFICES
Manalapan, NJ
Architect: Wayne Lerman Architect
DECORA® Pattern

HINES INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
Westborough, MA
Architect : Drummey Rosanne Anderson, Inc.
SOLAR REFLECTIVE Glass Block, VUE® Pattern

PITTSBURGH
®
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To be truthful,
the Sanyo Split System does come
with a few negatives.

The Sanyo Split System goes where
heating and cooling systems have never
gone before.
The slim inside units can be wall or
floor mounted, ceiling suspended or ceiling recessed. The quiet, vibration-free, condensing units go outside. No ductwork
or windows are required. Only a three-inch
opening in the wall is needed to connect
the two sections, which can be up to 65feet apart. With the Sanyo Split System,
you can keep windows unobstructed and

sJWYo

noise to a minimum.
Remote control is another unique feature that helps provide greater comfort
and energy savings. And, homeowners
have the option of choosing a cooling
unit, or one that cools and heats utilizing
an energy-conserving heat pump.
Today, no other heating and cooling
system gives you the flexibility and convenience offered by the Sanyo Split System.
Sanyo Ductless Split System Air
Conditioners and Heat Pumps. The
best solution to your HVAC problems. Positively.

SPLIT-HEATING
AND COOLING SYSTEMS
Circle 120 on inquiry card
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Even when time is agatnst you (and tt usually
is). you can successfully reverse years of deterioration with Thom's restoration products,
formulated for interior and exterior use on all
types of concrete and masonry.

Thorite® and Thoroseal® have been specified on job sites around the world for both
restoration projects and new construction
because they get the job done efficiently,
economically and deliver excellent results.
Thorite holds Its shape.
One-component Thorite, afast-setting
material developed for vertical patchwork,
rehabilitates disintegrated surfaces quickly.
Thorite takes the initial set in minutes so
that sharp corners and unusual shapes can
be sculpted without expensive form work.
Thoroseal lets surfaces
"breathe."
For over 75 years, professionals have
depended on Thoroseal waterproof coating to
protect masonry against moisture penetration.

In restoration and new construction,
Thoroseal does more than waterproof. Thom·
seal's superior strength and uniform finish
bring old surfaces back to life and give new
construction a longer ltte.
Thoro's decorative coatings
perform for years.
Thords decorative coatings, available in
arange of colors, provide an ideal finish over
Thoroseal.
Thorocoat® offers arich, sand texture
that's waterproof. Thorosheen® provides a
tough yet durable film that protects surfaces
against stains and mildew. And, Thorolastic®
is the elastomeric coating that seals hairline
cracks and gives surfaces ahigher resistance
to substrate movement and dirt pick-up.
In practically rNery application situation,
Thom's restoration materials can help you
win the battle against time.
For specttications and application information
write: Thoro System Products, 7800 N.W.
38th Street, Dept. AR-5, Miami, FL 33166.
Thank you for putting your trust in Thoro.

THORO 9
SYSTEM
PRODUCTS
~ 11187

Thoro Sy11em Products

Use in your car,
or go portable and
carry it with you.

Sale! Transportable Cellular Phone
Save $400 on a CT-200
and put the whole world
in your hand!
A Full-Featured Mobile Phone for Only $799. Now
you can make and take calls from your car, truck or
van. You can stay in touch while going to and from
work, on a service call or making a delivery. You'll be
able to confirm meetings and appoin tments in advance
to avoid wasted trips, as well as receive important mes,
sages from home, office and customers.

The CT-200 Can Go Where You Go! Just snap on the
Portable Adapter Pack and you can easily use the
CT, 200 away from your ve,
hide. Carry it with you to
make calls at a job site , in a
rental car, aboard a pleasure
boat-wherever there's eel,
lular service. The J,watt
output is five times the
power of many other porta,
bles for maximum range
and clear sound.

Save $40 on the Portable
Adapter Pack. Turn the
CT, 200 into a portable for
only $99 .85. You get two rechargeable batteries , plus an
antenna, DC power adapter/charger with auto lighter
plug and shoulder strap .

You Can Be Sure of Quality Service and Support.
Radio Shack handles the start,up paperwork, obtains
your personal cellular telephone number and programs
your phone right in the store . The C T,200 is backed by
a One.:Year Limited Warranty, which covers both parts
and labor. Service is available at 7 ,000 participating
Radio Shack stores and dealers nationwide.

Hurry-Sale Ends May 23, 1988. The CT,200 is now
on sale for $799.00*, or just $40 per montht. And you
can convert it a portable for just $99 .85**. Come in to,
day for a no,cost, no,obligation demonstration.

*Mobile antenna extra . Regular price of CT-200 (17 -1003) is $ 1199.00. **Regular price
of Portable Adapter Ki t (1 7-203) and two rechargeable batteries (23-18 1) is $139 .85.
tRadio Shack revolving cred it. Payment may va ry depend ing upon account balance .
Sale prices apply at partic ipating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

1tad1elhae
The Technology Store™
A DIVISION OF TANDY COR PORATION
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GRIP STRUT

Serrated Bar Grating

Open -Grip Grating

GRATINGS!
ALL STYLES - ALL METALS

I 24 HOUR SHIPMENT I
FOR "THE HOLE STORY" ON
PERFORATED METAL+ EXPANDE D METAL
WIRE CLOTH+ BAR GRATING
GRIP STRUT+ OPEN GRIP
SAFETY GRATINGS

National

Toll Free:

•

I
'

800 - 237 - 3 820

McNICHOLS CO.
P.O. Box 30300 /Tampa, FL. 33630-3300
FAX: 813-879-4979 Telex: 52706

c8>
-

S tltlStmtt
Ctnltfl111lrtvtr

Cleveland• Chicago• Dallas• Atlanta• Newark • Boston• Tampa
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You won't have to

re~lace

this panel -

it's a Tectum®panel-~- it°~\
. T ough®Ce1~
,.mg $ys tem 7iec tum Acous t/-1

6 YEAR
U~

II \KKl'T\

;

~

WARRANTED AGAINST BREAKAGE FORRf('YEARS!
Specially designed to take abuse in school halls, gyms and other areas where
ceiling tile damage is a problem, this suspended acoustical ceiling system features
Tectum panels, the only hard surfaced, durable panels that can take repeated
blows from basketballs, volleyballs and soccer balls without cracking and breaking.
The integral Tectum Keep Cl ip allows a panel to rise when struck and then
reposition itself. Each system comes with a limited ten-year warranty on panels
cracking, breaking or falling out of the ceiling. Call , write or see Tectum in Sweets
Architectural File.

TE CTU M INC •

105 S. Sixth Street• P.O. Box 920
Newark, Ohio 43055 • (614) 345-9691
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On the contrary;
it's a pi ce of cake ...
if it" C ssville porcelain.

I

.6...~ CROSSVILLE CERAMICS

V

Out-front in Porcelain Tile Technology

P.O. Box 1168, Crossville, TN 38557 (615) 484-2110, Telex 53-3097
Circle 128 on inquiry card
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We put holes
in your roof
to keep it

from leaking.
The purpose of a roof is to keep
what's outside a building from getting
inside. Which means the last thing you'd
expect to want in your roof is a hole.
But that's exactly what we do
with the Hi-Tuff™ roofing system. Put
holes in your roof so it doesn't leak.

What goes down doesn't
come up.
We mechanically attach the
scrim-reinforced, Hi-Tuff membrane to
your roof deck with tough , corrosionresistant fasteners. Then we cover the
fasteners with the next layer of membrane. And then we fuse the two layers
together with a hot-air welder. The result is a single, roofwide sheet of rubber.
And because our membrane's
made of Hypalon * synthetic rubber,
it cures after it's hot-air welded to resist
ultraviolet rays, rain, pollution, heat,
and cold.
Our operators are now
sta nding by.
If you'd like to know more about
the Hi-Tuff roofing system, we'd like to
tell you more. So give Paul Genest a
call at 413-584-9973. He'll take care
of the rest.

© 1987 J.P. Stevens & Co.,

Inc., Roofing Systems,
395 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA 01061
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LATAPOXY SP-100 The Stain Proof Grout
• Grout as easy to clean as the tile itself
• Consistent, uniform grout color

Call the LATICRETE • Technica l Services Depart ment for complete
information on this exciting product and the complete line of time proven
installation systems from LATICRETE Internationa l.
Call (SQQ) 243-4788 or C203l 393-0010for1nformat1on, cost estimates
and technical assistance .
When your project demands reliability cost effectiveness . proven
installations ... ca ll on the LATICRETE System .

•••1

LATICRETE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

U\illj·lli

1 1 LATICRETE PARK NORTH. BETHANY. CT06525-3498 USA
I• • • • TELEPHONE (203) 393-0010 • TOLL FREE (800) 243-4788
®TELEX 96-3541 LATICRETE BTHY • TELEFAX (203) 393-1684
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• No sealers required-=-ever
• Over 30 bright bold colors

If YOU
DIDN'T
NEEDA
PUNCTURE
PROOF
EIFS,
THIS AD
WOULD BE
POINTLESS
But if your structure requires an
exterior wall system that's
puncture-resistant, as well as
tough, attractive, thick, rigid,
mechanically fastened, thermal,
water resistant and durable-then
we have only one point to make:
Call your STD representative about
TDUGHWALL, the new EIFS that
combines STYROFOAM® Brand
Insulation, manufactured by the
Dow Chemical Company and
the best of STD technology into
one system that meets your
building needs.

~
~
~~ .......

STO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Quality Lane, Box 219
Rutland, VT 05701
Tel: 802-775-4117
Telex: 95-4651
Fax: 802-775-9663

A subsidiary of STO Corp, the Systems Teclmology Organization
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POSITIONS VA CANT

POSITIONS VA CANT
Architect Ball State University, Muncie, Indi-

SEVEN
DECADES
OF
ENGINEERING
AND
BUILDING

MK-Ferguson Company is
expanding the services
that we offer our clients
which is providing
opportunities in the
architectural department.
You will have overall
responsibil ity for an
architectural project
including: preparing
presentation drawings,
renderings, and worki ng
drawings and coordinate
your efforts with the other
disciplines. You should
have a Bachelor's degree
in Architecture,
professional registration
and at least 15 years of
related experience on
industrial and/or
commercial projects.
Since you will have client
contact, good oral and
written communication
skills are a must.
For immediate response
and a confidential
interview, send your
resume to:

PROJECT
MANAGERS
We are a Midwest-based acknowledged
leader in the design of complex
facilities for leading corporations
domestically and abroad. Our diverse
services have made a significant impact
on a wide range of industries . . . and
our expanded services have created key
openings for talented Project Managers
who understand the complexity of
multi-disciplined building projects.
The successful candidates will possess a
thorough knowledge of building design
and construction as evidenced by 15 or
more years of overall experience and 5
years of project management experience
on technically complex, multi-disci plined projects. A degree in Architecture
is required and an MBA is preferred.
You must be an assertive, effective
communicator who can deal comfortably at all levels of business. Your manner must instill instant credibility and
you must have the credentials to back it
up .
This is an opportunity to advance your
career with a company that fo sters personal development, initiative, and recognition in a way few can match . If you
are ready to bring your high level of
leadership and entrepreneurial abilities
to an exceptional environment for personal and professional growth, then we
would like to hear from you. Write in
complete confidence to :

P-4980
Architectural Record
Classified Advertising
P.O. Box 900
New York, NY 10108
An Equ al O pp ortunity Empl oyer M/ F

Project Architect, Manhattan. Responsible for
coordination and supervision of comme rcial,
retail and supervision of commercial, retail and
residential projects. Direct consultations with
client representatives. Preparation of info r mation relating to design, brief, specifications, ma terials, finishes, equipment and cost analyses.
Responsible for che cking rendering s, detai l and
shop drawings. Experience in maintenance
manual s, feasibility reports, zoning drawings, offering plans. Supervision of architects in office
and contractors and consultants on site . Re quirements: B.A. in Architecture. 1 yr mi n. in
above duties or 1 yr . as Architect. $33K . 40 hrs.
Resume/ Letter in duplicate to : PM 270, Room
501 , 1 Main St., Bklyn , NY 11201.

Architect -

Indiana Department of Nat ural

Resources Section Leader with proven abil ity in
pr eparat ion and coordination of constru ction
documents. Reg istrat ion required. Send re sume
and salary requir eme nts to : H .K. Pedigo, Rm
614, Sta te Office Building, Indianapo li s, IN
46204.

ARCHITECT
Assistant Cam pus
Facilities Officer
Project responsibility in all areas of facilities
planning & management for new & existing
facilities, including project supervision,
specification writing, cost estimating, budgeting and other projects as assigned . Requirements include architectural license and minimum of 4 years appropriate experience.
Salary: $34,362-$50,823, commensurate with
experience. Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume with salary history to:

JUDITH YOEPP
Personnel Director

LEHMAN COLLEGE
Gary S. Hunt
MK-Ferguson Company
One Erieview Plaza
Cleveland, OH 44114

ana - This individual (1) directs the complet ion
of assigned design projects from client contact
and design development through compl ete
construction drawin gs (and specifications if
need ed) and (2) coordinates activities of desi gn
team fo r in -house projects . These projects en compass all necessary arch itectural design, interior design and struct ural aspects of the development and remode ling of university facilit ies.
Minimum Qualification s: Bachelors degree in
Architecture or a rel ated field; at least 2- 3 years
experience with a professional architect ural/ engineering or related design firm; knowl edge of architectural design, structural, mechanical and electrical principles, stat e buil d ing
codes, and OSHA reg ulations; ability to complete professional quality construction drawings
and specifications, develop projec t budget,
project managemen t and contract ad mini stration . Preferred Qualifications: Architect ural
registration in the state of Indiana; Supervi sory
experience with a d es ign group. Rev iew of applications will begin immediately and conti n ue
until position is filled. Send resume , three (3)
original letters of refere nce and official t ranscripts to Dr. Norman Beck, Human Resou rces
Department, Ball State University, Muncie, IN
47306. Ball State Uni versity practices Equal O p portunity in Education and Employment.

The City University of New York
Bedford Park Blvd West
Bronx, New York, 10468
Equal Opty/Afrmtv Action Employer

Michael Latas & Assoc iates, Executive Se arch
and
Professio nal
Recruiting
Consul tants,
Specialists in the architectural and engin ee ring
fields. Operating nationally . Inquiries held in
the . strictest of confidence. 1311 Lindb ergh
Pla za Ce nter, St. Louis, Missouri 63132; (314)
993-6500 .
Architects -

$25,000-85,000 Group One

Search Executive Architectural Recruiters. Key
positions nationwi de at all leve ls with Re gional
& National firms . Experience in resea rch / development, hea lth car e, co mm ercial, crimin al justice, ed ucat ional , inst itutional , industria l and
multi -fa mily projects. Confidential. No Fee. Includ e sa lary requiremen ts . 4917 Ehrlich Road,
Suite 103, Tampa, FL 33624, (813) 969 -0544 .

Interior Design Di rector - Progressive North-

MK-Ferguson Company
is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative
Action em ployer.

POSITIONS VA CANT
Architects Needed -

East Coast and New En-

gland from entry level CADD to Department
Manager. Fees Paid . AWA Recruiter, 29 Clinton
Street, Rensselaer, NY 12144 (518) 436-7168.
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east Ohio architectural development firm inter ested in aggressive designer to co ntrol all asp ects of int er ior design division . Must have
strong techni ca l sk ills and proven abil ity to
schedule, supervi se and coordinate diverse
projects. Combination sa lary and co mmission
will be negot iated. Preferably ASID affi liated,
MA or ex tend ed exper ience. Apply imm ed iate ly P.O . Box 1872, Warren, OH 44482.

SPECIAL SERVICES

POSITIONS VA CANT
Architects - Hansen Lind Meyer , a nationally
recognized leader in the design or large -scale
health , criminal justice, life -care and commer cial fa cilities currently is seeking top professionals at all levPls of our organi zation. With offices
in Iowa City , Chicago, Orlando and New York
City, we offer challenging opportunities for
both professional and personal growth . Degreed Archi tects and Interior Architects with
2- 10 years experience wh o are looking for a
chall enging growth-oriented environment are
encouraged to apply. Our team approach to
projects assures you a rapid professional growth
and am ple opportunities to assume responsibili ty. We offer a generous benefits package, including a 40 1k savings plan and an ESOP. Generous relocation allowances, training and continu ing ed ucation opportunities and a stimulating
office environment provide a perfect setting for
your future professional car eer. Please submit a
lette r of app lication indicating your office preferen ce, relo cation requirements and salary history to : Duane R. Roggow, Hansen Lind Meyer,
Inc., Drawer 310, Iowa City, IA 52244 . EOE M / F.

Director of Marketing, A/E/P firm . Multioffice, multi - state, well estab lished A/ E/ P firm,
head q uartered in Roanoke, Virginia, seeks Ar chite ct or Engineer with at least 5 years in Marketin g and 2 years in Mark eting Management.
Non - A/E's will be consider ed with 5 years or
more experience with an A/ E firm and at least 4
year s in Marketing Manage ment. Send resume
and salary requirements to Kenneth L. Motley,
FAIA , President, Smithey & Boynton, P.O. Box
20969, Roanoke, VA 24018 . EOE .

Applications, Corp, DOD, GSA, VA. Construction Cost Systems, Chicago, (312) 858- 5441 ;
Tampa - (813) 887 - 5600 .

BOOKS FOR SALE

FEES FOR ARCHITECTS!
MELTON ARCHITECT'S SERVICES is a book of more than
200 pages that shows you the way to determine the minimum
cost of Architect's Basic Service fo r more than 75 different
types of buildings. It is 5 112 " x 8 112 " in size and has a beautiful
leatherette back with wire roll binding and heavy weight
pages for long life .
PREPAID $29.95
Send to T L. MELTON CO., PO. BOX 2644 ATLANTA , GA 30301

Church Pews
For more Information, call: 1-800-537-1530 In
Ohio, 1-800-472-2722

COMPUTER

College

grad uate registered NCARB certification, 23 yrs.
of di ve rsifie d architectural experience, managemen t and building types. Seeks to relocate Midwest or Mid-Atlantic states. Send replies to:
PW-4993, Architectural Record .

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Architect -

Cost Estimating, Quantity Surveys, Computer

SOFTWARE

POS ITIONS WANTED
Proiect Arch itect, Sr. Designer -

Professional Models - Arc hitectural and Engineering. Alb erta , Canada (403) 529-6222.

(Lie/Ins/ AIA) Wanted for 22 fir.

hi-rise combo joint ventu re. NJ gold coast.
Prim e prop ., Hoboken. Parti cipation basis only,
no in itial cash fees . P.O. Bo x 2472, Church St.
Station, NY 10007.

Architects and Engineers
Job-Cost/Job-8111 -- where project cost
management and invoicing is required.
Menu driven features include: Job History, Expense Summary, Time/Wage/
Salary/Billing Totals, Password Entry
and Invoicing for IBM and compatibles,
256K and hard disk reqd. , $295 + $3 s/h
U.S., FL. residents add 6% sales tax.
CALL 1-800-635-6366 tone 814
21 Years in Engineering Software

Structural Analysis, Inc.

SEND YOUR
AD COPY
FAST
VIA
TEL ECO PIER
To enable you to get
your classified
advertising typewritten
copy into this section
at the last possible
minute, we' ve installed
a XEROX 295
TELECOPIER (which
also receives copy
from other makes) in
our New York home
office.
If you have a telecopier,
just call the number
below to see if your
equipment is
compatible. If you
don 't have a teletopier,
call and we' ll help you
locate the nearest one.
It could even be in your
own firm or building.
NOTE: The Xerox 295
cannot accept photos
or art, but as always,
there is no charge for
typesetting and layout
service.

301 W. Camino Gardens Blvd., Suite 110
Boca Raton, FL 33432 (305) 392-6597

Multi-office A/E firm with headquarters in NJ
seeks to acquire an A or A/ E Maryland firm with
management to remain. B0 -4792, Architectural
Record.

SPECIAL SERVICES

TO ANSWER BOX
NUMBER ADS
Address separate envelopes
(smaller than 11" x 5")

~COMPLETE PREPARATION FOR

for each reply to:

lQgJ THE REGISTRATION EXAMS
Architectural License Seminars (21 3) 208-71 12
Box 64188 Los Angeles California 90064

Remedial Testing and Consulting Inc. - Curtain W all Consultants; rev iew drawings and
speci fication s, field inspections and testing, wit ness mock-ups. Remedial division evaluates and
corrects problems in buildi ng exteriors. RTC,
Inc. PO B 846, Coppell, TX 75019. 214-462-0993 .

Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Center
Architectural Record
Post Office Box 900
NY 10108

CALL
McGRAW-HILL
(212)
512-6800
Architectural Record May 1988
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th& ~lication
is available in

microfot111

----------Please send me additional information.

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

PCI Design Awards
Harry H. Edwards Award

U.S.A.

18 Bed ford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, WC1 R 4EJ
England

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Institution
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Prestressed Concrete Institute
invites Architects, Engineers and Designers
to submit outstanding
precast/prestressed concrete structures
for its 1988 Design Awards.
Any type of structure in the United States
or Canada using plant manufactured
precast/prestressed concrete or
architectu ral precast concrete is eligible.
Winners will receive national publicity
in major architectural publications.

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

, . , Bristolite® Skylighting

1

'(t~. better than mere illumination l ..

Bristolite® Structural Skylighting designs
feature custom extruded members of
architectural grade aluminum alloys,
heliarc welding, stainless steel fasteners,
and silicone glazing gaskets.
Glazing options include glass, acrylic,
fiberglass, and polycarbonate. Frame
finishes can be painted or anodized in a
wide variety of colors.

Entrants may also wish to have their structures
considered for the 1988 Harry H. Edwards
Industry Advancement Award,
which honors technological and design
innovations in the field of
precast/prestressed concrete.

Contact our Engineering staff for assis1
ance on your next glazing project. Bri~
tolite can produce it with all the qualit
and design innovation you 've come tc
expect from our good name.

, , . , Bristolite®Skylights
~·~~
,~,

401 E. Goetz Ave., P.O. Box 2515 Santa Ana, Calif. 92707

® {714) 540-8950 TOLL FREE {800) 854 -86 18 In Calif. {800) 42

The submission deadline is
July 31, 1988.
For more information, contact:

The Prestressed Concrete Institute
175 West Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 786-0300

Circle 132 on inquiry card
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Hippo Citron
Office Complex
La Jolla, California

Ceramic-On-Steel
Melds Hi~lech With High Style.

nly AllianceWall makes COLDRFlJSION~M a unique
breed of ceramic-On-steel panels as beautiful as
they are functional. By a new. proprietary process.
we can fuse a limitless range of colors. patterns
or graphics into the wall surface.
AllianceWall's COLDRFlJSION panels are virtually
indestructible. They won't chip. crack. mar or fade.
and they are scratch-. heat- and chemical-resistant.

O

They're easier and less expensive to install than
conventional wall surface materials. And they're
maintenance-free.
Nice to know that ceramic-on-steel now gives
you endless design possibilities. And that it will keep
your design intact ...a long way into the future. Write
or call for more information on American-made
COLDRFlJSION panels.

Ask about our other new metallic. matte and graphic surfaces.
AllianceWall Corporation· Box 920488 ·Norcross. Georgia 30092 • (404) 447-5043 •1WX 810-766-0436 ·FAX 404-446-5951

(l)}AillANcEWALL
I

I

AllianceWall's ceramic-on-steel panels. left to right: Exterior. Paragon Building. Houston;
Exterior. CIGNA Regional Office Buildings; Interior applications and escalators. Liege Hospital. Belgium; Graffitti-resistant walls.
Elevator Manufacturers Worldwide; Exterior and jetways. Cedar Rapids Airport.

Circle 135 on inquiry card

T

l

r

system -without the panels:'
"A couple months back, I was in the market ·
for new furniture for our Customer Service
Department. Fred's people needed ·something
more than a desk. Something with more
working and storage space, more privacy.
Something more versatile and space-efficient.
Something like a panel system.
"But my budget for the project wasn't
really in the systems range. And as Fred and I
discussed his requirement for an open and interactive working environment, it became clear
that we were really looking for something like
a panel system - without the panels.
"So when our design consultant showed
me the Stratum Desk System, I knew we had
a winner. Stratum's interchangeable worktops
and pedestals, along with storage components
and privacy screens that attach right to the

worktops, gave us the versatility and space
efficiency of a panel system without making
us buy panels we didn't need.
"In fact, Stratum Desk gives you everything you expect from a panel system. Except
the panels."
For complete information, send for
the "Stratum Evaluation Package". GF Office
Furniture, P.O. Box 1108,
Youngstown, Ohio
44501.

Stratum Desk by GE
When you need a panel system, but you don't
need the panels.

Visit us at NEOCON 20 Space 916.
Circle 136 on inquiry card
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UL Class A (New and Retrofit Construdionl; FM Class 1, 1·60 and 1·90. CODE APPROVALS: ICBO, SBCCI, BOCA, and Metro-Dade. MEMBER: NRCA, SPRI.
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A building

product reference
source that thinks
like you do
is right at the
beginning of
your Sweet'
General Building
& Renovation
Catalog file.

SELECTION DATA is Volume One of
the General Building & Renovation
Catalog File. Having it in your office is
like having an experienced "old pro"
at your beck and call every working
day-a professional who's eager to
share with you the ins and outs of
product selection.
What sets SELECTION DATA apart
is the fact that it is a valuable resource
for evaluating building products. Its
unbiased, generic data, charts and
diagrams help you decide on the
latest, most appropriate products for
your projects.
And while SELECTION DATA stands
out on its own, its value is derived
from its distinct link to Sweet's General Building & Renovation File, and
the manufacturers' catalogs contained
therein. SELECTION DATA's charts
direct you to the exact product catalogs in Sweet's that meet your design
specifications.
If you are an experienced designer

P 0 UCT OR

or even a beginner, SELECTION DATA
serves as a broad general reference
source, and it's a great guide to the
latest product catalogs. Whether
you're looking for information on
Lighting, a chapter added last year, or
Heating/Cooling, the newest chapter,
SELECTION DATA is an indispensable
professional design tool for every
design professional. And like you, it
keeps getting better.
If you receive Sweet's General
Building & Renovation Catalog File,
you already have a copy of
SELECTION DATA. If you 'd like
your own personal copy, write to Gerri
Jackson, Direct Marketing Manager,
Sweet's SELECTION DATA, McGrawHill Information Systems Company,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10020 for price and delivery
information. Or call her at
(212) 512-3958 .
SWEET'S l ~ !~GJt~'Ycii!I ,I ,
0

Where Construction Gets Its Start

E T'

New opportunities with

Radius Framing

from
United States Aluminum Corporation
Features include:

Radius Framing offers the
architect a fresh new option
that blends subtle radius
profiles with a superior
structural design to form
a most unique glazing
system. This distinctively versatile
product is equally
appealing for
both exterior
or interior
applications.

Projected vertical sections.
Excellent structural characteristics for high spans.
Easy conventional installation.
No exposed fasteners.
Safe radius corners replace
sharp 90° corners.
Easily glazed with %" or 1" glass.
Available in clear, bronze or
black anodized finish or
custom painted to
architect's
specification.

Appearance,
safety and
economy are
important factors in
the selection of the
proper system to suit
each particular project.
Shipped worldwide, the quality products of United States
Aluminum can be seen in
many of today's progressive
structures.
United States Aluminum Corporation has been an industry
leader for more than twentyfive years.
See us in Sweets ·08400/UMV

The refreshing
look of modern design.

For complete information call 1 (800) 527-6440, in Texas call 1 (800) 442-3247, or write:

United States Aluminum Co

•
810

Manufacturing Facilities

3663 Bandini Blvd.
Vernon, California 90023
Telephone (213) 268-4230

Subsidiaries of International Aluminum Corporation

200 Singleton Drive
Waxahachie, Texas 75165
Telephone (214) 937-9651
or (214) 299-5397 metro

6969 West ?3rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60638
Telephone (312) 458-9070

USA-318-4/87-PG

Circle 140 on inquiry card

720 Cel-River Road
Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730
Telephone (803) 366-8326

©1987 International Aluminum Corporation

The floor, the wall, or the conference room;
that's where the quality of Cold Spring Granite
belongs.
Beautiful, versatile, and durable, granite tile
is used and appreciated more and more by
architects, designers, andcontractors alike.
The natural properties of granite make it more
than just an elegant material; it's an excellent
value as well. Granite wears extremely well,
is highly stain-resistant, and non-absorbant.
Granite can also be easily maintained with mild
soap and water. It results in a low maintenance,

long-lasting product with high prestige value.
Cold Spring is your most complete source for
domestic granite interior products; from thinset-tiles to furniture, vanity tops, counter tops,
and wall applications. Cold Spring offers an
extensive selection of colors, finishes and textures from our numerous domestic quarries.

Domestic quarrying and fabrication means
that Cold Spring provides delivery, replacement
pieces, and technical support, unequalled
in the business.
Experienced design consultants in our Interiors
Division are ready to assist you with design
decisions, and the right selection of color,
texture, and finish for your next project.
Contact your Cold Spring Interiors design
consultant today and learn more about your
design possibilities with Cold Spring Granite.
800-328-7038.

COLD SPRING

Available through local distributors

The Single Source Supplier
Co ld Spring Granite
202 South Third Avenue
Cold Spring, MN 56320-2593

© Copyright)987 Cold Spring Granite Company

Circle 141 on inquiry card

E
According to the latest roofer
survey*, EPDM and other single
ply roofing systems have three times
as many failures and callbacks
compared to modified bitumen.
'

..IIIi
L

11

EAM
Seem logical? Others are attempting to improve seam integrity with
different adhesives and caulks,
resulting in a complicated application. Time will tell. But it seems
that a lot of roofers now agree
that modified bitumen is the
logical choice.
If your business can't stand
unseemly roof failures or
callbacks, go with the logical
choice. Call our free technical
hotline at 1-800-621NTEC.

This latest survey may surprise
you, or maybe not. It says that the
industry is having fewer problems
with modified bitumen roofing
systems. We have been saying it
for years. Why? In a word, seams.
With modified bitumen there are no
synthetics or dissimilar materials
forming the most critical area of
your roof. Modified bitumen is heat
welded to itself, forming a completely compatible seam.

Seam, service and solution ·
Why stop with the logical seam?
U.S. lntec is the industry leader in
modified bitumen, producing more
APP for torch applied Brai roofing
membranes than any company in
the world. We also make a complete line of alternate roofing systems
and roofing accessories. And we
back our quality products and you
with technical as well as field service
and warranties for up to 20 years.

Regional Offices:

Fort Worth , TX• North Branch, NJ
• Mt. Prospect, IL • Mesa, AZ
•Redmond, WA
National 1-800-231-4631
Texas 1-800-392-4216

U.S. INTEC, INC.~~
Roofing &Waterproofing Systems
P.O. Box 2845 • Port Arthur, Texas 77643
*Roofing survey conducted by RSI magazine in November. 1987.
Circle 142 on inquiry card

Advertising index

For detailed data, prefiled catalogs of the manufacturers listed
below are available in your 1988
Sweet's Catalog File as follows,

(G) General Building & Renovation
(E) Engineering & Retrofit
(I) Industrial Construction &
Renovation
(L) Homebuilding & Remodeling
(D) Contract Interiors

E
Edison Electric Institute, 216-217;

K
Kawneer Co., Inc. , 39; 28 , 41; 29

Bold face-page number
Italics-Reader Service number

A

c

Accuride , 222; 113 [D]
(213) 944-0921
Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration
Institute, 99; 70
(703) 524-8800
AllianceWall Corp., 239; 135 [G]
(404) 447-5043
Alumax Building Specialties, 66; 45
[G-D]
(214) 285-8811
American Electric, Construction
Materials Group, 205; 99
(412) 323-5400
American Gas Association, 17; 11
American Marazzi Tile, Inc. , 96; 67
[G-L-D]
(214) 226-0110
American Olean Tile Co., 69 to 72;
48 [G-D]
(215) 855-1111
American Stair-Glide Corp., 196; 92

CARADCO, a Kusan,Inc.Co. , 25; 16

[G]

Amoco Fabric & Fibers Co., 100-101;
71 [E]

Andersen Corp., 102-103; 72 [G-L]
Architect's Book Club, 219 to 221
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.,
Cov.11-1; 1, 2-3; 2 [G-E-D]
(800) 233-3823
Artec Div. of Kimball International,
192; 87
(800) 482-1616
Avonite, 167; 81 [G]

B
Baker Furniture, 175
BASF Corp. -Fibers Div., 56-57; 38
[G-E-L-D]
(704) 667-7713
Best Western International, 204
Besteel Industries, 32Sa; 149
(213) 283-8251
Big Show, The, 32Ed
(212) 944-7661
Bilco Co., 48; 34 [G-E-L]
(203) 934-6363
Bradley Corp., 82; 54 [G-E-1]
(414) 251-6000
Brick Institute of America, 197; 94
Bristol Fiberlite Industries, 238;
133 [G-L]
Burns & Russell Co., 252; 143
[G-E-1]
(301) 837-0720
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11 2 [E]

[G]

(217) 893-4444
Cadillac Fleetwood, GM Corp. ,180-181
Carlisle Syntec Systems, Div. of
Carlisle Corp., 32; 15 [G-E-1]
(800) 233-0551
Chadsworth, Inc. , 198; 96 [G]
(404) 876-5410
Chemstar, Inc., 32Wb; 148
Chicago Metallic Corp., 214; 109
[G-1-D]
Codeworks Corporation, 225; 118
(202) 778-6300
Cold Spring Granite, 247; 141 [G]
Commonwealth Aluminum, 98; 69
Compaq Computer Corp., 186-187
(800) 231-0900
Cooley Roofing Systems, 215; 110
[G-1]
(401) 724-0490
Cooper Lighting, 22; 14
Crossville Ceramics, 232; 128 [G-D]
(615) 484-2110
Crown Metal Mfg. Co., 198; 97
(312) 873-3833
C/S Group, 34; 26 [G-E]
(201) 272-5200
Cupples Products, Div. of H.H.
Robertson, 211; 106 [G]
(314) 781-6729

D
Dataprint Corp., 210; 104
(800) 227-6191
Dor-0-Matic, Div. of Republic
Industries, Inc. , 218; 150 [G]
(312) 867-7400
Dover Elevator Systems, Inc., 28-29
[G-1]
(601) 393-2110
Dow Chemical Co. -Styrofoam Brand
Products Div., 208; 101 [G-E-1]
Dow Corning Corp., 190; 85 [G-E-1-D]
(800) 346-9882
DPIC Companies, 18; 12
DuPont Carpet Fibers, 177
(800) 448-9835
DuPont Co. -Textile Fibers,
206-207; 100 [G-D]
(800) 448-9835
Duro-Last Roofing, Inc., 242; 138
[G-E]

[G]

Elkay Mfg., Inc., 5; 3 [G-E-1]
(312) 986-8484
Endura Div., The Biltrite Corp.,
195; 90 [G-1]
(800) 447-1982
Esco Elevators, Inc., 60; 41
(817) 478-4251

Knoll International, 42-43; 30
Kohler Co., 97; 68 [E]
Koppers Co., Inc., 49 to 52; 35
[G-E-1]
(412) 227-2000
Kroin, Inc., 199; 6 [G]
(617) 492-4000

F
Fiere Di Verona, 222; 115
Flexco International, 67; 46 [G]
Florian Greenhouse, Inc., 252; 144
[G-L]
(800) FLORIAN
Follansbee Steel Corp., 59; 40 [G]
(800) 624-6906
Formica Corp., 86; 57
(800) 543-3000
Fry Reglet Corp., 168; 82 [G]
(818) 289-4744

L
Laminators Safety Glass Assn., 223;

G
Gametime, Inc. , 23; 20 [G]
(205) 845-5610
General Electric - C&I Lamps,
62-63; 43 [G-E-1-D]
(216) 266-3900
General Electric Plastics-Lexan
Sheet, 164-165; 80 [G-1]
(800) 845-0600
GF Office Furniture, 240; 136

116

(913) 266-7014
Laticrete International, Inc., 234;
130 [G]

(800) 243-4788

M
Manville Corp. -Roofing Systems
Div.,
19 to 21; 13 , 209; 108 [G-E-1]
(303) 978-4900
Marble Institute of America, 193; 88
(313) 476-5558
MBCI, 194; 89
McNichols Co., 230; 124 [E-1]
(800) 237-3820
Mercer Products Co., Inc. , 198; 95
[G]

(201) 824-3100
Merchandise Mart Properties, Inc.,
183-184
Milgard Manufacturing, Inc., 32Wa;
147

H
Haworth, Inc., 104; 73
(616) 392-5961
Homasote Co ., 68; 4 7 [G]
(609) 883-3300
Hurd Millwork, 36-37; 27 [G-L]
(800) 224-4873
HWH Corp., 32Ee; 24
(215) 661-2000

(800) 422-5641
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries
America, Inc., 243; 139 [G-D]
(914) 761-9450
Monsanto Chemical Co. -Saflex Sound
Control, 92-93; 65 [G-E ]
(800) 325-4330
Musson Rubber Co., 210; 103 [G-1]

N

Innovative Marble and Tile, Inc.,
185; 83 [G-D]
(516) 752-0318
International Granite & Marble Co. ,
Inc., 32Ec; 23 [G]
(201) 869-5200
Interpane Coatings, 212; 107 [G-E]
(608) 764-5461
Ioline Corp., 160; 78
(206) 821-2140
IPS Insulated Panel Systems, Inc.,
188-189; 84 [G]
(713) 896-8700
ISICAD, Inc., 156; 76
(714) 821-2600

Naturalite, Inc., 54-55; 37 [G]
(800) 527-4018
N evamar Corporation, 64-65; 44
(800) 233-9485
Nora Flooring, 191; 86 [G-D]
(812) 273-1852
Norco Windows, Inc., 44-45; 31 [G]
(715) 585-6311
Normbau, Inc., 224; 117 [G-L]
(312) 628-8373
Northwest, 90

Sales offices
Main Office

0
Owens-Corning Fiberglas, 27; 18
[G-E-I-L]
(800) 537-3476
p
Pella Rolscreen Co., 94-95; 66
[G-L-D]
(512) 628-1000
Pittsbur gh Corning Corp., 226; 119
[G-E-I]
(412) 327-6100
Polyken Technologies, Div . of Kendall
Co., Cov.III; 145
(800) 248-7659
Porsche, 200 to 203; 98
(800) 252-4444
Pozzi Wood Windows Div., Bend
Millwork Systems, 213; 102 [G]
(800) 821-1016
Prestressed Concrete Institute,
238; 132
(312) 346-4071

R
Raceway Components, Inc. , 84-85; 55
[G-E]
I (201) 661-1116
Radio Shack, 229; 122
Raleigh Enterprises, Olympic West
Competition, 210; 105
(800) 451-7270
Raynor Garage Doors, 24; 17 [G]
I (815) 2s8-1431
IR ed Cedar Shingle & Handsplit
Shake
Bureau, 6; 4
!Rhone Poulenc, Inc., 153; 74 [G-E-I]
Russwin Div., Emhart Hardwar e
Group,
241; 137 [G]
J

s
Sanyo Bohn, 227; 120
(217) 446-3710
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Use your
STAG number~
XXXXXXXXXXX5-DIGIT
69699
6400 O~~ FEB90 S07

TERRY D~ASSOCIATES
128 MAIN STREET
ANYTOWN
IL 69699

N

eed product information fast? Your Architectural Record Subscriber
Telephone Access Card number can help speed information to you
about any product or service (advertised or new products/manufacturers literature items) described in this issue.
Architectural Record's exclusive STAG number system enables you to call
and key your "more information" requests directly into our computer via
touch-tone- telephone. Your personal STAG number is conveniently listed
above your name on the mailing address label for each issue. IMPORTANT:
Your STAG number starts after the first four numbers and is separated from
them by a,space. If your STAG number starts with one or more zeros, ignore
them, as well as the hyphen. (For example, the STAG number on the above
label is 98765432.)
Soon after your call, advertisers can access your requests by phone from our
computer, and start speeding information to you. So when you need information fast,. free help is as close as your STAG number. And STAG service is
available to you 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Circle 143 on inquiry card

CASE STUDY #3

How we solved an
extraordinary design problem
with an ordinary approach!

BEFORE YOU

1

DIAL ~

Write your STAG number in the
• boxes in Step 4 below. Do not
add leading zeros.
Write the Reader Service num-

bers for those items about
2• which
you want more information in the boxes in Step 6.
Do not add leading zeros .

CALL STAC:
Using a standard touch-tone
call 413 / 442-2668,
3 • telephone,
and follow the computer-generated instructions.

ENTER YOUR STAC UMBER
AND ISSUE NUMBER:
When the recording says,
your subscriber
4 • "Enter
number... " enter your STAG
number by pushing the numbers and symbols (#
or*) on your telephone keypad.
Ignore blank boxes. Enter:

DDDDDDDDD[!][!]
When the recording says,
magazine code and is5 • "Enter
sue code ... " enter these num-

HOW?
When Great American came to us with a design problem others
could not solve: a free standing projection to enclose a pool at a cost within
their budget .. .we put our engineers to work.
We used the same engineering superiority and custom design
capability that we apply to more standard projects, like Shop Rite and
McDonald's. And we solved the architect's design problem with a "Super
Sierra" 65 ft. span. Further, we came in under budget.

THAT'S HOW!
For the Florian Approach to your ordinary
extraordinary design problem, call Steve at
1-800-FLORIAN. In NJ 201-728-7800.

or~~
•

Greenhouse, Inc.
Dealerships available. No franchise Fee. Call l-800-Fl.ORIAN. In NJ 201-728-7800

Circle 144 on inquiry card

bers and symbols:

~

[i] [!] @] [fil [!] [!]

ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES;

6

When the recording says,
• "Enter (next) inquiry number... "
enter the first Inquiry Selection

Number, including symbols,
from your list below. Ignore
blank boxes. Wait for the prompt befor~ entering each subsequent number (maxim um 17
numbers).

1.DDDDC!JC!J
2. DD DD [il C!J
3.DDDDC!J~

4.D D D D [il C!J ·
5. DD DD [il [!]'
6.DDDDC!J~

7.DDDD0fi J
a.DD DD [il [!]
9. DD DD [il [!]
10. DD DD [il [!]
11.DDDD[!][!]
12.DDDD[!][!]
13.DDDD[!]C!J
14.DDDD[!]C!J
15.D D DD[!] C!J
16.D D DD[!][!]
17.D DDD[!][!]
END STAC SESSION:
When you have entered all your
Inquiry Selection Numbers and
7 • the
recording prompts, "Enter
next inquiry number," End the
call by entering:

[] [] ~ ITJ [!] [!]

If you are a subscriber and need assistance , call 212 / 512-3442. If you are not
a subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architectural
Record Subscription Services at 914/628-0821.

